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Foreword

In Asia and the Pacific, infrastructure investment requirements exceed the 
available public financial resources; the private sector will need to play a larger 
role in financing  infrastructure in partnership with the public sector through 

public–private partnerships (PPPs). Indeed, there is an increasing recognition and 
emphasis among developing member countries (DMCs) of the need to adopt PPP 
approaches for the development of infrastructure. Experience has shown that the 
PPP approaches in infrastructure and social service delivery enable governments to 
use private sector efficiency and investments to improve services to the citizens. At 
the same time, many DMCs experience difficulties in implementing PPP projects. The 
Asian Development Bank (ADB) works with governments to disseminate knowledge, 
develop capacity, assist in formulating reform agendas, strengthen governance, and 
create conditions conducive to implementing PPP projects.

The Republic of Korea has rich experience in implementing PPP projects for almost 
a decade. This experience provides valuable lessons for most DMCs and that merits 
wider dissemination. The two-volume report prepared by the Korea Development 
Institute (KDI) presents an in-depth assessment of the different components of PPP 
framework of the Republic of Korea, including comparing and contrasting the success 
factors of the Korean PPP model with the experience of other countries through 
invited presentations on PPP frameworks and multisector case studies. 

This publication aims to support the efforts of DMCs engaged in the development 
of appropriate institutional PPP framework and regulatory reforms along with a 
well-defined and transparent financial assistance and risk-sharing framework, for 
facilitating private sector involvement through PPPs. With this report, we hope 
governments, the private sector, and civil society will benefit from sharing the expe-
riences of other countries to understand choices in PPP approaches and eventually 
contribute to infrastructure and economic development in Asia and the Pacific. 

This knowledge-sharing work was conducted under the regional technical assistance 
project, Knowledge Sharing on Infrastructure Public–Private Partnerships in Asia 
(Project Number: 42105-01, financed by the Republic of Korea e-Asia and Knowledge 
Partnership Fund). Anand Chiplunkar of the Sustainable Infrastructure Division of 
the Regional and Sustainable Development Department (RSDD) is the task manager 
of the project. KDI is the implementing agency. We would like to thank the team of 
experts at KDI, led by Jay-Hyung Kim, for the completion of this report. The successful 
conduct of the PPP workshop in Seoul, Korea in May 2009 also greatly contributed to 
compiling other country frameworks and case studies in this report. To this end, we 
thank all the contributors, panelists, and participants to the workshop. 

Xianbin Yao
Director General
Regional Sustainable Development Department 
Asian Development Bank 
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Preface

With a 15-year experience in public–private partnership (PPP) program, the 
Republic of Korea is deemed to have established institutional settings and a 
matured market. The government initiates various kinds of policies that can 

facilitate infrastructure financing through PPP approaches. Comprehensive and clear 
definition of the PPP procurement steps—to secure or enhance value for money—in 
the special law and regulations has been an essential element to improve consistency 
and efficiency and to reduce uncertainty in implementing PPP projects in the country. 

The Ministry of Strategy and Finance (MOSF) of the Government of the Republic 
of Korea is responsible for managing PPP projects, and the Public and Private 
Infrastructure Investment Management Center (PIMAC) at the Korea Development 
Institute (KDI) supports MOSF in various ways. The mission and roles of PIMAC, 
prescribed in the PPP Law, include (i) supporting MOSF in formulating the Basic Plan 
for PPP; (ii) supporting the competent authorities and ministries in the procurement 
process, such as assessment of feasibility and value for money for potential PPP proj-
ects, formulation of the request for proposal, designation of the concessionaire, 
and promoting foreign investment in PPP projects through consultation services and 
other related activities; and (iii) developing and operating capacity-building programs 
for public sector practitioners. Along with the technical assistance described above, 
PIMAC at KDI conducts policy research related to PPP programs and provides policy 
advice to MOSF and procuring ministries. 

Under the Technical Assistance Collaboration Agreement with the Asian Development 
Bank (ADB), recognizing the need to facilitate PPP in developing member countries, 
the KDI produced this publication based on Korean experience of PPP over the last 
decade. With reflection of the Korean PPP procurement scheme, the current publica-
tion tries to present not only case studies on institutional arrangements for PPP in 
the Republic of Korea but also the policies and evidences of maximizing benefits and 
value for money of PPP while minimizing downsides and risks. 

This publication was prepared by PIMAC of KDI. I am deeply grateful to the 
Government of the Republic of Korea, and would like to give special thanks to MOSF 
for providing valuable support and encouragement. I also would like to thank other 
ministries and agencies of the government as well for providing supporting materials 
and data for PPP analyses. The authors are indebted to Woo Ho Kim and Jong-Phil 
Lee of the Korea Maritime Institute, and to Gahyun Choi of the Korea Fixed Income 
Research Institute for their contributions to analyzing either PPP port facility cases or 
financial models. I thank Seyong Kim and Ki-Soo Kim of PIMAC at KDI for the review 
of and discussion on the volume 2 manuscript. I am also grateful to all participants 
in the international conference, Knowledge Sharing on Infrastructure Public–Private 
Partnerships in Asia, held in Seoul in May 2009, which was organized by the KDI 
and ADB in collaboration with the ADB Institute and World Bank Institute. Special 
thanks are extended to Oh-Seok Hyun, President of KDI; Yong Geol Lee, Vice Minister, 
Ministry of Strategy and Finance of the Government of the Republic of Korea; and 
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Ursula Schaefer-Preuss, Vice President, Knowledge Management, ADB, for attending 
the opening ceremony of the conference. I deeply appreciate Woochong Um, Anand 
Chiplunkar, and Theresa Audrey O. Esteban of ADB who provided assistance and 
encouragement during the entire procedure of this publication. Special acknowl-
edgement goes to the staffs of KDI, Wonah Seo and Yoo-Eun Koh for their devoted 
efforts. I also would like to thank Yun Ju Lee and Dong-young Shin of KDI for their 
careful editing of the manuscripts. Special thanks is extended to Fred Donovan who 
carefully edited and proofread the entire manuscript. Lastly, I gratefully recognize all 
the efforts and contributions of those who, one way or another, provided assistance 
in this publication. 

Jay-Hyung Kim
Managing Director
Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center 
Korea Development Institute
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Executive Summary

Background

Following decades of rapid economic growth, the Republic of Korea found itself 
at the beginning of the 1990s with a serious shortage of infrastructure facilities, 
such as roads, railways, seaports, and airports. The government, judging there 

would be limits to its ability to fund the needed construction of infrastructure facilities, 
had come to feel the need to induce private sector participation in infrastructure 
investment as an alternative means of replenishing infrastructure. The government 
began to push for public–private partnership (PPP) projects in earnest with the 
August 1994 enactment of the Act on Promotion of Private Capital Investment in 
Social Overhead Capital.

Because of the financial crisis that hit the Republic of Korea in late 1997, however, 
the promotion of PPP projects fell into a slump. So, the government made an across-
the-board amendment, called the Act on Private Participation in Infrastructure, in 
December 1998, which called for, among other things, reinvigorating PPPs through 
various government policy supports, including the minimum revenue guarantee 
(MRG). The government modified this law again in January 2005, expanding the 
range of facilities covered from economic infrastructure—such as transport facilities 
like roads, railways, seaports, and environmental facilities—to social infrastructure, 
such as schools, military residences, housing and welfare facilities for the aged, 
and cultural facilities. It introduced the build–transfer–lease (BTL) method in 
addition to the existing build–transfer–operate (BTO) method, expanding the scope 
of participation in PPP financing and diversifying opportunities. In October 2009, 
the MRG was abolished and replaced by the government support measure of 
compensation of base cost where the government shares investment risk within the 
limit of government’s cost in case the project was conducted as a public project.

Chronologically, the changes in the nation’s PPP project characteristics can be roughly 
divided into four periods. Phase I covers the period from the 1960s to August 1994, 
during which the nation sporadically conducted PPP projects based on individual 
laws that applied to road and port projects.

Phase II covers the period from the enactment of the Act on Promotion of Private 
Capital Investment in Social Overhead Capital in August 1994 to March 1999, just 
before its comprehensive revision in the Act on Private Participation in Infrastructure. 
During this period, the government set clear criteria on concession periods, user fees, 
and government support, as well as more clearly specified project implementation 
processes. Despite these changes designed to encourage private investment, private 
investment sharply declined due to the financial crisis that hit the nation in late 1997. 
The amount of actual PPP activity during this period remained quite sluggish. From 
the viewpoint of policy makers, the immediate aftermath of the financial crisis was a 
period when they badly needed expanded private investment in social infrastructure 
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to stimulate the economy and foreign direct investment to upgrade the Republic of 
Korea’s sovereign credit rating to overcome the financial crisis. During this period, 
there was an even greater need to reinvigorate PPP projects. The government there-
fore took steps to make a wide range of systemic improvements, including enact-
ment of the Act on Private Participation in Infrastructure in December 1998.

Phase III spans the period from early 1999 to 2004, during which time the govern-
ment introduced various support systems to reinvigorate private investment projects, 
including the MRG. The government attempted to solve various problems that had 
been continuously raised in the course of promoting PPPs. Such measures included 
removing artificial divisions of facilities eligible for PPP support, diversifying project 
promotion patterns into solicited and unsolicited projects, requiring feasibility and 
appropriateness studies for the selection of projects, establishing the Public and 
Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center (formerly known as the Private 
Infrastructure Investment Center of Korea), improving the Korea Infrastructure Credit 
Guarantee Fund system, establishing and operating an infrastructure fund, and 
granting private-sector buyout rights.

Finally, Phase IV covers the period from the introduction of the BTL method in 
January 2005, during which the government revised the Act on Private Participation 
in Infrastructure, expanding the categories of PPP projects from economic produc-
tion facilities to social and residential facilities. Also, it diversified the PPP implemen-
tation methods, such as implementing the BTL method on solicited projects.

The PPP market in the Republic of Korea has grown and developed into a stable and 
highly profitable financial market thanks to the government’s systemic support and 
management to vitalize the PPP program over the past decade or so. The PPP market 
has solidified its position as a new mode of raising funds to make up for insuffi-
cient government funding. Private sector interest is increasing, and the government 
through various policies is working to reinvigorate PPP financing, as part of its effort 
to upgrade its PPP promotion strategy. As of the end of 2008, more than 400 proj-
ects were under way. Out of those, about 110 BTO projects and 140 BTL projects 
have been completed and are in operation.

Recently, there has been growing demand in the Republic of Korea to set up a sound 
fiscal management system for PPP projects. PPP investment has long been treated 
separately from publicly financed investment and was not included in the accounting 
and regulation of government expenditures. In terms of settling government subsidy 
between the competent authorities and the private concessionaire, contracting future 
payment obligations for 20–30 years and forecasting future expected or contingent 
government revenues, there is a need to develop a fiscal guideline to define proper 
level of private sector participation, and the investment portion against the budget 
and suggested criteria for project selection. The government is considering linking 
the PPP implementation and investment plans to the government budget within the 
medium-term expenditure framework.

This study is divided into two volumes of case studies from the Republic of Korea’s 
experience with PPP infrastructure projects, along with appendixes. The first volume 
examines the institutional framework of the Korean PPP system, its performance, and 
recent strategies and initiatives for effective PPP implementation and management. 
The government’s latest policy measures intended to reinvigorate PPP investment in 
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the aftermath of the recent global financial crisis are included as well. The second 
volume summarizes cases involving BTO port and BTL educational facility projects. 
In the appendixes, a global country comparison is provided, including country PPP 
frameworks and case studies.

Volume 1: Institutional Arrangements and Performance

Institutional Settings

The first volume of this report describes the details of institutional settings for PPPs 
in the Republic of Korea. The volume examines the legal framework for PPPs, decision 
organizations, procurement schemes, government support for land expropriation, 
financial and tax incentives, concession termination conditions, and training and 
educational programs for capacity building.

The PPP Act and the Enforcement Decree, the principal components of the legal 
framework for PPPs, clearly define eligible infrastructure types, procurement types, 
procurement processes, the roles of the public and private parties, policy supports, 
etc. The act is a special act that supersedes other acts. The act exempts PPP projects 
from strict government regulation in the area of national property management and 
allows a special purpose company (SPC) to play the role of competent authority.

The hierarchy of the legal arrangements for PPPs is

• PPP Act,
• PPP Enforcement Decree,
• PPP Basic Plan, and
• PPP Implementation Guidelines.

The PPP Act lays out the PPP Basic Plan and PPP Implementation Guidelines, which 
together address, in detail, policy directions, procurement steps, and government 
supports.

The PPP Act directs the Ministry of Strategy and Finance (MOSF) and the Public and 
Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center (PIMAC) to issue the PPP 
Basic Plan. The Basic Plan provides PPP policy directions, PPP project implementation 
procedures, financing and refinancing options, risk allocation mechanisms, payment 
schemes for government subsidies, and documentation instructions. PIMAC devel-
oped the PPP Implementation Guidelines to improve transparency and objectivity 
in PPP implementation. Continuous development of the act and related regulations 
demonstrates a strong commitment on the part of the government to strengthen 
the private sector’s confidence in the PPP program.

Major players in the PPP program include the MOSF and the concerned line ministries. 
The MOSF is responsible for implementing the PPP Act, PPP Enforcement Decree, and 
PPP Basic Plan. The MOSF is responsible for preparing the draft budget for PPPs as 
well. An important issue concerning the interplay among MOSF and the line minis-
tries is that of fiscal discipline. Given that PPPs involve both the government and the 
private sector and that the line ministries are the initial contact points and do not 
frequently keep the MOSF informed, the MOSF often has trouble in managing PPP 
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projects. Therefore, the MOSF exercises tight control on public expenditures in the 
implementation stage. Ministries are required to spend within the limits set in the 
quarterly budget implementation plan. When deemed necessary, the MOSF is able to 
postpone or block part of PPP program expenditures.

Under the PPP Act, the PPP Review Committee (PRC) is organized and managed by 
the MOSF. The PRC considers matters concerning the establishment of major PPP poli-
cies and key decisions in the process of implementing large-scale PPP projects. The 
committee is composed of the minister of finance and strategy (chair), vice ministers 
of line ministries in charge of implementing PPP projects, and private sector experts 
with knowledge and experience in PPP projects.

The mission and roles of PIMAC are prescribed in the PPP Enforcement Decree. They 
include supporting the MOSF in the formulation of the PPP Basic Plan; supporting 
the competent authorities and ministries in the procurement process, such as assess-
ment of feasibility and value for money for potential PPP projects, formulation of 
the request for proposal, designation of the concessionaire, evaluation of project 
proposals by private companies, negotiation with potential concessionaire, etc.; 
promoting foreign investment in PPP projects through consultation services and 
other related activities; and developing and operating capacity-building programs 
for public sector practitioners. Besides the technical assistance described above, 
PIMAC conducts policy research related to PPP programs and provides policy advice 
to the MOSF and procuring ministries.

Under the PPP Act, 46 infrastructure facility types in 15 sectors are eligible for PPP 
procurement. By listing eligible facility types in the PPP Act, the government aims to 
induce private capital to invest in the sectors where additional investment is needed 
for the benefit of the public. Some argue, however, that the listing of eligible facility 
types may restrict the flexible and innovative application of PPP procurement to new 
types of facilities. These critics recommend modification of the act for more compre-
hensive application.

Eligible procurement methods are divided into build–transfer–operate (BTO) and 
build–transfer–lease (BTL), depending on the structure of the PPP project. Other 
procurement methods, such as build–operate–transfer (BOT) and build–own–operate 
(BOO), are applicable as well. PPP projects are categorized into solicited and unsolic-
ited, depending on who initiates the project. For a solicited project, the competent 
authority, central or local government, identifies a potential PPP project and solicits 
proposals from the private sector. In the case of an unsolicited project, the private 
sector identifies a potential PPP project and requests designation of the project as a 
PPP from the competent authority. The concessionaire is selected under a competi-
tive bidding process, although the initial proponent may obtain extra points in the 
bid evaluation.

In order to facilitate PPP implementation, the PPP Act grants land expropriation 
rights to the concessionaire. The concessionaire may entrust the competent authority 
or the local government with the following responsibilities, execution of the land 
purchase, compensation for loss, resettlement of residents and others. The overall 
process of land acquisition or expropriation for public works, such as infrastructure 
facilities and public buildings, is prescribed by the Land Acquisition Act. Unless a 
special provision is provided in the PPP Act or related laws, the procedures under the 
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Land Acquisition Act apply to the expropriation or use of land needed for the imple-
mentation of PPP projects. Under the Land Acquisition Act, land acquisition is carried 
out by the concessionaire.

The government promulgates various kinds of policies that can facilitate infrastruc-
ture financing. More specifically, the government provides (i) construction subsidies, 
(ii) compensation for base (raw) cost, (iii) infrastructure credit guarantees via the 
Infrastructure Credit Guarantee Fund, (iv) tax incentives, and (v) guidelines for early 
termination payment.

Trends and Current Status

In 1995 when PPP projects were first introduced, W400 million was invested in PPP 
projects (mostly in BTO projects), which was just 0.5% of total social overhead capital 
investment. However, by late 2008, W3.7 trillion was invested in PPPs, taking up 
about 17.3% of total social overhead capital investment.

As of September 2009, a total of W66.1 trillion had been invested in 203 BTO 
projects. These projects were in various stages of development: 110 completed,  
44 under construction, 19 in preparation for construction, 24 under negotiations, 
and 6 preparing to announce request for proposal (RFP). Of these projects, conces-
sionaires were chosen and concession agreements signed for 173 projects. By sectors, 
there were 61 road projects, 11 railway projects, 17 port projects, 64 environmental 
facilities, 5 logistics projects, and 45 other types of construction projects, including 
parking lots and culture and tourism projects. Of the 203 projects, 86 were national 
projects and 117 were local projects.

Among the signed BTO projects, the annual rate of return in real terms was 9.12% 
in 2000; this gradually declined to 8.13% in 2004, 6.66% in 2006, falling sharply to 
5.13% in 2008.

To promote BTO projects, the government provides subsidies during the construction 
phase and subsidizes operations through MRGs. Unlike other government support, 
such as fixed construction subsidies, government guarantees create higher fiscal risks 
because it is harder to estimate the costs and benefits. Through MRGs, the govern-
ment guarantees private investors a fraction of expected revenue for a project. If 
revenue falls below the guaranteed level, the government pays the investor the 
difference. As of the end of 2008, about W1,390.3 billion in MRG subsidies had been 
paid to private project companies. Early projects started operation but generated 
only 50% of expected demand on average. Large amounts of government payments 
were provided as MRG subsidies annually.

One criticism of the MRG system was that the government took most of the risk,  
but provided unreasonably high returns to private participants. Higher MRG levels 
implied more risk transfer from private participants to the government. Another criti-
cism of the MRG system was that the project company may display moral hazard 
behavior by not trying its best to increase revenue. The worst case of the moral 
hazard problem arose in projects where the main user of the facility was the project 
company, such as with port projects. Various efforts were initiated by the govern-
ment to mitigate the burden from its MRG commitments. One of the most direct 
efforts was consultation with the project company to develop plans for increasing 
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revenue. Other efforts included preparing refinancing guidelines. When the project 
company refinanced, the company and the government would split the refinancing 
gains.

In an October 2009 revision of the PPP Basic Plan, the government abolished the 
MRG scheme. In order to improve PPP project structure, a new risk-sharing structure 
was developed, under which the government shares investment risk with the private 
company by compensating the base (raw) cost of the project, calculated as the sum of 
private investment cost and the interest rate of government bonds. Projects covered 
by the new structure are government-solicited projects with significant public benefits.

As of September 2009, a total of 242 BTL projects were under way, involving a total 
investment of W12.2 trillion. These include: 8 signed projects, 92 under construc-
tion, and 142 in operation. Among the BTL projects, 136 are projects for primary 
and middle schools, 56 are for environmental sewage facilities, 10 are for military 
residential facilities, and 18 are for cultural facilities.

The infrastructure fund is a vehicle that indirectly invests money in PPP projects. This 
vehicle is established and operated according to the PPP Act. The infrastructure fund 
is a mutual fund that invests in infrastructure PPP projects. Because it is a special 
purpose mutual fund, the infrastructure fund is subject to the Act on Business of 
Operating Indirect Investment Assets (unless the PPP Act directs otherwise). The PPP 
Act supports the infrastructure fund by exempting it from the Fair Trade Act. This 
allows the infrastructure fund to hold more than what the Fair Trade Committee 
allows (listed corporation: 30%; non-listed corporation: 50%). In 2005, the asset 
size of the infrastructure fund, assisted by recent economic growth in emerging 
Asian market, increased by 71% compared to the previous year, making its asset 
value $98.1 billion. This was the result of low interest rates and the pension funds’ 
expanding investment in the infrastructure fund in order to secure more stable 
long-term returns. As more funds flowed into private equity funds, in June 2006, 
the inflow of funds increased by 50% compared to only 2% in early 2000, and the 
amount raised by issuing stocks was $29 billion, which was more than 7 times the 
amount raised the previous year.

Implementation Procedure

The PPP Act and the PPP Enforcement Decree regulate general procurement proce-
dure for PPP projects. The PPP Basic Plan formulated under the PPP Act provides 
detailed implementation processes by project types and initiation and defines the 
roles of associated parties, such as competent authority, private company, the MOSF, 
line ministries, and PIMAC for each step in the process. A comprehensive and clear 
definition of the PPP procurement steps in the special law and regulations has been 
an essential element to improve consistency and efficiency and to reduce uncertainty 
in implementing PPP projects.

The procurement procedure is designed to secure or enhance value for money (VFM) 
of PPP projects. In the planning stage, an assessment of a potential project is carried 
out to ensure VFM of PPP procurement in comparison with traditional public procure-
ment. In the bid selection stage, competitive bidding is mandatory, both for solicited 
and unsolicited projects; this leads to improving VFM of the project concerned by 
encouraging bidders to propose higher service quality and reduced project costs.
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To secure accountability and conformity of PPP projects with the national infra-
structure investment plans and policies, the PPP Act requires the MOSF and the 
PRC to deliberate on large PPP projects whenever they pass gateways to the next 
 procurement step.

In addition, standard guidelines have been developed by PIMAC for documentation, 
such as performing a VFM study and formulating an RFP and a PPP contract, to facili-
tate the procurement process and enhance consistency.

Ex-Post Management, Refinancing, and Renegotiation

Up to now, the PPP program has been focused on the ex-ante stage of the projects, 
meaning project selection and project inducement. However, as more projects enter 
into the operational phase, issues about the efficiency of project management and 
contract renegotiation will be highlighted; these issues arise in the ex-post stage. 
Thus, it is important to understand the progress of PPP projects and their ex-post 
management system.

Currently, PPP projects in the Republic of Korea are managed by the appropriate 
competent authority (for example, the Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime 
Affairs, the Ministry of Environment, the Seoul Metropolitan Government, the Busan 
Metropolitan City, etc.) and the management structure is stipulated in each conces-
sion agreement. Each competent authority manages projects by implementing 
guidelines for concession agreements and receiving project progress reports.

The competent authorities must check on all PPP projects on a quarterly basis and 
submit the results to the MOSF. In addition, they must input status data on a quar-
terly basis for each project into the InfraInfo System (http://InfraInfo.kdi.re.kr), a 
database of PPP projects. The MOSF and PIMAC administer the system. The database 
includes financial status, project progress, and fiscal support-related information.

To carry out fair performance evaluations, the competent authority must form a 
performance evaluation committee consisting of government officials, the project 
company (SPC or operator), and experts in the relevant field. The project company 
first submits a self-evaluation report, which is reviewed by the competent authority. 
The performance evaluation committee then can decide whether to conduct an addi-
tional independent evaluation by a third party. For each evaluation item (e.g., avail-
ability, safety and durability, service satisfaction, etc.) the PPP project is given an 
evaluation grade (e.g., grade A through D) and then scored according to the grade. 
Weights are given to evaluation items (using methods such as the analytic hierarchy 
process) to calculate final evaluation results.

A survey was conducted of major stakeholders of BTO road projects currently in oper-
ation—competent authorities, project companies, and experts—about user satisfac-
tion, the performance of BTO projects, and other issues. To find out the level of user 
satisfaction, interviews were conducted with 200 users of three BTO toll roads. E-mail 
surveys were conducted with 200 people, such as public officials, project company 
employees, and experts related to the BTO projects.

The results of this survey show that different groups of stakeholders have different 
perceptions about the performance of BTO projects. In the survey of users, those 
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who use BTO roads were found to be largely satisfied with the services despite 
more expensive tolls than government-financed roads. Although the BTO toll roads 
provide the greatest advantage for shorter travel time compared with alternative 
roads, a reduction in the price of tolls appeared to be the most important task to 
increase user satisfaction. The survey of project companies, competent authorities, 
and experts demonstrated a perception gap between project companies and compe-
tent authorities on the performance of BTO projects. While project companies and 
experts had positive perceptions of BTO projects, competent authorities had some-
what negative responses. This can be attributed to the financial burdens caused 
by subsidies and MRGs, and additional administrative burdens from higher tolls, 
outside auditing, and civil complaints.

Results of the surveys of BTL projects’ stakeholders showed that satisfaction levels 
were high among students, principals, and administrative chiefs for school construc-
tion and operation. Stakeholders also had positive appraisals regarding attainment 
of the BTL’s purposes and VFM. It is noteworthy that the high appraisal of school 
operation indicates that this new business area of service purchase-type projects is 
successfully taking root.

Refinancing is the process of changing the project consortium’s equity structure, 
investment share, debt financing condition, etc. Refinancing clauses were added to 
the 2004 PPP Basic Plan. Then, in 2007, PIMAC developed Guidelines for Refinancing 
to clarify some of the details of refinancing. According to the PPP Act, the compe-
tent authority is supposed to share the refinancing gains equally with the project 
company. The competent authority is directed to use its share of the refinancing gains 
to lower user fees. However, if the competent authority finds that lowering the user 
fees is inappropriate considering the characteristics of the individual project, then it 
can lower the MRG level, reduce the concession period, or other similar measure to 
use refinancing gains.

PIMAC plays a critical role in refinancing. The PPP Basic Plan states that the center 
should provide advice or act as an intermediary in case of dispute. According to the 
guidelines, PIMAC must review and validate the financial models, the refinancing 
gain estimation, and the alternatives for using the refinancing gains before negotia-
tion. As of the end of 2008, six BTO projects had been completely refinanced, and 
five more projects were in the process of refinancing.

Renegotiation means an adjustment or change in the concession agreement. Terms 
and conditions of the concession agreement can be renegotiated when the PPP 
policy or the project scope changes. Renegotiation is also possible when the govern-
ment wants to rebalance the use of facilities among government facilities and PPP 
facilities. The PPP Basic Plan and the concession agreement describe the detailed situ-
ations where renegotiation is permitted, and how renegotiation proceeds.

Evidence of Cost Savings and Efficiency Gain

This study analyzed the efficiency of PPP projects from the perspectives of three 
parties: users, concessionaires, and the government. The study examined the risks 
each party takes and whether the risk sharing schemes are appropriate. From the 
perspective of users, efficiency can be divided into an analysis of the level of user 
fees (toll fees and passage fares on PPP roads and railways) based on financial 
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models and renegotiation issues involving concession agreements. Users pay fees 
such as tolls for roads and passage fares for railways to use private facilities. By 
comparing and analyzing the level of user fees between government-financed and 
private-investment projects, the paper examined whether the difference in user fees 
between government and PPP projects has decreased over time in relation to experi-
ence with PPP projects. The results of comparison found that the difference in user 
fees between government and PPP projects has steadily decreased in proportion to 
accumulated experience in PPP projects.

For PPP projects to be carried out efficiently, one of the most important issues is 
promoting competition among private participants bidding for the project. The 
paper examined whether there was enough competition among private participants 
and analyzed government subsidies given the level of competition and return on 
risk for private participants. In the past, there was not enough competition for PPP 
projects among private participants. Some 70% of PPP projects were awarded to a 
sole bidder, with about 30% involving more than one bidder. The level of competi-
tion was examined based on the two types of projects—solicited and unsolicited. 
What is noteworthy is that there was no significant difference in the level of competi-
tion between solicited and unsolicited projects. With solicited projects, the problem 
of asymmetric information among private participants is less serious compared to 
unsolicited projects. Therefore, more competition among solicited projects would 
be expected. Real data, however, indicated that there was no significant difference 
in the level of competition between solicited and unsolicited projects and that many 
solicited projects were awarded to a sole bidder. The results suggested that bidding 
for solicited projects may have been carried out less efficiently. Project data by year, 
however, showed that the number of bidders has increased over time, indicating that 
PPP projects have become more efficient.

Results of estimated rates of return for private investment projects showed that the 
real rate of return stands at about 6%–9%, and nominal rate of return at about 
11%–14%. The premium against 5-year government bond yield was around 6%–9%. 
The results of estimation of appropriate rates of return—based on different types of 
risk and agreement terms across road, railway, and seaport projects—showed that 
most projects were guaranteed very high rates of return. The appropriate level of 
premium varied depending on individual projects, but it was around 2%–4% against 
a 5-year government bond yield on average. The rate of return for private partici-
pants in PPP projects was much higher than their level of risk. The good news is that 
the premium rate of return against a 5-year government bond yield has decreased 
year by year, which indicates improved efficiency of PPP projects.

Most issues with PPP projects are related to the government, directly or indirectly. The 
most direct issue is the government subsidy, which is injected into both government-
financed and PPP projects. This study examined two cases. According to results of 
analysis for Project A, if the level of revenue from toll fees falls to less than 66.25%, 
it would be more efficient to carry out a government-financed project. If the level is 
at least 66.25%, it would be more efficient to carry out a PPP project. Results also 
showed that the level of revenue from toll fees in this project must be 80% or higher, 
at which point the government begins redemption. When the level is at least 80%, 
the government can begin redemption without having to offer a subsidy, thereby 
reaping profits. In Project B, if the level of revenue from toll fees falls to less than 
75.20%, it would be more efficient to carry out a government-financed project. The 
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government can begin redemption without offering a subsidy when the level is at 
least 103%.

The analysis concluded that PPP projects in the Republic of Korea have become more 
efficient from the perspectives of users, concessionaires, and the government. The 
key results include (i) user fees of PPP facilities approached those of public facilities 
over time, (ii) the rate of return to private participants relative to the risks they bear 
declined thanks to the increased competition in the bidding process, and (iii) the 
subsidy provided by the government decreased over time. The improved efficiency 
of PPP projects in the Republic of Korea has been reflected in concession agreements. 
Overall, concession agreements have developed in the direction of protecting the 
interests of users and reducing the uncertainty for private participants as well as for 
the government.

Evidence of Contribution of PPPs to the National Economy

The promotion of PPP projects is expected to have ripple effects on the national 
economy through three channels: economic growth resulting from the inflow of 
private capital, increased social welfare resulting from the timely delivery of social 
services and the early realization of social benefits, and reduction in the govern-
ment’s fiscal burdens through better VFM.

As of the end of 2008, private financial resources of more than W20 trillion had been 
invested through PPP projects, resulting in estimated gross domestic product (GDP) 
growth of 0.198% based on the 2008 standard price.

The 14 PPP road projects were opened about 2 years ahead of schedule, resulting in 
the early realization of social benefits worth about W1.45 trillion. If the 14 PPP road 
projects had been implemented with government financing alone, their completion 
and operation would likely have been delayed; thus, the PPP projects have made 
the early realization of social benefit possible. If the projects had been completed  
3 years earlier, the benefit would be about W2.47 trillion, and if the projects had 
been completed 4 years earlier, the benefit would be about W3.3 trillion.

Based on the results of several experimental VFM tests, VFM enhancement from 
66 BTO projects was estimated to reach about W891 billion, while VFM from  
30 BTL projects was estimated to be W89.6 billion. In the case of BTO projects, it 
was estimated to have secured an additional ex-post VFM worth W142.5 billion from 
the selected 11 projects. The analysis of BTL projects found that they were reducing 
both cost and time overruns, which worked to enhance the efficiency of investment 
in social infrastructure facilities. In the case of BTL projects, total project cost was 
reduced by 10.18% and the construction period shortened by 8.04%, resulting in an 
advantage over government-financed projects in terms of efficiency.

Although the effects for each category can be separated theoretically, they may 
overlap to a considerable extent in reality. Therefore, it is necessary to take consider-
able care in discussing the effects of PPP projects.

Budgeting, Reporting, and A Safeguard Ceiling for PPPs

A key to PPP projects is whether a government can maintain fiscal adequacy and 
stability through the use of PPPs. The growing interest in PPPs has increased the need 
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for clear rules for budgeting and accounting. An important issue in the Republic of 
Korea is how to report PPP projects to and get approval from the National Assembly. 
Even if the government drives a large-scale PPP project forward, which can involve 
large-scale borrowing, the total project amount must be limited to a suitable amount 
for maintaining fiscal soundness and sustainability.

There is considerable controversy on the budgeting and reporting rules for PPPs in 
the Republic of Korea. Some argue that the present value of government payments 
should be counted as liabilities, and the government should get approval of PPP 
contracts from the National Assembly in advance. Others argue that the government 
obligation arising from a PPP contract, which is a service contract, does not consti-
tute a liability and does not need approval from the National Assembly.

The MOSF sets the investment ceiling for BTL projects for the fiscal year and reports 
this ceiling to the National Assembly in advance of the annual budget submission. In 
case of BTO projects, however, the fiscal costs and risks associated with them would 
then be disclosed. This disclosure rule is consistent with the 2004 recommendation 
from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) that if a government carries the majority 
of the risk in a PPP project, the government is the economic owner of the asset even 
where the private partner is the legal owner of the asset.

According to an amendment to the PPP Act, beginning with the 2010 budget year, 
all BTL projects should be reviewed and pre-approved by the National Assembly. The 
details of the BTL projects should be reported in advance to the National Assembly 
with the government budget documents. Future payment obligations for BTL proj-
ects, along with the significant terms of the project contracts that may affect the 
amount, timing, and certainty of future government budget payments (valued to the 
extent feasible) should be reported. The result of the VFM test on each project should 
be submitted as well. In the case of BTO projects, there is no change: fiscal costs and 
risks associated with BTOs would be disclosed as usual.

This study estimated the government’s fiscal burdens and commitments from imple-
mented and planned PPP projects, focusing on their effects on fiscal management in 
the past and in the future. The study estimated PPP effects on future fiscal commit-
ments by categorizing them into three types. First, the study estimated the amount 
of fiscal burden from BTO projects that have already been signed and have fixed 
terms and conditions. Second, it estimated the amount of fiscal burden expected 
from BTO projects currently being promoted or planned by the government. Third, 
it estimated the amount of government payments to BTL projects based on two 
scenarios (Scenario 1 and Scenario 2). Finally, the study analyzed the amount of 
government disbursements that would be needed to provide MRGs.

The results of the analysis suggested a few policy implications. First, the amount 
of public financing for signed BTO projects is not yet at a level that can affect the 
stability of fiscal management; the forecast amount is expected to be far less than 
the 2% ceiling. Second, the size of the fiscal commitment for planned BTO projects 
in the medium-term PPP Plan is within the 2% boundary of fiscal stability. However, 
the amount of public financing could increase if any of the planned BTO projects are 
signed and implemented. Third, if the government carries out BTL projects within 
the ceiling of W37.6 trillion from 2005 to 2015, and after that, offers government 
payment in installments as in Scenario 1, there would be no fiscal problem. However, 
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if the government carries out BTL projects over the same time period at a total of 
W81.6 trillion, the government would face difficulty in maintaining the stability of 
fiscal management. This would have a negative effect on the government’s fiscal 
operation from the increased burden on public financing over time. Therefore, the 
study recommended that the government concentrate resources on key BTL projects 
at a moderate financing level, instead of financing projects that amount to W81.6 
trillion for a decade or longer. Fourth, even with the aggregate investment amount 
of signed and planned BTO plus W37.6 BTL projects, total fiscal commitment of 
public financing may stay within the boundary of 2% guideline under Scenario 1. 
The discussion thus far has not considered disbursements of the MRG, but any addi-
tional MRG disbursements could aggravate fiscal stability. It stressed, therefore, the 
government should take into account the additional fiscal burdens of MRG disburse-
ments when making policy judgment about the scale of future BTO and BTL.

The study concluded that for the government to maintain fiscal stability and sound-
ness, it should first conduct basic infrastructure projects on a temporary basis for a 
certain period (for example, 5 years), repay the governmental disbursements, and 
resume the remaining projects, instead of continuing to launch large-scale PPP proj-
ects over a short period of time.

PPP as Alternative Means of Fiscal Stimulus  
to Deal with the Global Financial Crisis

Although private participation in infrastructure projects has steadily increased since 
the introduction of the PPP system in the late 1990s, the initiation of new PPP proj-
ects has declined sharply as a result of the recent global financial crisis. The number 
of contracts signed sharply fell in 2008 and 2009, increasing the likelihood that the 
amount of private investment actually executed will shrink in the future. The number 
stood at less than 70% of initial projections because of the financial market crisis and 
delays in project progress. Accordingly, the government has worked out measures 
for revitalizing PPP projects by providing financial assistance to projects experiencing 
financing difficulties and by reducing project risks resulting from external factors.

To ease financial burdens from the global financial crisis, the government announced 
its first revitalization initiative in February 2009 and revised the PPP Basic Plan accord-
ingly. The government has eased financial burdens on concessionaires by lowering 
the equity capital requirement ratio. The minimum equity capital requirement ratio 
was 25% for BTO projects and 5%–15% for BTL projects before the crisis. Under the 
first revitalization initiative, the ratio has been decreased to 20% for BTO projects 
and 5% for BTL projects. The government has increased by 50% the upper limit of 
the payment guarantee provided by the Infrastructure Credit Guarantee Fund (from 
W200 billion to W300 billion) to help ease difficulties in debt financing for large-scale 
PPP projects. The government improved the system by easing regulations in case of 
change in composition of equity investors: projects that do not have MRG provisions 
are now exempt from refinancing profit-sharing obligation in case of simple changes 
in composition of equity investors.

For BTO projects, when there is a change of 0.5 percentage points or more in the 
base interest rate (in the case of 5-year bank bonds with credit grades of AAA, for 
example) in the concession agreement, the government would make up for the 
change. For BTL projects, the government has reduced the period for readjusting 
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the benchmark bond yields (on government bonds) from 5 years to 2 years, while 
replacing or redeeming 60%–80% of the excess or shortage based on the interest 
rate gap of 50 basis points between government bonds and bank bonds.

In August 2009, the government announced its second revitalization initiative to 
create an enabling environment for active private investment in PPPs, while mini-
mizing financial burdens. The changes include improvement in project structure, 
improvement in conditions for funding, and enhanced reliability.

The project structure improvement involves a special temporary arrangement to 
pay back the invested funds to the concessionaire when the project agreement is 
terminated due to inevitable reasons. The arrangement modifies the payback calcu-
lation method as follows. When the agreement is terminated during the operation 
period, the depreciation method for invested private funds has been revised from 
the current declining balance method to the straight line method. This is to increase 
the capability of raising senior debt by increasing the security solvency of the project. 
But in the case where the agreement is terminated because of the concessionaire’s 
fault, subordinated debt and capital are excluded from the calculation of the amount 
payable in order to encourage greater responsibility on the part of the private oper-
ator. The special temporary arrangement is only applicable to new projects in 2009–
2010, although it could be applied to projects for which the financing agreements 
have not yet been signed, according to the judgment of the competent authorities.

The government’s introduction of a new investment risk-sharing method, known 
as the new risk-sharing structure, is intended to improve the PPP project structure. 
Under the new risk-sharing structure, the government shares the investment risk with 
the private company by compensating the base (raw) cost of the project, calculated 
as the sum of private investment cost and the interest rate of government bonds. The 
government payment is made to cover the shortfall in the actual operation revenue 
compared to the share of investment risk by the government. When the actual oper-
ation revenue exceeds the share of investment risk, the private company redeems the 
government subsidies on the basis of and within the limit of the amount previously 
paid. Subsidies are provided only when the actual operation revenue surpasses 50% 
of the share of investment risk.

In response to demands for improvement of funding and procurement, the govern-
ment introduced measures to reduce burdens caused by regulations and restrictions 
on financial institutions. One measure involves the exclusion of the loan amounts for 
PPP projects from the parameters used when estimating loans for small and medium 
businesses. Also, active investment is encouraged by financial companies through 
inclusion in the major management evaluation category of the contribution level to 
social overhead capital (SOC) investment projects such as PPPs. This requires a revi-
sion to the enforcement regulations by the Financial Supervisory Service.

The government seeks to establish and operate a neutral dispute arbitration orga-
nization for fast and fair resolution of disputes (this requires revision of the PPP 
Act). The organization, tentatively named the Dispute Arbitration Committee for PPP 
Projects, would conduct fair arbitration of disputes that are difficult for the parties 
to settle. In addition, PPP projects need to be expanded to include green SOC so 
that private companies can actively invest in environmental infrastructure projects. 
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This may include construction of bicycle roads, new renewable energy facilities, and 
restoration of ecological streams.

Challenges Ahead

Because many of the government obligations for PPP projects are long-term commit-
ments, such as government payments for BTL projects and MRG payments for BTO 
projects, it is important to examine whether the government can maintain fiscal 
adequacy and stability while promoting PPPs. One solution is to institute a safe-
guard ceiling: when the government moves ahead with a large-scale PPP project 
that involves large-scale borrowing, the total project amount would be limited to 
a certain level suitable for maintaining fiscal soundness and sustainability. The Five-
Year National Fiscal Management Plan, 2007–2011 set a limit to the size of the PPP 
program. Following the United Kingdom practice, the total annual government 
payment for PPP projects is limited to less than 2% of total government expendi-
ture. The current forecast of PPP projects in 2009 suggests that the figure will reach 
1.9%, which means the government can maintain future PPP payments within a 
sustainable level. To sustain the 2% limit over time, there remain some questions to 
address for effective implementation and monitoring, which include: (i) who evalu-
ates the ceiling, (ii) when and how often is the ceiling evaluated, (iii) to what extent 
is the ceiling mandatory, and (iv) how is the ceiling reported to and approved by the 
National Assembly. Also, the government will need to develop detailed guidelines for 
implementing the ceiling.

With regard to BTL-related financial obligations, the government has revised the 
PPP Act, making future government payments for BTL projects subject to review 
and approval by the National Assembly. This will considerably improve transparency 
and strengthen fiscal discipline for implementing BTL projects, but more effort will 
be needed to assess and disclose more comprehensive PPP-related fiscal burdens 
and risks, including contingent obligations. With regard to accounting treatment 
of PPPs, there are no globally accepted accounting rules. The government is intro-
ducing accrual basis accounting in 2011. Some argue that parts of future govern-
ment payments for BTL projects should be recorded as assets and related liabilities on 
the government balance sheet. In deciding accounting rules, the government should 
examine not only the technical nature of the payments, but also the impact and 
implications of the newly introduced accounting principles. This issue is currently 
under review, and a decision is expected in the near future.

Another issue to address is ex-post management of PPP projects. So far, most of the 
government efforts have focused on improving the procurement process from the 
project initiation to the construction stage; relatively little attention has been paid to 
the operational phase. Currently, competent authorities are in charge of managing 
and monitoring service performance of individual projects. As many projects enter 
into the operational phase, however, strengthening ex-post management and moni-
toring has become an important issue. Strict monitoring is required because large 
amounts of government payments and support are associated with operational 
performance in the forms of BTL service or MRG payments. Since common problems 
often arise from the operational stage of projects, the government should develop 
general and sector-specific standard guidelines for ex-post operation and manage-
ment of PPP projects.
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Also, several issues should be examined regarding refinancing and renegotiation 
of contracts in the construction and operational phases. Since refinancing is initi-
ated by the private sector for early realization of financial profits, the government 
must give extra care to ensure that refinancing does not cause project instability or 
reduce benefits for public users. Therefore, the government should set clear stan-
dards and principles for refinancing. Although it is desirable to maintain contract 
terms throughout the concession period to reduce uncertainty, renegotiation may 
be inevitable for some PPP projects. A PPP project entails a long-term contract and 
substantial changes to the business environment or policy objectives may require 
contract changes to continue with the project and improve VFM. Therefore, the stan-
dard concession agreement should include details of renegotiation conditions that 
ensure flexibility over the long term.

With 15 years’ experience in PPP projects, the Republic of Korea has established 
appropriate institutional settings and developed a mature PPP market. However, the 
government is still facing many controversial issues and challenges that need to be 
solved to move forward to a more advanced stage of PPP development. The PPP 
system should continue to be improved in the direction of maximizing benefits and 
VFM, while minimizing downsides and risks.

Volume 2: Cases of Build–Transfer–Operate Projects for Port  
and Build–Transfer–Lease Projects for Educational Facilities

In the Republic of Korea, 46 types of infrastructure facilities in 15 sectors are currently 
eligible for PPP procurement. Among those most active PPP projects involve transport 
facilities, such as roads, ports, and railways. Also, some PPP projects include social 
facilities, such as waste treatment facilities, educational facilities, military housing 
projects, and bachelor’s resident projects.

Although the performance of PPP projects reveals difference among sectors, both 
economic and social facilities have successfully employed the PPP method. This 
volume investigates port facilities and educational facilities in detail because these 
facilities have demonstrated relatively successful PPP implementation. As discussed 
earlier, BTO and BTL are the most popular PPP methods in the Republic of Korea. 
Road and port projects tend to employ the BTO method, while environmental and 
educational projects use the BTL method. Considering that PPP projects involving 
port and educational facilities have not had much success in developing countries, 
detailed case studies of those projects in the Republic of Korea could provide useful 
lessons and provide a good model for replication.

Build–Transfer–Operate Projects for Port Facilities

Due to the rapid increase in transport volumes since 1980, the existing port facili-
ties in the Republic of Korea have run into limitations in handling cargo. From 1994 
to 2008, transport volumes at ports increased by 4.9% per year on average. Such 
an increase in transport volume could not be sustained without timely expansion 
of port facilities; public investment in port facilities has been on a steady rise every 
year. In 1994, the government invested W400.5 billion to expand port facilities; it 
increased that amount by 11.6% per year on average until it reached an investment 
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of W1,858.3 billion in 2008. Despite the increase in the public investment in port 
facilities, private investment has also been required to develop or expand port facili-
ties over that period of time; in fact, private investment has gradually replaced a 
portion of the public investment.

The number of PPP projects in port facilities totaled 19, as of early 2009; their aggre-
gate investment amounted to W7,358.4 billion, which accounted for 12.4% of port 
investment between 1998 and 2005. Private investment through PPPs has been 
increasing steadily, surging to W810.5 billion in 2008. The annual investment of purely 
private capital in port facilities (except for construction subsidies) was W152.7 billion 
in 2002; this amount was expected to reach a peak of W824.4 billion in 2009 before 
declining gradually to W53 billion in 2015. This decline is expected because most of 
the port development projects are planned to be developed by 2011.

All 19 PPP port projects have been implemented under the BTO scheme. As of 2009, 
six are operational: Busan New Port Phase 1, Mokpo New Outer Port Phase 1-1, 
Mokpo New Outer Port Phase 1-2, Incheon North Port Phase 1-1, Incheon North 
Port Multipurpose Warf, and Gunsan Bieung Port. Some of the PPP port projects 
are progressing well with few problems, but others are experiencing troubles in 
actual management. For example, the Busan New Port Phase 1 Project is operating 
smoothly, while the Mokpo New Outer Port Project is experiencing problems.

The implementation process for PPPs in port facilities includes (i) designation of a 
potential PPP project, (ii) formulation and announcement of an RFP, (iii) submission of 
proposals, (iv) evaluation of proposals, (v) negotiations and designation of a conces-
sionaire, (vi) introduction and approval of the Detailed Engineering and Design Plan 
for Implementation, (vii) and project completion and operation.

To evaluate the effects of PPPs on port facilities—such as cost reduction vis-a-vis 
government projects, facility expansion, and diversification of investors—a survey 
was conducted among private participants in port projects (concessionaires), experts 
who conducted research and provided advice as well as those involved in evaluating 
proposals and negotiations, relevant government officials, and lenders. A total of 78 
respondents were asked to rate the effects of PPPs on port facility construction on a 
scale of 1 to 5. The concessionaire group rated the effects of PPPs on port facilities 
from 3.20 to 3.85, and the policy and advisory groups rated the effects from 3.11 to 
3.89. The survey indicates that stakeholders from both the private and public sectors 
had positive views of PPPs in port facilities. Specifically, the “facility expansion” effect 
of PPPs was rated highly, and “cost reduction” and “diversifying investors” effects 
were rated fairly well.

The efficiency effects of PPP projects can be calculated by comparing the costs 
incurred from PPP projects in concession agreements and the estimated costs from 
solely public projects. To estimate the cost incurred by public projects, two procure-
ment methods—turnkey bidding and an alternative bidding method—were consid-
ered by applying the successful bidding ratios in public port projects to the costs 
announced in the RFPs for PPP projects. Among the 19 PPP port projects, 17 were 
analyzed because they involved signed concession agreements; 2 port projects were 
still under negotiation as of 2008. By comparing the PPP projects with the turnkey-
based government projects, the study estimated that W648.7 billion was saved. By 
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comparing PPP projects with the government projects using an alternative bidding 
method, the study estimated that W342.3 billion was saved.

To date, the rate of return for PPP port projects has been falling. In the Mokpo New 
Outer Port Project, a 15.1% rate of return was established in the 2000 concession 
agreement. Recently, the project has experienced a 6% pre-tax actual rate of return 
and a 7% after-tax actual rate of return. For the most recent case, the Busan New 
Port Project Phase 2-3, a 6.26% rate of return was established in the 2006 concession 
agreement. This downward trend is due to a drop in interest rates and improvement 
in risk management.

So far, all PPP projects for port facilities have been implemented using the BTO scheme 
regardless of the facility type. The government should consider implementing even 
profitable facility projects in ways other than the BTO method, if necessary. A possible 
alternative would be the BTL scheme.

Cargo throughput is highly sensitive to market conditions and, thus, hard to predict. 
The problem arises especially when the range of possible changes in cargo throughput 
gets so broad that a private investor or the government is not able to estimate risks. 
One solution would be to enable changes to be made in the timing and scale of 
project implementation by linking these to possible changes in cargo throughput. 
Under this scenario, a concessionaire would be allowed to request application of a 
trigger rule for a project under construction. This would enable the concessionaire to 
consult with the government to adjust the timing and scale of the project, which in 
turn could improve profitability.

Build–Transfer–Lease Projects for Educational Facilities

As the Republic of Korea’s economy has rapidly advanced since the 1990s, demand 
for quality education has increased. This led to a popular demand to improve educa-
tional conditions. In addition, the aging of the population has led to increasing 
demand for lifetime education, which requires schools to serve also as training and 
cultural centers for all people. This, coupled with the increased demand for optimal 
class sizes amid heightened public interest in educational quality, has led to rising 
demand for adequate educational facilities.

To meet the new demand for educational investment, government in 2005 intro-
duced BTL projects for educational facilities. Since then, BTL projects for educational 
facilities have attracted considerable investment, with an accumulated total invest-
ment in announced projects reaching over W5 trillion. In terms of location, BTL proj-
ects for schools have been promoted not only in the metropolitan areas, including 
Seoul and Gyeonggi-do, but across the entire nation.

As of January 2008, a total of 137 BTL projects for construction of elementary, 
middle, and high school facilities were ongoing, with an aggregate investment 
of W5.31 trillion. In 2005, the first year of the BTL scheme for schools, approxi-
mately W1.3 trillion was invested in 38 projects; investment peaked in 2006, with  
W2.4 trillion invested in 58 projects. Total investment fell in 2007 to W1.6 trillion 
invested in 41 projects. The scale of annual subsidies for investment in school facili-
ties are projected to be up to W1.5 trillion after 2017.
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The implementation process for BTL projects in educational facility includes (i) devel-
opment of a project proposal; (ii) implementation of a feasibility study and VFM test; 
(iii) submission of a project proposal, determination of total investment ceiling, and 
National Assembly approval; (iv) formulation and announcement of project plans; 
(v) evaluation of project proposal and designation of potential concessionaire; and 
(vi) conclusion of concession agreement.

The cost overrun analysis of 14 BTL school projects shows that the concession agree-
ments for all of the projects were concluded with costs that did not exceed the 
estimated project cost or the total project cost announced in the RFPs. The costs for 
completing school facilities, which are now in operation, also did not exceed the 
announced limits in the RFPs. Competition among the bidders contributes to trim-
ming the project costs. On top of this, construction risk is transferred to the conces-
sionaire after the signing of the concession agreement; this lessens the demands 
from concessionaires to increase construction costs. Construction risk for completed 
projects is shown to decrease by contrasting the estimated construction periods 
in the RFPs announced in 2005 with actual construction periods. For example, the 
construction periods of all the projects analyzed were shorter by 8.45% than the 
estimated construction periods announced in the RFPs.

In surveys of both facility users and school administrators, satisfaction levels for 
BTL-built schools were higher (based on t-test) than for government-financed schools.

The strengths of using the BTL method for school facilities can be summarized as 
follows: the BTL projects have demonstrated higher efficiency than government 
projects by providing timely educational services for ordinary citizens; and major 
stakeholders, including students, parents, teachers, and officials, generally expressed 
higher levels of satisfaction with BTL projects.

Most of the BTL projects are at initial stages and have long operational periods; 
therefore, the government should make greater efforts to strengthen the process 
of project operation and performance management and take preemptive measures 
to stave off potential risks. Ongoing projects for educational facilities are primarily 
focused on new construction and remodeling existing educational facilities for 
elementary, middle, and high schools, and college dormitories. However, the govern-
ment should work to diversify the coverage of BTL projects for educational facili-
ties to serve the various expectations of users. To cultivate the minds and bodies of 
the youth and meet manifold cultural and welfare demands of the community, the 
government should pay extra attention to building multipurpose cultural, athletic, 
and welfare facilities; computer and electronic game centers; and academic instruc-
tion centers for students of low-income family. Through development of multi-use 
community complexes, more diverse BTL projects will be able to serve the diverse 
needs of the residents of all age groups and improve their quality of life.

Attachment to Case Studies from Korea on Public–Private Partnership 
Infrastructure Projects: Global Country Comparison of PPP Frameworks 
and Projects

As part of regional technical assistance, an international conference entitled 
”Knowledge Sharing on Infrastructure Public–Private Partnerships in Asia” was 
held in Seoul. Co-organized by the Korean Development Institute and the Asian 
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Development Bank (ADB) in collaboration with the ADB Institute and the World Bank 
Institute, the conference was held on 19–21 May 2009, which attracted 79 global 
participants including 20 resource persons and 33 invited participants from devel-
oping member countries for knowledge sharing. Based on presentations made during 
the conference, the attachment introduces country public–private partnership (PPP) 
frameworks and PPP project case studies, providing a comprehensive global country 
comparison. 

The first part presents PPP frameworks of four countries: Australia, India, the Republic 
of Korea, and the United Kingdom. An in-depth description is provided on the regu-
latory and legal system of PPP, along with processes of PPP project implementa-
tion following PPP procurement procedure for each country, using a comparative 
framework. This part was intended for comparative assessment of different country 
approaches to PPP program management and implementation. 

The second part includes PPP project case studies of several countries in various 
sectors: six countries (the People’s Republic of China, India, Japan, the Republic of 
Korea, the Philippines, and the United States) and five sectors (port, road, educa-
tion, health, and water). Each detailed case study includes the project summary and 
rationale of PPP implementation. Also the process of PPP project implementation is 
provided—from preparation, bid, and evaluation to contractual arrangement. Issues 
and key lessons are contained in the manuscript, along with realized benefits from 
PPP implementation. Those case studies of PPP in various sectors try to disseminate 
features of successful PPP experiences and models to developing member countries 
that are embarking on, or in the initial stages of, launching their PPP programs. 
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Overview of Public–Private 
Partnerships by Sector in the 
Republic of Korea

In the Republic of Korea, 46 infrastructure facility types in 15 sectors are currently 
eligible for public–private partnership (PPP) procurement. Among those facility 
types, the most active ones include transport facilities, such as roads, ports, and 

railways. Also, some social facilities, such as waste treatment facilities, educational 
facilities, military housing1 projects, barracks2 projects, and bachelors’ residence3 
projects, are being implemented successfully via the PPP method. As of 2008, 422 PPP 
projects were being implemented and 252 projects are in operation.4  

Of the 252 PPP projects in operation, 47.6% (or 120 projects) are educational facili-
ties5 and 16.3% (or 41 projects) are environmental facilities. Thus, over 50% of total 
projects in operation are either educational or environmental facilities. 

Among 422 projects implemented via PPPs, 354 projects are solicited, while the 
remaining 68 projects are unsolicited. For unsolicited projects, environmental facili-
ties make up 48.5%, or 33 projects, and road projects make up 35.3%, or 24 cases. 

1 Military housing is the resident facility for professional military officers and their families.
2 Barracks are the resident facilities for enlisted servicemen.
3 Bachelors’ residence is the resident facility for professional military officers without families.
4 The figures in this section are based on the PPP projects that are being prepared, under construction, 

and in operation at the end of 2008, while the figures in Chapter 3 include the projects inviting 
participants for request for proposals (RFPs) as of September 2009.

5 For educational facilities, facilities related to colleges or universities are counted separately.  

Table 1-1 Number of Public–Private Partnership Projects  
by Sector (Phase of project)

Sector

Under Preparation
Under 

Construction In Operation Total

No. of 
Projects

Ratio  
(%)

No. of 
Projects

Ratio  
(%)

No. of 
Projects

Ratio  
(%)

No. of 
Projects

Airports 0 0 0 0 13 5.2 13

Science museums 0 0 2 1.4 0 0 2

Educational 
Facilities 0 0 14 9.5 120 47.6 134

Military housing 0 0 9 6.1 1 0.4 10

Colleges 0 0 4 2.7 11 4.4 15

Roads 10 43.5 12 8.2 21 8.3 43

continued on next page
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Table 1-2 Number of Public–Private Partnership Projects  
by Sector (Solicited and unsolicited)

Sector

Solicited Unsolicited Sum

No. of 
Projects

Ratio  
(%)

No. of 
Projects

Ratio  
(%)

No. of 
Projects

Airports 13 3.7 0 0 13

Science museums 2 0.6 0 0 2

Educational facilities 134 37.9 0 0 134

Military housing 10 2.8 0 0 10

Colleges 15 4.2 0 0 15

Roads 19 5.4 24 35.3 43

Culture and tourism 25 7.1 2 2.9 27

Welfare 5 1.4 3 4.4 5

Logistics 3 0.8 0 0 6

Communication 1 0.3 0 0 1

Parking lots 26 7.3 1 1.5 27

Railways 7 2 1 1.5 8

School complexes 2 0.6 0 0 2

Ports 13 3.7 4 5.9 17

Environmental  
 facilities 79 22.3 33 48.5 112

Total 354 100 68 100 422

No. = number.

Source: Ministry of Strategy and Finance.

Sector

Under Preparation
Under 

Construction In Operation Total

No. of 
Projects

Ratio  
(%)

No. of 
Projects

Ratio  
(%)

No. of 
Projects

Ratio  
(%)

No. of 
Projects

Culture and  
 tourism facilities 3 13 15 10.2 9 3.6 27

Welfare 1 4.3 4 2.7 0 0 5

Logistics 2 8.7 4 2.7 0 0 6

Communication 1 4.3 0 0 0 0 1

Parking lots 1 4.3 2 1.4 24 9.5 27

Railways 0 0 7 4.8 1 0.4 8

School complexes 0 0 0 0 2 0.8 2

Ports 1 4.3 7 4.8 9 3.6 17

Environmental  
 facilities 4 17.4 67 45.6 41 16.3 112

Total 23 100 147 100 252 100 422

No. = number.

Source: Ministry of Strategy and Finance.

Table 1-1 continued
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Eligible procurement methods are largely divided into build–transfer–operate (BTO) 
and build–transfer–lease (BTL) methods depending on the structure in which the 
project is carried out. Other procurement methods, such as build–operate–transfer 
(BOT) and build–own–operate (BOO), are applicable as well. Other schemes, including 
build–lease–transfer (BLT), rehabilitate–operate–transfer, rehabilitate–own–operate, 
and rehabilitate–transfer–lease, are available but rarely used. Traditionally, infrastruc-
ture facilities in the Republic of Korea have been owned by the government, so BTO 
and BTL methods are widely used. Under these methods, the ownership is trans-
ferred to the government upon completion of construction. 

Most of the BTO projects are transport facilities, such as roads, railways, and ports, 
as the concessionaire recovers its investment cost directly from user fees. The BTL 
method is applied to those facilities where it is hard for the concessionaire to recover 

Table 1-3 Number of Public–Private Partnership Projects  
by Procurement Method

Method Sector Number of Projects

Build–own–operate Culture and tourism 4

Logistics 4

Total 8

Build–operate–transfer Culture and tourism 1

Logistics 1

Total 2

Build–transfer–lease Science museums 2

Educational facilities 134

Military housing 10

Colleges 15

Culture and tourism 19

Welfare 5

Communication 1

Railways 2

School complexes 2

Environmental facilities 56

Total 246

Build–transfer–operate Airports 13

Roads 43

Culture and tourism 3

Logistics 1

Parking lots 27

Railways 6

Ports 17

Environmental facilities 56

Total 166

Source: Ministry of Strategy and Finance.
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its investment cost through user fees. Facilities eligible for BTL projects mainly consist 
of social infrastructure, such as schools, welfare facilities, environmental faci lities, 
military housing, etc. As of 2008, 246 BTL projects and 166 BTO projects were being 
implemented, while 8 BOO and 2 BOT projects were being implemented.

As of 2008, W71.6 trillion was invested in 422 PPP projects. Private sector investment 
amounted to W56.2 trillion, which was 78.5% of total investment. Construction 
subsidies by the public sector amounted to W14.7 trillion, or around 20% of total 
investment.

Total investment and private investment amounts vary across sectors. According to 
the investment totals, roads, railways, and port facilities are the most active sectors. 
Also, environmental facilities along with educational facilities have a significant level 
of investment via PPP projects. 

PPP road projects have been implemented successfully to induce private invest-
ment. The size and the portion of private investment in road projects have increased 
steadily. As of 2008, private investment reached W2.0 trillion, about 20% of total 
investment in road projects. 

PPP port projects also have been successful in inviting and utilizing resource from the 
private sector. Compared with road projects, total amount invested in port facilities 
is less, but the portion of private investment is relatively high, around 34% in 2005. 

Table 1-5 Investment in Public–Private Partnership Projects  
by Sector (W billion)

Sector Type Total Amount Average

Airports Total investment 749 58 

Construction subsidy 0 0 

Private investment 749 58 

Science museums Total investment 51 26 

Construction subsidy 6 3 

Private investment 46 23 

Table 1-4 Investment in Public–Private Partnership Projects  
(Public and private) (W billion)

Total Amount Average

Total investment 71,614 170

Construction subsidy 14,683 41

Private investment 56,209 133

Source: Ministry of Strategy and Finance.

continued on next page
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Sector Type Total Amount Average

Educational facilities Total investment 5,047 38 

Construction subsidy 12 0 

Private investment 5,035 38 

Military housing Total investment 548 55 

Construction subsidy 0 0 

Private investment 525 53 

Colleges Total investment 948 63 

Construction subsidy 0 0 

Private investment 927 62 

Roads Total investment 37,346 869 

Construction subsidy 7,951 295 

Private investment 29,273 681 

Culture and tourism Total investment 1,207 45 

Construction subsidy 24 1 

Private investment 1,157 43 

Welfare Total investment 116 23 

Construction subsidy 0 0 

Private investment 116 23 

Logistics Total investment 117 195 

Construction subsidy 12 12 

Private investment 1,160 193 

Communication Total investment 175 175 

Construction subsidy 0 0 

Private investment 175 175 

Parking lots Total investment 295 11 

Construction subsidy 2 1 

Private investment 286 11 

Railways Total investment 10,424 1,303 

Construction subsidy 3,085 386 

Private investment 7,060 883 

School complexes Total investment 8 4 

Construction subsidy 0 0 

Private investment 8 4 

Ports Total investment 6,060 357 

Construction subsidy 1,346 90 

Private investment 4,715 277 

Environmental  
 facilities

Total investment 7,466 67 

Construction subsidy 2,246 21 

Private investment 4,977 44 

Source: Ministry of Strategy and Finance.

Table 1-5 continued
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Figure 1-1 Public–Private Partnership Investment by Sector, 2008  
(W billion)
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Source: Ministry of Strategy and Finance.

Table 1-6 Investment in Road Projects, 2001–2008 (W trillion)

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

Total amount 8.6 9.1 9.7 8.9 9.3 8.7 9.1 9.6

Public investment 8.2 8.1 9.0 8.1 7.7 7.2 7.4 7.6

Private investment  
 (through public– 
 private partnerships) 0.4 1.0 0.7 0.8 1.6 1.5 1.7 2.0

Public–private  
 partnership  
 investment/Total  
 investment (%) 4.65 10.99 7.22 8.99 17.20 17.24 18.68 20.83

Source: J-H. Kim et al. 2007. A Study on the Medium-Term Plan and Strategy for Public–Private Partnerships. 
Seoul: Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center.

Table 1-7 Investment in Port Projects, 2001–2005 (W billion)

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Total amount 1,563 2,124 2,496 3,042 3,362

Public investment 1,225 1,586 1,755 2,230 2,206

Private investmenta 338 538 741 812 1,156

Private investment/
 Total investment (%) 21.64 25.35 29.68 26.69 34.39

a  Private investment includes investment into PPPs and non-competent authority ports. For non-competent 
authority ports, pp. 29–31. 

Source: J-H. Kim et al. 2007. A Study on the Medium-Term Plan and Strategy for Public–Private Partnerships. 
Seoul: Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center.
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For railway projects, the PPP method has not been used as widely. As of 2008, 
eight railway projects have been implemented and only one project is in operation. 
However, up to 56% of local railway projects, including heavy railway transit and 
light railway transit, are expected to use the PPP method by 2010. 

Among environmental facilities, waste treatment facilities have been the most active 
in implementing PPPs. The percentage of PPP investment to total waste treatment 
facilities investment is expected to remain around 30%. This signifies the importance 
of the PPP method for waste treatment facilities in the environmental sector. 

Educational facilities have also been successfully built using the PPP method. As of 
2008, 134 facilities have been implemented via PPPs, and 120 facilities are in opera-
tion. Because educational facilities are not for profit, they use the BTL method. The 
amount of private investment is expected to decrease annually beginning in 2007, but 
to be comparable to public investment in 2010. This indicates that the PPP method 
has contributed to enhancing educational quality and efficiency by improving educa-
tional conditions. 

Table 1-8 Investment in National Railway Projects, 2006–2010 
(Planned) (W billion)

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Total amount 3,030 3,104 3,085 3,526 3,607

Public investment 2,174 2,368 2,871 3,055 3,378

Private investment  
 (through public– 
 private partnerships) 855 736 214 471 229

Public–private  
 partnership  
 investment/Total  
 investment (%) 28.22 23.71 6.94 13.36 6.35

Source: J-H. Kim et al. 2007. A Study on the Medium-Term Plan and Strategy for Public–Private Partnerships. 
Seoul: Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center.

Table 1-9 Investment in Local Railway Projects, 2006–2010  
(Planned) (W billion)

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Total amount 327 425 826 702 702

Public investment 140 187 367 308 308

Private investment  
 (through public– 
 private partnerships) 187 238 459 394 394

Public–private  
 partnership  
 investment/Total  
 investment (%) 57.19 56.00 55.57 56.13 56.13

Source: J-H. Kim et al. 2007. A Study on the Medium-Term Plan and Strategy for Public–Private Partnerships. 
Seoul: Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center.
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Table 1-11 Investment in Educational Facilities Projects,  
2006–2010 (Planned) (W billion)

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Total amount 5,451 3,609 3,220 3,070 1,990

Public investment 2,302 1,097 1,464 1,577 1,004

Private investment  
 (through build– 
 transfer–lease  
 projects) 3,149 2,512 1,756 1,493 986

Public–private  
 partnership  
 investment/Total  
 investment (%) 57.77 69.60 54.53 48.63 49.55

Source: J-H. Kim et al. 2007. A Study on the Medium-Term Plan and Strategy for Public–Private Partnerships. 
Seoul: Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center.

Table 1-12 Investment in Military Housing Projects, 2006–2010  
(Planned) (W billion)

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Total amount 635 343 250 269 179

Public investment 47 26 30 38 73

Private investment  
 (through build– 
 transfer–lease  
 projects) 588 316 220 231 106

Public–private  
 partnership  
 investment/Total  
 investment (%) 92.60 92.13 88.00 85.87 59.22

Source: J-H. Kim et al. 2007. A Study on the Medium-Term Plan and Strategy for Public–Private Partnerships. 
Seoul: Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center.

Table 1-10 Investment in Waste Treatment Facilities, 2006–2010 
(Planned) (W billion)

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Total amount 874 1,013 1,041 1,066 1,001

Public investment 609 707 728 749 705

Private investment  
 (through public– 
 private partnerships) 265 306 313 316 297

Public–private  
 partnership  
 investment/Total  
 investment (%) 30.30 30.22 30.03 29.69 29.62

Source: J-H. Kim et al. 2007. A Study on the Medium-Term Plan and Strategy for Public–Private Partnerships. 
Seoul: Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center.
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Other sectors, such as military housing, barracks, and bachelors’ residences, are also 
successfully using PPPs, especially the BTL method. The percentage of PPP investment 
to total investment varies considerably across sectors, but PPP projects are important 
in those sectors. 

Although the performance of PPPs reveals difference among sectors, both economic 
facilities and social facilities have benefited from using the PPP method. This volume 
investigates port facilities and educational facilities in detail, as those facilities have 
demonstrated relatively successful implementation of PPP projects. As discussed 
earlier, BTO and BTL are the most popular PPP methods in the Republic of Korea. Road 
and port facilities are active in BTO project implementation, while environmental and 
educational facilities are active in BTL project implementation. Considering that PPP 
projects for ports and educational facilities tend not to have much success in devel-
oping countries, detailed case studies for those facilities in the Republic of Korea can 
provide useful lessons for developing countries and are good candidates for appro-
priate replication. This volume provides an extended study of these projects, which 
includes analysis of different approaches to PPPs in specific sectors. 

Table 1-13 Investment in Barracks Projects, 2006–2010  
(Planned) (W billion)

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Total amount 1,360 689 680 605 626

Public investment 630 497 423 350 441

Private investment  
 (through build– 
 transfer–lease  
 projects) 730 192 257 255 185

Public–private  
 partnership  
 investment/Total  
 investment (%) 53.68 27.87 37.79 42.15 29.55

Source: J-H. Kim et al. 2007. A Study on the Medium-Term Plan and Strategy for Public–Private Partnerships. 
Seoul: Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center.

Table 1-14 Investment in Bachelors’ Residence Projects,  
2006–2010 (Planned) (W billion)

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Total amount 59 110 182 204 234

Public investment 59 79 77 99 126

Private investment  
 (through build– 
 transfer–lease  
 projects) – 31 105 105 108

Public–private  
 partnership  
 investment/Total  
 investment (%) 0.00 28.18 57.69 51.47 46.15

Source: J-H. Kim et al. 2007. A Study on the Medium-Term Plan and Strategy for Public–Private Partnerships. 
Seoul: Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center.
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Background and Scope of Study

Background and Purpose of Study

Port development in the Republic of Korea started with the successive opening of 
ports in Busan in 1876, Wonsan in 1880, and Incheon in 1883. The promotion 
of centralized economic development plans since the early 1960s led to the 

Act on Ports in 1967, resulting in the government’s active intervention in expanding 
port facilities to help facilitate the handling of large amounts of export–import cargo 
under the policy goal of expanding foreign trade. The expansion of port facilities 
greatly contributed to the creation of national wealth by improving the efficiency of 
cargo handling.

However, both the existing port facilities and the government-led expansion ran into 
limitations in handling the rapidly increasing cargo volumes. Particularly since the rapid 
economic growth in the 1970s followed by a more stable but steady expansion in the 
1980s, the port transport volume has surged, forcing the government to establish basic 
plans for the systematic development and management of ports. The establishment of 
the First Basic Plan for National Ports in 1992 opened the era of port development plan-
ning at the central government level.

From 1994, when the government officially started to compile and use statistics 
on cargo transport volumes at ports, until 2008, the cargo transport volume in the 
Republic of Korea increased by 4.9% on an annual basis. Except for a temporary 
setback in 1998 when the nation implemented an International Monetary Fund (IMF) 
bailout program, the cargo transport volume has been on a steady rise, a trend 
expected to continue in the foreseeable future. 

Figure 2-1 Trend of Cargo Transport Volume  
in the Republic of Korea
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Source: Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs.
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Such an increase in port transport volume cannot be sustained without timely expan-
sion of port facilities. So, the enforcement of the Act on Promotion of Private Capital 
in Social Overhead Capital in the late 1990s was aimed at expanding infrastructure, 
including port facilities, by attracting private capital through public–private partner-
ships (PPPs).

The number of PPP port projects in the Republic of Korea totaled 19 as of early 2009, 
and their aggregate investment amount of W7,358.4 billion accounted for 12.4% of 
public investment in port facilities between 1998 and 2005. 

The portion of PPP projects for quays6 has risen at a faster rate than the aggre-
gate investment because most of the PPP projects have focused on quays, while 
fiscal investment by the government focused on port facilities and other port-related 
activi ties, including dredging.

The PPP system has played an important role in expanding port facilities in the Republic 
of Korea, and its influence is increasing. This does not mean, however, that all of the 
PPP projects to expand port facilities have proceeded smoothly. Some of them are 
progressing well, involving a concurrence of government policy and private investor 
interests, which has resulted in better port management. Other projects, however, 
are experiencing trouble in management due to changes in transport volume at the 
ports. A typical example of the former group is the Busan New Port Phase 1 Project, 
while an example of the latter is the Mokpo New Outer Port Project. 

Meanwhile, economic growth and increases in export–import cargo volume require 
adequate expansion of infrastructure, but most developing countries, including 
Southeast Asian nations, are finding it difficult to expand port facilities effectively due 
to insufficient financial resources. Even if these countries decide to expand port facili-
ties through private capital, they are likely to experience difficulties due to lack of 
experience.

The Republic of Korea has attained considerable success using PPP projects to expand 
port facilities, thanks to the enactment of related laws, their implementation, and 
their systemic improvement over time. Moreover, the government’s efforts through 
the PPP system and policy deserve high praise for succeeding in attracting private 
capital and keeping the portion of the government’s construction subsidies at a low 
level, particularly considering that port facility development is risky due to its heavy 
reliance on marketing activities.

Taking all these things into account, this study tries to provide useful information 
for other Asian countries planning to expand their port facilities through private 
capital by examining successes and failures of the Republic of Korea in the course of 
promoting PPP projects to expand port facilities. In addition, by presenting points 
that deserve special attention based on the examples of both exemplary and contro-
versial projects, we hope that Asian countries will be able to promote their own PPP 
projects for port development.

6 A quay (or a wharf) is a structure on the shore of a harbor where ships may dock to load and unload 
cargo or passengers.
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Scope of Study

Of all the PPP projects used to develop port facilities, this study focuses on the build–
transfer–operate (BTO) scheme. The number of PPP projects to expand port facilities 
in the Republic of Korea totaled 19 as of early 2009, and all of them have used the 
BTO method. However, only six are currently being operated: Busan New Port Phase 
1, Mokpo New Outer Port Phase 1-1, Mokpo New Outer Port Phase 1-2, Incheon 
North Port Phase 1-1, Incheon North Port Multipurpose Warf, and Gunsan Bieung 
Port. This study analyzes these projects when it examines systemic changes, invest-
ment performance, and similar issues related to PPP port projects in the Republic of 
Korea. For examples of success and failure, the case study examines only Busan New 
Port Phase 1 and Mokpo New Outer Port Phases 1–1 and 1–2. This study limits its 
analysis to only these projects in operation because we want to include dedicated 
facilities and operational results in order to conduct a comprehensive evaluation. 
Gunsan Bieung Port was excluded because it is a fishing port and had some unique 
features not found in other port projects.

This study will examine various methods used to expand port facilities peculiar to the 
Republic of Korea, such as port construction by non-competent authorities,7 public 
corporations’ investment, and PPP projects in accordance with the Act on Private 
Participation in Infrastructure (PPP Act). 

This study will focus on PPP projects according to the PPP Act. Although the private 
sector is participating in port construction in various ways, only PPP projects have an 
independent legal framework; this enables us to explain the entire process required 
for implementing a project. In addition, the increased participation of the private 
sector in building port facilities, including quays, has been primarily through PPP 
projects that comply with the PPP Act.        

This study will use statistical data from 1967 when the Act on Ports was enacted until 
2008 for analysis of most projects; however, the statistical data for some projects are 
only available through 2005.  

7 The non-competent authorities’ port refers to port project carried out by entities “other than competent 
authorities.” These entities develop plans for port construction and get approval for the project from 
the competent authorities, as stipulated in presidential decrees. See pp. 29–31 for the details.
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Management of and Investment 
in Ports in the Republic of Korea 

Outline: Port Development

The Republic of Korea addresses legal aspects of ports in its Act on Ports. Article 2 
of the Act on Ports divides ports into designated ports and provincial ports. 
Designated ports are those that are closely related with the national economy 

and public interest; the names, locations, and districts of those ports are designated 
by presidential decrees. Provincial ports are those ports whose names, locations, and 
districts are designated by mayors and provincial governors. Designated ports in turn 
are divided into trade ports and coastal ports. Trade ports refer to the ports where 
oceangoing vessels arrive and leave, and where export–import cargo is handled. 
Coastal ports are the ports where coasting vessels arrive and leave and where 
domestic cargo is handled. Currently, there are no provincial ports in the Republic of 
Korea. There are 28 trade ports and 24 coastal ports throughout the country.8

As of the end of 2007, the Republic of Korea had wharf facilities totaling 175 kilo meters 
in combined length, along which 744 berths were operated. There are 132 berths in 
Busan Port, 97 in Ulsan Port, 86 in Incheon Port, and 78 in Gwangyang Port.

Total loading and unloading capacity handled by these ports stood at 728 million 
tons a year, and the volume actually handled amounted to 1,090 million tons a year. 
The ports handled 17.5 million twenty-foot equivalent of containers in 2007, and 
transfer cargo amounted to 6.2 million twenty-foot equivalent, or 35.2% of the total.  

Legal Approach

Trade Ports 

The Republic of Korea, situated on a peninsula surrounded by the sea on three sides, 
has 28 trade ports lining its eastern, southern, and western coasts in a U shape. There 
are seven ports along the east coast: Ulsan, Pohang, Samcheok, Donghae, Mukho, 
Okgye, and Sokcho; 13 ports along the south coast: Wando, Yeosu, Gwangyang, 
Jeju, Seoguipo, Samcheonpo, Tongyeong, Gohyeon, Okpo, Jangseungpo, Masan, 
Jinhae, and Busan; and eight ports on the west coast: Incheon, Pyeongtaek–Dangjin, 
Daesan, Taean, Boryeong, Janghang, Gunsan, and Mokpo.

8 Aside from trade ports, fishing ports also serve as port facilities and are covered by the Act on Fishing 
Villages and Fishing Ports. Fishing ports refer to the bases of the fishing industry that are equipped 
with natural or artificial port facilities; these are divided into national fishing ports, provincial fishing 
ports, and fishing ports serving fishing villages.
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Until the 1940s, most of foreign trade cargo was handled by three ports—Busan 
Port, which opened in 1876; Incheon Port, which opened in 1883; and Gunsan Port, 
which opened in 1899.9 As the implementation of the economic development plans 
got on track in the 1960s, ports were built in various regions to meet increasing 
cargo handling demand.

9 Wonsan Port in North Korea was opened in the 1880s.  

Figure 3-1 Map of Designated Ports in the Republic of Korea
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Trade port
Coastal port
New port

Source: Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs.
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The Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs is responsible for building 
and operating trade ports. However, the ministry does not directly operate these 
ports but leases them to private operators. Traditionally, port administration in the 
Republic of Korea is carried out under a dual system in which the government and 
quasi-government agencies, such as public corporations and industrial complexes, 
build the ports and private firms operate them.

In the development of ports, the government builds basic facilities, including water 
area facilities, peripheral facilities, and harbor traffic facilities; the government and 
the private sector jointly develop functional facilities, such as moorings, loading 
and unloading facilities, and cargo storage and handling facilities. With respect to 
ports management and operation, the government, public corporations, and indus-
trial complexes manage and operate water area facilities, such as nautical marks, 
anchorage, moorage, and vessel-circling areas, as well as breakwaters, sand banks, 
seawalls and dikes; mooring facilities, including quays, are leased to private opera-
tors. In the operational stage, the government limits its role to collecting a portion of 
the port facility user fees, reinvesting in port facilities, regularly monitoring the use 
of facilities as required by law, and providing routine support.

Coastal Ports

Coastal ports, like trade ports, are situated along the eastern, southern, and western 
coasts of the Republic of Korea in a U shape; their number totals 24. Four coastal 
ports are on the east coast: Guryongpo, Hupo, Ulleung, and Jumunjin; 12 ports are 
on the south coast: Shinma, Nokdong New, Narodo, Geomundo, Hallim, Hwasun, 
Seongsanpo, Aewol, Chuja, Busan South, Hwaheungpo, and Galdu; and eight are 
on the west coast: Yonggi, Yeonpyeongdo, Daecheon, Biin, Daeheuksando, Hongdo, 
Paengmok, and Songgong.

The central government develops coastal ports, while local municipalities manage 
and operate them. There is little room for private development of coastal ports, 
as they have few revenue-producing facilities. The reason the local municipalities 
manage and operate them is that coastal ports are very closely related with regional 
economic conditions; they are mainly used for bringing island residents and their 
cargoes to the mainland, ferrying tourists, and providing shelter and piers for fishing 
vessels.

Fishing Ports

Fishing ports are covered by the Act on Fishing Villages and Fishing Ports. According to 
their use, fishing ports are divided into national fishing ports, provincial fishing ports, 
and fishing ports serving fishing settlements. The Ministry of Agriculture, Fishery 
and Food designates national fishing ports, which have nationwide scope, and ports 
located on islands or remote coastal areas needed for the development of fishing 
grounds and shelter for fishing boats. Mayors and provincial governors designate 
provincial ports, which have regional scope and serve as bases for supporting coastal 
fishing. Mayors and county and district chiefs designate ports for fishing settlements, 
which are small fishing ports that serve as the bases for fishermen’s quarters.

The heads of designating authorities develop fishing ports. Accordingly, the deve-
lopment rights are distributed to the government heads of large local autonomous 
bodies, and heads of local administrative units. Designating authorities also manage 
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and operate the facilities, as well as collect rental fees. Designating authorities allow 
the use of fishing ports’ facilities by either private or public entities.

Ports under Management of Local Municipalities

The Act on Ports provides for provincial ports, which are ports whose names, loca-
tions, and districts are designated by mayors of special cities and metropolitan 
regions, provincial governors, and governors of special autonomous provinces. Up 
to this point, no provincial ports actually have been designated.

Method of Participation 

Port Development under the PPP Act

Outline. The development of ports under the PPP Act is possible through public–
private partnership (PPP) methods stipulated in the act.

Article 4 of the PPP Act classifies the implementation scheme of PPP projects into 
six types: build–transfer–operate (BTO), build–transfer–lease (BTL), build–operate–
transfer (BOT), build–own–operate (BOO), schemes recognized by competent author-
ities, and projects stipulated in the PPP Basic Plan.

The PPP Basic Plan enumerates other schemes as well: BLT, rehabilitate–operate–
transfer, rehabilitate–own–operate, rehabilitate–transfer–lease, and others; in effect, 
there are actually no limitations on PPP schemes.10

Build–Transfer–Operate (BTO) projects. The Republic of Korea has so far imple-
mented all of its port projects using the BTO scheme, including the Gunsan Bieung 
Port Project, which is not a trading port but a fishing port. In the case of the Bieung 
Port Project, which was originally supposed to produce no revenues due to its special 
condition as a fishing port, investors developed its rear areas into the main project 
and turned them into revenue-producing facilities.

10 BTO scheme: Upon completion of social infrastructure facilities, ownership reverts to the state or 
provincial government, which then gives contractors the rights to manage and operate the facilities 
for a given period. 

 BTL scheme: Upon completion of social infrastructure facilities, ownership reverts to the state or 
provincial government, which then gives contractors the right to manage and operate the facilities 
for a given period; contractors lease the facilities from the government and realize profits for a given 
period stipulated in the contract.

 BOT scheme: Upon completion of social infrastructure facilities, contractors retain ownership and 
operate the facilities for a given period, upon the expiry of which they return the facilities to the state 
or provincial government.

 BOO scheme: Upon the completion of social infrastructure facilities, contractors retain ownership.   
 BTL scheme: After completing social infrastructure facilities, contractors lease the facilities out to 

others for a given period, upon the expiry of which they transfer ownership to the state or provincial 
government.

 Rehabilitate–operate–transfer scheme: The state or provincial government gives the rights to operate 
their facilities to contractors who rehabilitate them.

 Rehabilitate–own–operate scheme: The state or provincial government gives its existing facilities’ 
ownership to contractors who rehabilitate them.

 Rehabilitate–transfer–lease scheme: Upon completion of the rehabilitation of social infrastructure 
facilities, ownership reverts to the state or provincial government, while the contractors are given the 
rights to manage and operate the facilities for a given period and lease them out to others to use and 
realize profits from the facilities.
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All other projects involved revenue-producing quay facilities and were carried out 
as BTO projects. In addition to the BTO method, the BOT method has been used to 
build port facilities, although not in the Republic of Korea. The ostensible difference 
between the BTO and BOT methods lies in the timing of the return of ownership to 
the state. In the case of BTO projects, private investors return the ownership of the 
port facilities to the state and then operate the facilities after obtaining the rights 
to manage and operate them from the state. In the case of BOT projects, private 
investors first operate the completed facilities and then return ownership of the port 
facilities to the state once the concession period has expired.

Most other countries have used the BOT scheme when developing port facilities; the 
Republic of Korea has been unique in that it carried out all of its port projects using 
the BTO scheme. The difference can be attributed to social and cultural differences 
among countries in the efficiency of mobilizing funds.   

Others. Among the PPP port development schemes, the BTL method can also be used. 
In the Republic of Korea, the BTL scheme has been used mainly for facilities with low 
profitability, such as educational facilities, correctional facilities, and museums, as 
well as for small-scale state facilities requiring timely expansion despite insufficient 
financial resources.  

In the Republic of Korea, the BTL scheme has not been used for port development 
projects because the country has a unique method that is similar to the BTL—port 
construction by non-competent authorities.

As mentioned previously, port development projects in the Republic of Korea have so 
far used the BTO scheme because these projects, such as the development of quays, 
tend to be profit-making ventures; government fiscal investment has been used 
for nonprofit-making facilities. The non-competent authorities’ port construction 
method has been used to build facilities that are profitable; these facilities were built 
mainly to handle the investors’ own cargo on a semipermanent basis.11

Non-Competent Authorities’ Port Construction Projects 

Concept. The non-competent authorities’ port construction method refers to 
construction projects carried out by entities “other than competent authorities.” 
These entities develop plans for port construction and get approval for the project 
from the competent authorities, as stipulated in presidential decrees.12

In the Republic of Korea, the Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs carries 
out construction of designated ports, while mayors and provincial governors carry 
out construction of provincial ports; they are known as competent authorities.13 

11 Although it varies by project, implementing projects using the non-competent authorities’ port 
construction method and the BTL method have similar aspects in that they receive government financial 
support (in the form of compensation for total project costs in the former method, and compensation 
for operating costs in the latter) and dissimilar aspects, depending on the scope of participating 
companies (direct users of port facilities such as shipping companies and operating firms) and the 
purposes of the project (either securing facilities for contractors’ exclusive use or simple development).

12 Paragraph 2, Article 9 of the Act on Ports.
13 Port construction refers to work related to building, remodeling, maintaining, and repairing port 

facilities and dredging. (Paragraph 1, Article 9 of the Act on Ports).
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The term non-competent authority is a comprehensive concept that refers to all 
parties other than competent authorities. Non-competent authorities can carry out 
port construction under a variety of related laws, such as the Act on Ports, the Act 
on Industrial Location and Development, the Act on the Reclamation of Public Water 
Surface, and the Act on the Korea Container Terminal Authority.

The Act on Ports. Non-competent authorities may invest in port construction 
under the Act on Ports, which usually involves private investors taking part in the 
development of port facilities.14 Until the PPP Act was enacted in 1999, most of 
the port facility construction was carried out as non-competent authorities’ projects 
under the Act on Ports.

Under the Act on Ports, non-competent authorities submit documents to competent 
authorities to win the approval of their implementation plans.15 Once approval is 
received, the non-competent authorities build the port facilities within the time 
period stipulated by the government.16

The Act on Industrial Location and Development. The Act on Industrial Location 
and Development is intended to “contribute to the sound development of national 
economy by promoting balanced development of national land and continuous 
industrial growth through the smooth supply of industrial land and reasonable 
disposition of industry.”17 The construction of port facilities should be done according 
to the law, which stipulates that, “in case one carries out projects directly related with 
the development of industrial complexes in areas nearby the industrial complexes, 
part of this act’s provisions shall apply, as stipulated by presidential decrees.”18

In other words, the construction of port facilities is allowed by the Act on Industrial 
Location and Development when the ports are located near industrial complexes or 
their purposes are to support industrial complexes.

The Act on the Reclamation of Public Water Surface. The purpose of the Act on 
the Reclamation of Public Water Surface is for “preserving and reclaiming public 
water surface in sustainable, environment-friendly ways and using the reclaimed land 
efficiently, thus promoting public interests and contributing to the advancement of 
public life.”

In general, port facilities are built by reclaiming the sea in the Republic of Korea. The 
neighboring area of port facilities are designated as port areas. The construction of 
port facilities by reclaiming the sea within areas designated by Paragraph 2, Article 2 
of the Act on Ports is regulated by the Act on the Reclamation of Public Water Surface. 
Upon obtaining reclamation licenses, investors start construction after developing 
implementation plans and receiving plan approvals; the related procedures are 
mandated in the Act on Ports.

14 Private investments have been made in port construction under the Act on Ports, but this investment 
differs from PPP as the ports constructed were not carried out via PPP methods such as BTO or BTL. 

15 Paragraph 3, Article 11, Enforcement Decree of the Act on Ports.
16 Article 11 of the Act on Ports.
17 Paragraph 1 of the Act on Industrial Location and Development.
18 Item 1, Article 29 of the Act on Industrial Location and Development.
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Laws related to quasi-government agencies. The term quasi-government agency 
regarding port facilities refers to a port authority under the Act on Port Authority and 
to the Korea Container Terminal Authority under the Act on Korea Container Terminal 
Management Authority.

Port authorities have the right to develop, maintain, and manage specific ports. They 
take over port facilities and incidental facilities from the state and invest in them as 
permanent properties. 

The Korea Container Terminal Authority has no permanent properties, but receives a 
fixed amount of government contribution each year, along with the right to manage 
and operate state-owned port facilities, and re-lease the facilities to private operators. 

Although the Korea Container Terminal Authority and port authorities are not 
official government agencies, they carry out functions previously performed by 
the government and receive either investment funds or contributions from the 
government, making them similar to direct fiscal investment by the government.             

The difference between the two is that while the Korea Container Terminal Authority 
can carry out projects in all ports to develop container terminals, port authorities 
are limited to projects at specific ports because they only have the right to develop, 
manage, and operate those specific ports.

Implications 

Non-competent authorities’ port construction has the advantage of simple imple-
mentation procedures; it takes only four phases from project approval to implemen-
tation. In addition, non-competent authorities can invest in both profit-making and 
nonprofit facilities. This is because the investors can receive compensation for their 
project costs in nonprofit facilities from the government in the case of facilities for 
which ownership is not returned to the government. Also, non-competent authority 
projects are advantageous for those who need facilities for exclusive cargo handling 
in a timely manner.

From the standpoint of the government regarding non-competent authorities’ port 
construction, there have been some problems. There is a lack of clarity in overall 
procedures for implementing projects; this can cause confusion resulting in the 
application of different criteria for similar cases. 

Meanwhile, PPP projects under the PPP Act are covered by consistent legal rules; the 
government has fewer burdens investing in port facilities under PPP projects once the 
contracts are concluded. The government is free from many fiscal burdens, particularly 
when the projects do not have construction subsidies; PPP projects also ease the govern-
ment’s administrative burden because the private investors take over responsibility for 
maintaining and managing the port facilities.

Looking at it from the private investors’ side, non-competent authorities’ port 
construction should induce direct investment by users of the facilities, so the inves-
tors who are not users cannot carry out projects through project financing. On the 
other hand, PPP projects provide advantages because they can develop profitable 
project plans by setting revenue targets in advance, which can lead to high invest-
ment returns.
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Figure 3-2 provides a comparison of investments by non-competent authorities and 
PPPs in port construction projects. As can be seen, investment by PPPs has surpassed 
investment by non-competent authorities in port construction projects. 

All this shows that in the Republic of Korea, the focus of private investment into port 
facilities is shifting toward PPP projects and away from non-competent authorities’ 
port construction, a trend which will likely continue in the future. 

Figure 3-2 Comparison of Investment Cost:  
Non-Competent Authority vs. Public–Private Partnership 

(W100 million)
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Actual Investments in Port 
Development by Investor Groups 

Fiscal Investment in Port Development

Fiscal investment by the government in port facilities has been on a steady rise 
every year in the Republic of Korea. In 1994, W400.5 billion was invested in 
port facilities; that amount increased at an annual average of 11.6% to reach 

W1,858.3 billion in 2008, far exceeding comparable increases in investments in roads 
and railways.

Table 4-1 Annual Fiscal Investment in Port Development,  
1994–2008 (W billion, constant price)

Year 1994 1998 1999 2000 2005 2006 2007 2008
Growth 

Rate

Amount 401 1,017 1,024 974 1,764 1,753 1,859 1,858 11.60%

Source: Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs.

Figure 4-1 Annual Fiscal Investment into Port Development  
(W billion)
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Public–Private Partnership Projects According to the PPP Act

Present Status of Public–Private Partnerships in Port Facilities

Present status. From 1994, when the Act on Promotion of Private Capital Investment 
in Social Overhead Capital was enacted, to early 2009, there have been a total of 
19 public–private partnership (PPP) port facility projects involving W7,183.9 billion 
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Table 4-2 Investment Cost Structure of  
Public–Private Partnership Projects in Port Facilities  
(Private investment vs. government subsidy) (W billion)

Investment Cost Total
Private 

Investment
Fiscal Support  

(Government Subsidy)

Busan New Port 4,170 3,410 759

 - Phase 1 2,383 1,774 609

 - Phase 2-3 686 686 –

 - Phase 2-4 566 566 –

 -  Second rearward road project 535 385 151

Incheon North Port 554 406 149

 -  Phase 1-1 (Scrap iron) 
(completed) 110 84 26

 -  Phase 1-2 (Scrap iron) 
(completed) 53 38 16

 -  Phase 2-1, Multipurpose 
Wharf (completed) 254 183 71

Pyeongtaek–Dangjin Port 320 285 35

 - Inner Eastern Wharf 169 134 35

 - Grain Wharf 152 152 –

Gunsan Port 256 172 84

 -  Wharf for Miscellaneous 
Cargo 132 108 24

 - Bieung Port (completed) 124 64 59

Mokpo New Outer Port 128 73 55

 - Phase 1-1 (completed) 101 58 43

 - Phase 1-2 (completed) 27 15 12

Ulsan New Port 258 223 34

 - Phase 1-1 258 223 34

Pohang–Yeongil Bay New Port 332 197 135

 - Phase 1-1 332 197 135

Gwangyang Port 858 706 152

 - Yeocheon General Wharf 71 53 18

 -  Phase 3-3 of Gwangyang Port 787 653 134

Masan Port 309 196 113

 - Phase 1-1 309 196 113

Total 7,184 5,668 1,516

Note: Port projects are usually implemented by phase. For instance, for Gwangyang Port, Phase 3-3 has 
been implemented while other phases will be implemented separately.

Source: Ministry of Strategy and Finance.
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in public and private investment. Out of that total, private investment amounted 
to W5,668.4 billion, with construction subsidies making up the remaining 
W1,515.5 billion, or 21.1% of the total.

Out of the total, the annual investment of purely private capital was W152.7 billion 
in 2002 and was expected to reach a peak of W824.4 billion in 2009, before declining 
gradually to W53 billion in 2015, according to Ministry of Strategy and Finance 
(MOSF) figures. This decline is because most of the port development projects are 
planned to be developed by 2011.

Projects in operation. Out of the 19 PPP port projects, 6 are now in operation: Mokpo 
New Outer Port Phase 1-1, Mokpo New Outer Port Phase 1-2, two projects under 
Incheon North Port Phase 1-1, Incheon North Port Phase 2-1, and Gunsan Bieung Port. 
These projects developed quays accommodating 9 berths for cargo handling, as well 
as 1,200-meter-long mooring facilities functioning as fishing ports, for a total invest-
ment of W669.6 billion. The Gunsan Bieung Port Project was developed as a build–
transfer–operate (BTO) project and is the only fishing port facility that is profitable.

Projects under construction. There are a total of 11 projects for which contracts have 
been concluded and construction begun: Busan New Port Phase 1, Ulsan New Port 
Phase 1-1, Pohang Yeoungil Bay New Port Phase 1-1, Masan Port Phase 1-1, Incheon 
North Port General Wharf, Pyeongtaek–Dangjin Port Multipurpose Wharf, Busan New 
Port Phase 2-3, Gunsan Miscellaneous Cargo Wharf, Pyeongtaek–Dangjin Port Grain 
Wharf, Gwangyang Port (Yeocheon) General Wharf, and Gwangyang Port Phase 3-3. 

Among these, the Busan New Port Phase 1 Project is developing 3.2-kilometer-long 
quays and has already opened six berths, with the remaining sections still under 

Table 4-3 Annual Investment Planned by Private Investors  
in Public–Private Partnership Port Projects, 2001–2015 (W billion)

Year 1994–2001 2002 2008 2009 2013 2015 Total

Amount 74 153 811 824 260 53 5,668

Source: Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs.

Figure 4-2 Classification of Public–Private Partnership Port Projects 
by Cargo Items They Handle 
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construction. As of the end of 2008, the volume of container cargo handled by Busan 
New Port amounted to 157 million twenty-foot equivalent units, demonstrating that 
the port has overcome the difficulty of attracting cargo volume at an early stage of 
operation and is seeing a rapid increase in cargo handling volume.

Projects under negotiation. As of early 2009, two projects were under negotiation 
after priority negotiators were designated: Busan New Port Second Rearward Road 
Project and Busan New Port Phase 2-4.

Busan New Port Second Rearward Road Project has been classified and conducted as 
a PPP port project because it is a road linking port facilities. This is the only connecting 
road project among the PPP port projects.

Busan New Port Phase 2-4 Project is the fifth project in the Busan New Port Project’s 
implementation. Previous projects are Phase 1, Phase 2-1, Phase 2-2, Phase 2-3, 
Phase 2-4, Phase 2-5, and Phase 2-6. Negotiations began with designated priority 
negotiators in March 2007, but have not proceeded rapidly due to concerns about 
investors, declining cargo volumes from the financial crisis, and possible surplus 
capacity caused by the simultaneous opening of new ports.

Investment by Non-Competent Authorities 

Present Status 

Outline of system. Non-competent authorities’ port construction projects have been 
implemented institutionally since the Act on Ports was enacted in 1967. At that time, 
the nation needed to expand port facilities by attracting private capital amid budgetary 
restraint. The new facilities were needed to handle export–import cargo in order to 
spur economic growth through foreign trade.

Non-competent authorities’ port construction projects use a method that basically 
offsets the private investors’ investment costs by exempting the investors from user 
fees when they use the port facilities.

Depending on the kinds of facilities, the port facilities could either be returned to 
the state or owned by the contractors. In the former case, the state would offset 
the investment costs through user fee exemptions; in the latter case, there would be 
no compensation for investment costs.19 Nevertheless, the investors are expected to 
contribute to the national economy by owning the facilities themselves.    

Accordingly, the concept of non-competent authorities’ port construction can be 
defined as “private investment on condition of a respite for fiscal expenditure.” The 
condition can be divided into permanent respite (for  facilities that should be reverted 
to the government) or a temporary respite.

Evolution of policy. The non-competent authorities’ port construction system has 
developed over four phases, beginning with the Act on Ports in 1967 until today.  

19 Virtually there is no difference between this investment and strictly private investment.
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During the starting phase, from 1967 to 1990, the government permitted private sector 
implementation of port construction projects only on special occasions, while adhering 
to its keynote policy that the government manages all port facilities in principle. Although 
the government worked out a legal system to encourage private investment by imple-
menting non-competent authorities’ port construction projects during this period, the 
government maintained its keynote policy that port facilities are public facilities.

During the settlement phase, from 1991 to 1995, the government implemented poli-
cies of offsetting investment costs and expanding investors’ rights to reinvigorate 
private investment through non-competent authorities’ port construction projects. 
To this end, the government systematized the method of compensation of investment 
costs. For example, it introduced management rights of port facilities and relaxed 
conditions for the transfer of these rights, which had previously been possible only 
after receiving the competent authorities’ approval, to anytime after the project’s 
progress reached 50% completion of the total scheduled construction.    

During the activating phase, from 1996 to 2004, the government enhanced incentives and 
expanded the base of participants to attract investment in non-competent authorities’ port 
construction projects. The government further eased the time limit for transfer rights to 
anytime after the project’s progress reached 30% completion of the total scheduled 
construction. Accordingly, this measure opened the door wider for direct users of port 
facilities to participate in the non-competent authorities’ port construction at an early stage. 

During the maturing phase, from 2004 to 2008, the government instituted legal and 
systemic changes, including the revision of enforcement decrees enabling it to reduce 
compensation for investment costs by introducing competition in the non-competent 
authorities’ port construction projects, rather than expanding port construction itself. 
For instance, the government induced participants to reduce project costs by obli-
gating them to undergo an examination of project costs by the Office of Supply in 
cases where total project costs exceed W3 billion.   

Investment Performance

Performance by decades and years. Non-competent authorities’ port construction 
has been steadily increasing since 2000. Total investment in non-competent authori-
ties’ port construction projects remained at a mere W60.4 billion before the 1980s, 
but that amount soared to W362.9 billion during the 1980s, or W36.3 billion per 
year on average, and reached W581.2 billion in the 1990s, or W58.1 billion per year 
on average. In the 2000s, annual investment rocketed to between W200 billion and 
almost W600 billion. More specifically, investment amounted to W185.7 billion in 
2000, W474 billion in 2003, W592.5 billion in 2004, W352.4 billion in 2007, and 
W216 billion in 2008.  

The reason the non-competent authorities’ port construction sharply increased in the 
2000s was the growth in investment into quays and other mooring facilities, which 
required bigger investment costs per project. In terms of the number of projects, 
logistics and marketing facilities, such as warehouses and outdoor storage yards, 
topped the list of non-competent authorities’ port construction projects.  

Performance by phase of development. Investment in non-competent authorities’ 
port construction has grown according to the phases of development presented above. 
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As the non-competent authorities’ port construction system focused on deregulation 
to attract investment, the investment amount also showed a corresponding increase.   

In the starting phase (1967–1990), a total of W422.4 billion was invested, or 
W17.6 billion per year on average—W60.4 billion, or W4.3 billion per year on average 
in the 1967–1980 period, and W362 billion, or W36.2 billion per year on average in 
the 1981–1990 period. 

In the settlement phase (1991–1995), a total of W2,193.5 billion was invested, or 
W438.7 billion, a marked improvement over the previous phase. The surprising 
increase during this period is attributable to the eased compensation system for 
investment costs, changes to the types of facilities that did not have to be returned to 
the state, and expansion of the scope of the exemption for port facilities requirement.     

In the years of the activating phase (1996–2004), a total of W2,941.4 billion was 
invested, or W395 billion per year on average. The increase in investment reflected 
the reduced risks for private investors; the government added other kinds of facili-
ties that did not have to be returned to the government and extended the user fee 
exemption until the fees reached the total investment cost.        

In the maturing phase (2004–2008), a total of W1,934.2 billion was estimated to 
have been invested, or W386.8 billion per year on average. Noticeable was the 
unusually high investment amount of W800.4 billion in 2006, which was influenced 
by the reconstruction of the existing wharf and development of new oil terminal 
wharves at Ulsan Port, which has traditionally handled large volumes of oil cargo. 
The wharves that handle cargo were built using the non-competent authorities’ port 
construction method. Aside from this peculiarity, investment into quays fell, while 
small-scale facility investments increased.

Figure 4-3 Investment in Non-Competent Authorities’ Port 
Construction by Development Stage (W billion)
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Investment by Public Corporations

Outline

Public corporations are government-funded bodies, such as the Korea Container 
Terminal Authority. There are also public organizations established to invest in, 
maintain, and manage port facilities, called port authorities, such as the Busan Port 
Authority, the Incheon Port Authority, and the Ulsan Port Authority. These public 
corporations are not government agencies but quasi-government organizations with 
similar functions to the government.     

The Korea Container Terminal Authority was established in 1989 to help develop, 
manage, and operate container terminals with the objective of facilitating smooth 
logistics of container cargo and contributing to the sound development of the 
national economy. After 2005, major ports set up separate public organizations 
for the development and management of their respective ports, giving birth to the 
concept of port authority.   

Investment Performance

The Korea Container Terminal Authority invested W1,166.8 billion in port facilities 
from 1997 to 2005, or W129.6 billion per year on average. A look at the investment 
trend, however, shows its performance has been declining in recent years. Although 
it started out ambitiously, the authority’s investment peaked at W213.1 billion in 
2005 and fell off to W91.4 billion in 2007 and W24.1 billion in 2008. This is attrib-
utable to poor management performance; the development of the Busan Port; and 
the transfer of rights to develop, maintain, and manage the port to the Busan Port 
Authority, reducing the Korea Container Terminal Authority’s investment opportuni-
ties there.   

Figure 4-4 Korea Container Terminal Authority’s Annual  
Investment Trend (W billion)
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Summing Up 

The total actual investment amount in port facilities by the government through 
fiscal investment, PPP projects, non-competent authorities’ port construction, Korea 
Container Terminal Authority, and others is as follows: before the 1980s, a total of 
W321.3 billion was invested; in the 1980s, W2,092.8 billion; in 1990, W322.3 billion; 
in 2004, W2,534.2 billion; in 2007, W2,586.1 billion; and in 2008, W2,845.7 billion. 

Table 4-4 Investment Trend in Port Facilities by Investor Group  
(W billion)

Classification Before 1980 1980s 1990 1997 2000 2004 2007 2008

Government’s fiscal  
 investment 261 1,730 265 931 974 1,584 1,789 1,795

Non-competent  
 authorities’ port  
 construction 60 363 57 244 186 593 352 216

Public–private  
 partnership projects – – – 5 10 239 353 811

Korea Container  
 Terminal Authority – – – 233 148 119 91 24

Total 321 2,093 322 1,413 1,317 2,534 2,586 2,846

Sources: Korea Maritime Institute survey; internal sources at the Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime 
Affairs; the Korea Container Terminal Authority. 

Figure 4-5 Trend of Investment in Port Facilities  
by Investor Groups (W billion)
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Analysis of Public–Private 
Partnerships for Port Facilities 
by Implementation Phases 

This chapter analyzes specific procedures of public–private partnerships (PPPs) 
for port facilities based on the implementation process that was discussed in 
the first volume of this report. The process includes designation of a potential  

PPP project (step 1), formulation and announcement of a request for proposal 
(RFP) (step 2), submission of a proposal (step 3), evaluation of a proposal (step 4), 
negotiations and designation of a concessionaire (step 5), introduction and approval 
of a Detailed Engineering and Design Plan for Implementation (DEDPI) (step 6), and 
completion of construction and operation (step 7).   

This chapter will review the implementation process and criteria applied to Phase 1 
of the Busan New Port Project and the Mokpo New Outer Port Project, and then 
examine recent changes.20 Through an examination of these cases, we hope to 
gain an understanding of changes in the procedures of implementation of PPP port 
projects. 

Designation of a Potential Project 

Phase 1-1 of the Mokpo New Outer Port Project was announced as a part of the PPP 
Basic Plan of 1995, and Phase 1 of the Busan New Port Project was announced as 
a part of the PPP Basic Plan of 1996. The Ministry of Strategy and Finance (MOSF) 
announces a plan for PPP projects every year, following consultations with line minis-
tries. The line ministries, however, failed to conduct specific project feasibility studies. 
Instead, they designated these two projects, relying mainly on the intent of participa-
tion of private companies and on the judgments of relevant government agencies.

The projects were begun at a time when the PPP mechanism was first introduced; 
the authorities should have done more research and reviews before designating the 
projects. However, because the tools for feasibility studies were not in place then and 
conducting such studies was not obligatory, the line ministries were not required 
to conduct the costly studies. Consequently, the projects were subject to problems 
created by external variables because no measures were in place to check for poten-
tial problems and provide ways to avoid them in advance of implementation.

20 The Mokpo New Outer Port Project was divided into Phase 1, which was a solicited project, and 
Phase 2, which was an unsolicited project. Unless otherwise noted, this paper mainly focuses on 
solicited projects. In cases where there are differences, they are separately reviewed.
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As a result, these two projects underwent across-the-board renegotiation to adjust 
their scale, determination of total costs, and guarantee of operational proceeds. Such 
drastic renegotiations were inescapable due to the economic crisis in 1997 triggered 
by a shortage of foreign currency reserves. The concession agreements between the 
government and the private participants remained vulnerable to external variables. 
Take the Busan New Port Project as an example. Its scale was large, with 24 berths. 
The decisions to fix the total cost, establish a period for using the port free of charge, 
and set the level of cargo-handling charges after construction completion left the 
project cost dependent upon minor external economic fluctuation, creating conflicts 
between the government and the private sector. 

In designating a potential PPP project, therefore, the government should conduct a 
study on the level of the government’s fiscal burden and potential problems before it 
goes ahead with the project. Line ministries in charge of port facilities have recently 
been conducting feasibility studies well in advance of designating potential PPP proj-
ects. Specifically, the line ministries are using a separate earmark in the budget to 
perform their own feasibility studies of PPP projects that have already been deemed 
fit by the central government’s pre-feasibility studies. Based on their studies, the 
line ministries further analyze economic and financial feasibilities by establishing the 
scale and types of facilities and estimating their total project costs and projected 
revenue. If the projects prove to be financially viable, the line ministries designate 
them as potential PPP projects and then formulate and announce RFPs. 
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Formulation and Announcement of a Request for Proposal 

An RFP is a solicitation announced by the government requesting bid proposals for 
PPP projects from private investors. An RFP should include the following:21

• estimated investment amount and the duration, planned location, and scale 
of the potential project; 

• potential proceeds for the concessionaire, such as user fees and 
supplementary projects, and central and local government subsidies, such 
as the amount and the method of financial support; 

• implementation method of the project, including the designation or non-
designation of a facility as a revertible facility; 

• management and operation of the infrastructure facilities built through a 
PPP project; 

• eligibility criteria for the concessionaire; and 
• other matters that the competent authority deems necessary.22

The private investors are requested to submit items listed below when an RFP, solic-
ited by the government, is formulated and announced:

• purpose, 
• definitions,
• overview of the project, 
• eligibility and an application method,
• conditions for implementation, 
• method of designating a concessionaire, 
• implementation schedule, and 
• attachment and appendix (a guideline for drawing up a project proposal).23

For an unsolicited project, an announcement should include:24 

• purpose of announcement,
• definitions, 
• main contents of an initial proposal, 
• opinions on the proposal and complementary requests of the competent 

authority, 
• proposal by a third party and a method, 
• conditions for implementation, 
• method of designating a concessionaire, 
• implementation schedule and cost-sharing, and 
• appendix (a guideline for drawing up a project proposal).

21 PPP Act, Paragraph 1, Article 11.
22 Other matters include security of project performance, demand for bidding guarantee, project 

performance guarantee, forms of proposal and deadlines, determination of bidder and method of 
concessionaire designation in the case of a sole project applicant, private sector suggestions to modify 
contents of RFPs, etc. Source: Ministry of Strategy and Finance. PPP Basic Plans (annual). 

23 Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs. 2005. Request for Proposal for Phases 2 and 3 of the 
Busan New Port Project for Container Terminal (4 berths). MLTM Announcement No. 2005-1.

24 Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs. 2006. Unsolicited Project, Proposal Requested by 
Third Party for Phases 2–4 of the Busan New Port Project for Container Terminal. MLTM Announcement 
No. 2006-268.
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Solicited and unsolicited project RFPs are submitted in much the same way. However, 
one difference is terminology. Another difference lies in additional opinions and 
requests required by each competent authority on a project proposal. Still another 
difference involves the addition of terms to the proposals, depending on the project.

An RFP covers the entire project, including proposal making, construction and opera-
tion, and implementation. If the government reviewed the potential project more 
thoroughly prior to the announcement of the RFP, more specific and clearer content 

Table 5-1 Items in Request for Proposal  
for Public–Private Partnership Port Project

Item Solicited Project Unsolicited Project

Purpose of plan (announcement) Submission of project 
proposal

Submission of project 
proposal

Definitions Definitions of terms in RFP Definitions of terms in RFP

Project overview (major contents  
 of initial proposer)

Contents, progress report, 
related construction plan, 
project location 

Overview, implementation 
method, requests of initial 
proposer, and bonus 
points for initial proposer

Comments on proposal and  
 complementary requests by  
 competent authority

– Comments on proposal 
and complementary 
measures 

Eligibility and method of  
 application (proposal by third  
 party and method of proposing)

Eligibility and method of 
application 

Project overview, location, 
floor plan, eligibility, and 
method of proposing 

Conditions for  
 implementation

Matters 
concerning 
investment  
and operation

Method of project implementation, determination 
of ROI and user fee, estimation of total project cost, 
ownership transfer, determination of free use period, 
grant and handover of rights to manage and operate, 
maintenance, repair, management, and operation, 
adjustment of total project cost and operating cost

Matters 
concerning port 
construction

General criteria, criteria for design and construction, 
operational system and facilities, qualifications for 
contractor, construction completion and confirmation

Guarantee of 
substantial 
performance

Supervision of project implementation and 
administrative disposition, sound construction work, 
assurance of performance and, compensation of 
deferment

Other matters 
concerning 
implementation

Minimum revenue 
guarantee and 
redemption of excess 
revenue, supplementary 
projects, other minor 
profit-making business, 
coordination of 
investment plans, and 
suggestions to modify RFP

Minimum revenue 
guarantee and redemption 
of excess revenue, 
supplementary projects, 
other minor profit-making 
business, coordination of 
investment plans, negative 
financial subsidy, and 
patent rights

continued on next page
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would be in the RFP. The contractor, therefore, could formulate the basic plan and 
visualize the project with clarity and understand the potential problems when the 
project gets underway.

Meanwhile, the RFPs of the two projects (Phase 1 of the Busan New Port Project, 
Phases 1–2 of the Mokpo New Outer Port Project) were formulated and announced 
after a review, but the reviewers failed to sufficiently analyze the projects, suggesting 
only the table of contents and general guidelines for RFPs. It was not possible to 
submit numerical standards for the specifics of the project in detail. The reasons 
were that a poorly designed system did not support a separate feasibility study on 
the port project in question and that a basic plan for the nation’s ports had already 
been drawn up. This existing basic plan could be applied in the implementation of 
the project, and the competent authority also expected that the estimated traffic for 
the project would be proposed in accordance with the basic plan. For these reason, 
the government figures on the level of traffic and cargo-handling charges, which 
could be a major source of income for the private sector, were not provided. As a 
result, there was a large gap between the private sector proposal and the govern-
ment plan.25

As for the unsolicited project (Phases 1–2 of the Mokpo New Outer Port Project), 
the private sector proposal was reviewed for appropriateness, and competitors 
were invited through an announcement for third-party participation. Here again, 
items similar to those in the RFP for the solicited project were included. But, because 
the private sector first made the proposal, an overview of the proposal was added 
to the RFP, and suggestions from the Public and Private Infrastructure Investment 
Management Center (PIMAC) and complementary measures given by the competent 

25 Since the project cost and revenue are determined by the private sector, they are not supposed to 
correspond with analytical standards of the government. But, in this project, the perception gap 
between the two was so large that the negotiations encountered significant difficulties.

Item Solicited Project Unsolicited Project

Support 
for private 
investments

Financial support, foreign 
exchange risk sharing, 
administrative support, 
early termination of 
concession agreement, 
recognition of purchase 
claim

Financial support, 
administrative support, 
early termination of 
concession agreement, 
recognition of purchase 
claim 

Method of  
 designating  
 concessionaire

Application for 
concessionaire 
designation

Documents and criteria for formulation

RFP = request for proposal, ROI = return on investment.

Sources: Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs. 2005. Request for Proposal for Phases 2 and 3 of 
the Busan New Port Project for Container Terminal (4 berths). MLTM Announcement No. 2005-1; Ministry 
of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs. 2006. Unsolicited Project, Proposal Requested by Third Party for 
Phases 2–4 of the Busan New Port Project for Container Terminal. MLTM Announcement No. 2006-268.

Table 5-1 continued
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authority were included in the RFP. Besides, the bonus points in the evaluation of the 
initial proposer were additionally recommended by PIMAC.

An RFP carries certain legal validity because it serves as a guideline providing direc-
tion for the project. The private sector depends on it to decide whether or not to 
participate. The RFP, therefore, needs to be as explicit as possible. Individual condi-
tions contained in it should be logically correlated. On top of this, feasibility terms 
should be described. This information helps make the project attractive to the 
private sector. Restrictions deriving from an overambitious government plan could 
discourage private participation.

The contents of RFPs for Phase 1 of the Busan New Port Project and the Mokpo New 
Outer Port Project did not lead to problems in their implementation phases. An item 
in the RFP on government risk sharing that is not properly specified or is too abstract, 
however, might leave room for problems to arise. In Phase 1 of the Busan New 
Port Project, provisions on risk sharing, such as foreign exchange loss and termina-
tion payment, were not included. Phases 1–2 of the Mokpo New Outer Port Project, 
however, had these provisions but since they were too abstract and general, there 
was the possibility that actual application could cause confusion. A lack of under-
standing of risk sharing, both on the part of the government and the private sector, 
at the initial stage of project implementation was attributable to such loopholes in 
the RFPs. 

Submission of Project Proposals 

A project proposal contains details requested in the RFP. Volume I of the proposal is 
the main report, and Volume II includes Attachments I and II. The main report covers 
basic matters of the RFP subject to evaluation, such as plans for financing, construc-
tion, project management and facility operation, economic and financial strengths 
of the projects, and requests for administrative support. There are no particular 
restrictions on Attachment I, which usually contains in-depth background materials 
and documents for review not usually discussed in detail in the main report. By and 
large, members of the project proposal evaluation team focus on the main report 
and Attachment I in their evaluation. Attachment II contains a list of shareholders, 
an operating report, an auditing report, a balance sheet, and a profit and loss state-
ment. These documents are used to evaluate basic eligibility of the private sector 
participant and its plan to meet financial requirements.

The purpose of separating the main report from attachments is to allow the 
private sector participant to exercise more discretion in expressing business ideas 
in a proposal. At the same time, it is intended to help make the basic plan more 
complete, help the evaluators better understand the plan, and avoid possible misun-
derstanding in the process of designating a concessionaire. 

Previously, the cost of producing proposals had to be borne by the private applicants. 
They often put a lot of money into creating effective visual presentations by adding 
external decoration to their proposals, like color design and high-quality printing, 
to impress the members of the evaluation team. In the actual evaluation, however, 
the evaluators focused on the main report and attachments rather than a colorful 
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summary report. The applicants often created waste in drawing up their project 
proposals.26 Moreover, those who failed to be selected as preferred bidders had to 
bear the total preparation cost because there was no compensation for the unsuc-
cessful bidders.

When the project proposal for Phase 1 of the Busan New Port Project and Phases 1–2 
of the Mokpo New Outer Port Project were being developed, expenditures on presen-
tations were unrestricted. No serious notice was taken of this spending because the 
two projects were implemented before institutional improvements were made to cut 
down on waste in port project proposals. The first improvement made for drawing 
up proposals was to limit the number of copies to be submitted and the color used 
for printing the reports.

Secondly, the government came up with a measure to shoulder some of the cost 
incurred by a losing bidder in preparing the proposal. This measure, however, has not 
yet been implemented since no losing private bidder has applied for compensation. 

Thirdly, to reduce the cost for basic plan preparation in the initial stage of the project, 
a prequalification system was introduced to screen the qualifications of bidders prior 
to submission of their proposals. Despite some problems in execution, the measure 
was designed to reduce waste by inviting only those bidders who are qualified.

There have been no notable controversies over submission of proposals. Given the 
amount of cost for making a project proposal and the private sector perception that 
a cover design of a proposal might affect the evaluation, the form of the project 
proposal needs to be standardized and the number of copies of the proposal needs 
to be limited. An example regarding the format of a project proposal is presented in 
Box 5-1. 

26 Studies showed that the cost required for proposing a civil engineering design scheme included 
proposal writing (1% of total project cost), printing and drawing a bird’s eye view (1%–2% of total 
project cost), and expenses for organizing an investor relations program (1% of total project cost). Cost 
for proposal making based on these figures was estimated to be up to 2.82% of the total project cost. 
Sources: Construction & Economy Research Institute of Korea. 2005. A Study on Standardization of an 
Optimum Level of Design to Reduce Cost for Proposal-Making in PPI Project. Seoul: CERIK. pp. 41–43; 
Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs. 2006. A Study to Improve Evaluation System in 
Private Participation in Port Projects. Seoul: MLTM. pp. 152–153.

Box 5-1 Standard Format of a Proposal for a Public–Private Partnership 
Port Project (Example)

Size and quality of a report: A4, vellum 80g/m2

Size of design drawing: A3

Color: B/W, no more than 10 colored pages acceptable

Perspective drawing and bird’s eye view: Not acceptable 

Source: Authors.
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Evaluation of Project Proposals 

The private sector is highly sensitive to the evaluation of the project proposal. For 
the government, this process is also important. The evaluation process breaks down 
into seven steps: 

(i) selection of an evaluation agency, 
(ii) (e.g., the Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs → an evaluation 

agency) 
(iii) formulation of an evaluation plan and notice, 
(iv) arrangement of venue for evaluation and a plan for security, 
(v) selection, composition, and operation of an evaluation team,
(vi) evaluation of the project proposal, 
(vii) collection and confirmation of results, and 
(viii) report on evaluation results.

In Step 1, the Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs receives project 
proposals and checks basic items before selecting an evaluation agency; it then 
refers the proposals to the agency. The government, without being directly involved 
in evaluation, directs a research center to evaluate the proposals.27 In Step 2, the 
evaluation agency makes a plan pursuant to the ministry’s official written request 
and returns it to the ministry. The plan includes composition of an evaluation team 
(members and support team), selection of team members, location of a venue, and 
matters concerning the evaluation, such as security at the venue and setting evalua-
tion criteria and methods. 

In Step 3, measures are taken to arrange a venue and check security based on the 
evaluation plan. For the sake of a fair evaluation, security involves cutting off contact 
between the evaluation team and anyone, including private applicants, concerned 
with the evaluation. Even for a project with a sole bidder, security is crucial, as the 
bidder may not be qualified. Otherwise, a lack of security at the venue may cause a 
problem during the evaluation process.

In Step 4, members of the evaluation team are selected using a careful, multilat-
eral process. Members are selected from an existing pool of experts. If necessary, 
additional recommendations are made by relevant agencies. Then, a set of criteria 
are established, and some candidates are eliminated based on these criteria. For 
instance, candidates who were either involved in drawing up the proposal or served 
as proposal advisors are the first to be excluded. Also, candidates who were employed 
by participating companies within 3 years of the proposal date and who are serving 
or once served as outside directors of the companies are excluded. In projects open 
to public bidding, stricter criteria are applied. Then contacts to the candidates are 
made in a random order set by a lottery, and finally, members are appointed to the 
team. 

27 Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs. 2008. Operational Manual for PPI Projects 
(Paragraph 2, Article 11).  MLTM Notice No. 2008-556. 
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In Step 5, project proposals are evaluated. Evaluation involves the following six 
stages: 

(i) review of evaluation criteria, 
(ii) initial evaluation,
(iii) review of proposal content,
(iv) development of questionnaires,
(v) review of points at issue and discussion, and 
(vi) evaluation and drawing up of a statement of opinion. 

Review of evaluation criteria implies that team members examine sectoral criteria 
for the evaluation drafted by the evaluation support team, modify them, and add 
to them. Team members can modify and add to them, however, only within the 
confines of items and elements to be evaluated and the evaluation scoring rule that 
was announced in the RFP. It is a common practice for the team members not to 
correct the criteria of the evaluation support team because support team members 
tend to be highly experienced and qualified in setting proposal standards according 
to the requirements in the RFP. Then, the evaluation team moves on to initial evalu-
ation of the proposal, a process that involves document review and screening for 
sector-specific eligibility. 

Only after the proposal is approved at the initial evaluation stage can members of 
the evaluation team and support team begin studying the main report. This is all the 
more true when the competition is keen. Following the examination of the proposal, 
team members work on questionnaires for the evaluation. An investor relations 
meeting may take place at this stage with the unanimous consent of the members so 
that the results of evaluation may not raise controversy later on. It is more judicious 
not to hold an investor relations meeting if the project is sensitive and to ensure a 
fairer evaluation. 

The next step is for the evaluation team to examine the points at issue and consult 
with each other by section. Items in the project proposal are classified by section 
and, even within a specific section, sometimes it is difficult for the members to 
conduct a proper evaluation unless they consult with each other. Working on 
points at issue is needed, firstly, to evaluate fairly the proposal and, secondly, to 
identify areas of contention in the process of implementation and root them out 
beforehand.

Each evaluation team member writes out his or her opinions about the individual 
items for evaluation. Expression of personal opinions is unique to the process for 
evaluating PPPs for port facilities. The team members are careful about voicing 
their opinions and the reasons for scoring items of the proposal. That is why some 
members make brief comments or write their opinions in an ambiguous manner. 
Such an evaluation process serves as an auxiliary mechanism of encouraging the 
evaluators to evaluate proposals in a fair and careful way, since the opinions of evalu-
ators will be documented in evaluation reports.

After the evaluation, results are compiled and confirmed. Compilation is made by 
putting together individual evaluation slips signed by the team members. Scores are 
carefully confirmed by the members. As the final result is tabulated individually, no 
team member has any idea about the result until announced.
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Following a final evaluation, the support team writes the evaluation report, which 
includes a progress report, main contents of the proposal, evaluation criteria, 
collection of evaluation results, and sector-specific evaluation results and opin-
ions. If deemed necessary, the team encloses all the documents for evaluation as an 
appendix. This report is a method that has long been used in PPPs for port facilities. 
The report presents well-organized results, helps to identify likely issues, and sets 
precedents for future negotiations.

Negotiations and Designation of a Concessionaire

Negotiations for port PPPs are usually carried out by PIMAC, but there have been 
some exceptions. Upon designation of a bidder via the evaluation process, the nego-
tiating agency forms a government negotiation group with government officials 
to enter into negotiations with the bidder.28 The government negotiation group is 
divided into a main negotiation team and a working-level negotiation team, with 
each being composed of one to two officials to handle individual sectors: cargo 
volume construction planning, project management and operation, and financing. 

28 The government designates officials in charge, while advisors on the government side are recommended 
by PIMAC. However, advisors are sometimes recommended by the government.

Table 5-2 Evaluation Procedures for Public–Private Partnership  
Port Project (Example)

Procedures
Responsible 

Agency Contents

Selection of an  
 evaluation agency

MLTM → 
evaluation 
agency

Select an evaluation agency.

Formulation of an  
 evaluation plan and  
 notice

Evaluation 
agency → 
MLTM

Formulate evaluation plan including composition 
of an evaluation team (members and support 
team), select team members, and set evaluation 
criteria and methods.

Arrangement  
 of a venue for  
 evaluation and a  
 plan for security

Evaluation 
agency

Arrange a venue and check security.

Selection,  
 composition, and  
 operation of an  
 evaluation team

Evaluation 
agency

Get recommendations on candidates.
Exclude candidates involved in or serving as  
 advisors to bidders.
Appoint team members.
Report the result.

continued on next page
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Procedures
Responsible 

Agency Contents

Evaluation of a  
 project proposal

Evaluation 
agency

Assemble the team members.
Make and sign a confidential agreement.
Review, modify, and confirm evaluation criteria.
Open and evaluate project proposals individually.
Draw up evaluation report and describe personal  
 opinions.

Collection and  
 confirmation of  
 results

Evaluation 
agency

Compile and confirm results (by member and by  
 section).

Report on  
 evaluation results

Evaluation 
agency → 
MLTM

Draw up evaluation report.
Dismiss evaluation team.
Report evaluation results.

MLTM = Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs.

Source: Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs. 2006. Study on Improvement of Evaluation System 
for PPP in Port Facilities. Seoul: MLTM.

Table 5-2 continued

Figure 5-2 General Procedures for Negotiations  
of a Public–Private Partnership Port Project

Determination of project scope
and contents

Consultation on
appropriateness

of design

Consultation and agreement  
on project cost, including construction

cost, operational reserves, and
financial incidentals

 
Determination of estimated

cargo volume and
operational revenue

Request for deliberation
by MLTM minister and PPP

Project Committee.
Deliberation and resolution Request for MOSF review 

(Concurrent process) 

Draft concession
agreement reflecting

negotiations 

Initialing of draft
agreement by parties Submit to MLTM 

Signature and seal by MLTM minister and
chief applicant   Signing concession agreement  

Determination of
user fee

Determination of
ROI

Determination on
fiscal subsidy

Adjustment of
financial model

ROI = return on investment, MLTM = Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs,  
MOSF = Ministry of Strategy and Finance.

Source: Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs. 2005. A Study on Establishment of 
Management & Operation Guideline for Systematic & Efficient Implementation of PPI Projects. 
Seoul: MLTM.
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The scope of negotiations covers all matters in the proposal. Negotiations are 
conducted by issue, and a final draft agreement is sent to the sponsor of the nego-
tiations, the Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs, which then sends it to 
the PPP Review Committee (PRC) for deliberation. The agreement is finalized once it 
is signed and sealed by the negotiating parties. 

General procedures for negotiations are presented in Figure 5-2.

Negotiations are divided into main negotiation and working-level negotiation. The 
working-level negotiation team is concerned with detailed matters and reports its 
results to the main negotiation team that reviews and confirms matters discussed 
and agreed to by the working-level negotiation team or discusses and coordinates 
points at issue at working-level negotiation. Here, negotiating parties accommodate 
their differing views. The process is shown in Figure 5-3.

Different projects may have different points at issue, which can include estimation 
of construction cost, determination of return on investment, appropriateness of 
demand estimation, security and restitution of revenues from user fees, scope of 
total senior debt, estimation of termination payment, settlement of civil petitions, 
timely completion of government construction, distinction and handling of force 
majeure, etc.29

29 H-S. Kim et al. 2003. Strategies to Negotiate Key Issues in PPI Projects. Anyang: Korea Research Institute 
for Human Settlements.

Official approval of 
competent authority

Concession agreement

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Official approval of 
matters agreed

Final arbitrator
for official approval

Approval of
working subcommitee

Working Subcommitee

Agree on matters Submit to working
negotiating team

Technical, legal, and
financial matters

Approval of
matters agreed by

working subcommitee

Consultation on
matters submitted by
working subcommitee

Submit main
negotiating team

Main Negotiating Team

Working Negotiating Team

Agreement on matters
submitted by working

negotiating team

Figure 5-3 Procedures to Conclude a Concession Agreement for a 
Public–Private Partnership Port Project

Source: Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs. 2005. A Study on Establishment of Management & 
Operation Guideline for Systematic & Efficient Implementation of PPI Projects. Seoul: MLTM.
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Sometimes points at issue are not brought up thanks to the establishment of proce-
dures and institutional improvement based on experience to resolve issues generated 
by an increasing number of projects. For example, estimation of construction cost by 
project scale and the method and criteria of calculating the amount of termination 
payment are subject to review by Public Procurement Services.

The expected demand levels and user fees are matters of vital importance, but there 
are no reliable general criteria to determine them. These constitute points at issue in 
all PPP projects for port facilities. The reason is that construction subsidies are deter-
mined and merits of the projects are judged based on the expected demand level 
and user fees. These issues used to hold up negotiations for as long as 3–4 years. 
Prompt negotiations benefit all parties to the negotiations: concessionaires reduce 
their negotiation expenses, and the government completes construction on schedule. 

Phase 1 of the Busan New Port Project was designated as a potential PPP project in 
the first half of 1996, and a preferred bidder was selected in the second half of the 
same year. An agreement, however, was not signed until December 2000, meaning 
negotiations lasted for nearly 4 years. Negotiations were brought to a standstill due 
largely to the financial crisis that drove the nation to accept bailout loans from the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF). Negotiations for the Mokpo New Outer Port 
Project, which started in 1996, dragged on until December 2000. Negotiations for 
PPP projects that were launched after 2003 have been progressing much faster due 
to feasibility studies conducted by the government. 

A concessionaire is designated through the following four stages: (i) initialing of 
draft concession agreement, (ii) review of the draft agreement by negotiating parties, 
(iii) request for deliberation by the PRC, and (iv) issuance of a designation notice to 
a PPP project concessionaire. 

Submission and Approval of a Detailed Engineering and Design 
Plan for Implementation 

Within 1 year from the date of designation, a concessionaire is required to apply for 
approval of its DEDPI. The competent authority should send a reply in writing to the 
concessionaire within 3 months from the date of receiving the request, unless it was 
delayed due to specific reasons. To win approval from the competent agency, the 
concessionaire has to submit the documents detailed in Box 5-2.

For port projects, the process for approving DEDPIs has usually been smooth. To expe-
dite implementation of projects, DEDPIs are approved within time periods prescribed 
in relevant laws. 

Construction Completion and Operation 

The procedure for completion of construction and operation of a PPP port project is 
as follows: 

(i) preliminary completion inspection, (ii) confirmation of completion by super-
visor, (iii) application for confirmation of completion, (iv) enforcement of comple-
tion inspection, (v) report on completion, (vi) ownership transfer, (vii) grant of 
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Box 5-2 Documents Required for Approval of Detailed Engineering 
and Design Plan for Implementation

Required documents for Detailed Engineering and Design Plan for Implementation 
(DEDPI) approval

(Paragraph 1, Article 16, PPP Enforcement Decree)

• Location and land area of the project
• Methods and technical matters for construction
• Construction plan by process 
• Security of land and use plan
• Contents and implementation if supplementary project accompanies main 

project 
• Other documents competent authority deems necessary
• Plan to meet financial requirements and financing agreement 
• Documents and drawings attached to an application

(Paragraph 2, Article 16, PPP Enforcement Decree)

• Location map
• Land use map drawn on cadastre
• Plan, implementation drawings, and specification 
• Documents for specification, calculation of construction cost, and plan for 

financing
• Documents for acquisition of and compensation for land, buildings, and rights 

within project location, and plan to move residents
• Plan for free use of public facilities and land
• Documents on owners of land, buildings, and rights to be expropriated or used, 

and on names and addresses of persons concerned pursuant to Paragraph 3, 
Article 4, of Land Expropriation Act 

• Documents on location, lot number, land category, area, and particulars of 
rights other than ownership of land or buildings to be expropriated or used 

• Report on environmental impact assessment (limited to projects subject to an 
environmental impact assessment as prescribed in Paragraph 3, Article 2, and 
Appended List 1 of Enforcement Ordinance of Act on Assessment of Impacts of 
Works on Environment, Traffic, Disasters, etc.)

• Report on traffic impact assessment and review certificate (limited to projects 
subject to traffic impact assessment as prescribed in Paragraph 3, Article 2, and 
Appended List 1 of Enforcement Ordinance of Act on Assessment of Impacts of 
Works on Environment, Traffic, Disasters, etc.)

• Plan for energy use (limited to projects as prescribed in Article 6 and Appended 
Table 1 of Enforcement Ordinance of Energy Use Rationalization Act)

• Other documents the competent authority deems necessary

Sources: Ministry of Strategy and Finance. Law & Regulations of PPP, Article 15; Enforcement Decree 
of Law & Regulations of PPP, Article 15; and PPP Basic Plan.

port transport business right, and (viii) establishment of right to manage port 
transport. 

A concessionaire should get a preliminary completion inspection 3 months prior 
to completion. When construction is completed, the concessionaire should get 
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Figure 5-4 Procedure for Application and Approval of Detailed 
Engineering and Design Plan for Implementation for  

Public–Private Partnership Port Project

Related Ministry

MLTM Minister Official GazetteConcessionaire

Application of DEDPI for Approval

Consultation

Announcement

Notice of Results
Concessionaire

1

2

4

3

Notice of Results3

DEDPI = Detailed Engineering and Design Plan for Implementation, MLTM = Ministry of Land, Transport 
and Maritime Affairs.

Sources: Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs; Ministry of Strategy and Finance.

supervisor’s confirmation of completion before the competent authority approves 
the completion application. After the competent authority delivers a completion 
confirmation certificate, the concessionaire should complete the registration for 
management and operational rights of the project facilities. After this step, opera-
tions start.  

There is no special issue in construction completion and facility operation. After 
construction completion, a construction subsidy is provided based on agreed proce-
dures.

Box 5-3 Procedures for Completion Confirmation  
and Registration of Management and Operational Rights  

for Public–Private Partnership Port Project (Example)

Article 00, Concession Agreement: (confirmation of construction completion and 
registration of management and operational right)
• A concessionaire is required to submit to the government a report on a preliminary 

completion inspection (a report on manufacturing inspection in case of operating 
facilities) made by a supervisor 3 months before completing facilities of the project.  

• Should defects be found as a result of a preliminary completion inspection, the 
minister of land, transport, and maritime affairs shall notify the concessionaire 
of the result in writing within 1 month, and the latter should resolve defects for 
reapplication.

continued on next page
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• Upon completion of main facilities, a concessionaire should submit without delay 
to the minister of land, transport, and maritime affairs a construction completion 
report accompanied with a protocol of completion confirmed by a supervisor 
pursuant to Article 19 of the PPP Enforcement Decree.

• Within 15 days from the day of receiving the application for completion 
confirmation, the relevant minister should confirm it and deliver a completion 
confirmation certificate to the concessionaire. If the government fails to deliver the 
certificate within the above period, or a need for operation of the port facilities 
prior to the delivery of the certificate is duly recognized, pre-completion use of the 
facilities permission should be granted by the relevant minister as prescribed in 
Article 00 (use prior to partial completion and completion).     

• In case a concessionaire completes the main facilities earlier than scheduled by 
shortening the construction period indicated in Article 00 of this agreement, a 
completion inspection is conducted and a confirmation certificate is delivered as 
stipulated in Paragraph 1.  If the government fails to deliver the certificate within 
the above period or determines that terminal facilities should be in operation 
before the certificate is delivered, pre-completion use should be authorized as 
prescribed in Article 00 (use prior to partial completion and completion).

• Immediately upon delivery of a completion confirmation certificate (including 
pre-completion), a concessionaire is required to register its management and 
operational rights. A specific registration procedure is described in the Presidential 
Decree of Port Facility Management Right (Paragraph 1513).

Source: Authors.

Figure 5-5 Procedures for Completion  
of Public–Private Partnership Port Project

Preliminary Completion Inspection

Confirmation of Completion

Application for Confirmation of Completion

Enforcement of Completion Inspection

Ownership Transfer

• By competent authority
• 3 months before completion

• By supervisor
• Prepare construction completion report

• Concessionaire → Competent authority
• Attach construction completion report

• Concessionaire → MLTM
• Free use for 00 years (from operation
   commencement)

• Competent authority → MLTM

• By competent authority
• Based on Port Transport Business Act

• Competent authority (within 15 days)
• Deliver a completion confirmation certificate

• Transfer the ownership of port facilities to
   the government
• Maintain the ownership of equipment and
   rearward site by concessionaire

Establishments of Right to Manage and
Operate

Report of Construction Completion

Grant of Port Transport Business Right

MLTM = Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs.

Sources: Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs; Ministry of Strategy and Finance.

Box 5-3 continued
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Performance Evaluation of 
Public–Private Partnership 
Port Projects 

Present Status 

In reviewing the existing 19 public–private partnership (PPP) port projects, this paper 
has classified them into three groups: projects in operation, projects under construc-
tion, and projects under negotiation. 

Projects in Operation 

As of 2009, six projects were in operation after completion of construction: 
Phase 1-1 and 1-2 of the Mokpo New Port Project, 2 separate projects under 
Phase 1-1 of the Incheon North Port Project, the Gunsan Bieung Port Project, 
and Phase 2-1 of the Incheon North Port Project. Phases 1-1 and 1-2 of Mokpo 
New Outer Port, which have been carried out in sequence, are being operated by 
one consortium. Phase 1-1 of the Mokpo New Port Project built two 30,000-ton 
berths at a quay wall, requiring a total investment of W103.1 billion. It has been in 
operation since 1 June 2004. Phase 1-2 of the same project built one 30,000-ton 
berth at a quay wall with a W26.6 billion investment; that was opened along with 
Phase 1-1. 

Phase 1-1 of the Incheon North Port Project developed three 50,000-ton berths 
at a scrap iron pier under two separate projects. Under the first project, Hyundai 
Steel developed two of the berths; under the second project, Dongkuk Steel devel-
oped the third berth. Hyundai Steel invested W110.3 billion and opened its berths 
in January 2007; Dongkuk Steel invested W53.3 billion and opened its berth in 
December 2006. 

Requiring a total investment of W254.3 billion, Phase 1-1 of the Mokpo New Port 
Project developed three 50,000-ton berths for scrap iron and oxide and has been 
in operation since May 2008. With a total investment of W98.7 billion, the Gunsan 
Bieung Port Project, a unique fishing port project with private participation, built a 
1,200-meter lighter’s wharf for berthing fishing vessels and has been in operation 
since February 2008. 

Projects in Progress 

As of 2009, the seven PPP port projects for which concessionaires have been desig-
nated and are currently under construction include:

• Phase 1-1 of the Masan Port Project 
Project cost    : W309.2 billion 
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Project scale: 2 berths at a container pier and 2 berths at a multipurpose pier 
Completion   : End of 2011 

• Phases 2–3 of the Busan New Port Project 
Project cost    : W685.9 billion 
Project scale: 3 berths at a 50,000-ton container terminal 
Completion   : End of 2011 

• Gunsan General Cargo Pier Project 
Project cost    : W131.8 billion 
Project scale: 2 berths at a 30,000-ton general cargo pier 
Completion   : End of 2011 

• Pyeongtaek–Dangjin Grain Terminal Project 
Project cost    : W151.8 billion 
Project scale: 2 berths at a grain pier 
Completion   : End of 2011 

• Gwangyang Port–Yeocheon General Pier Project 
Project cost    : W71.1 billion 
Project scale: 2 berths at a 20,000-ton general cargo pier 

• Phase 3-3 of the Gwangyang Port Project
Project cost    : W786.6 billion 
Project scale: 5 berths at a 50,000-ton container terminal 
Completion   : End of 2011
* To be operated on traffic changes. 

Under Preparation of Construction 

• Busan New Port Second Rearward Road Project 
Project cost    : W535.4 billion 
Project scale: 2nd hinterland road (15.26 kilometers) 
 Under preparation of construction (Preferred bidder was selected in 
August 2006, and negotiations were finished in October 2008)

Projects under Negotiation 

Only one PPP port project is under negotiation: 

• Phases 2–4 of the Busan New Port Project 
Project cost    : W565.8 billion 
 Project scale: 3 berths at a 50,000-ton container terminal (Preferred bidder 
was selected in March 2007, and negotiations are under way.) 

Survey 

Design 

To evaluate the effects of (i) cost-reduction vis-à-vis government projects, (ii) facility 
expansion, and (iii) policy designed to diversify investors, the Korea Maritime Institute 
conducted a survey of private participants in port projects, experts who conducted 
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research and provided advice, relevant government officials, lenders, and experts 
who were involved in evaluating proposals and conducting negotiations.30

The list of survey participants included most of those who were part of the port proj-
ects: shareholders in the projects; those involved in drawing up proposals; members 
of the evaluation team; policy and research advisors at the Ministry of Land, Transport 
and Maritime Affairs and its affiliated research institutes; policy administrators; and 
concessionaires. 

The sample frame was again divided into five groups: (i) construction and engineering 
companies; (ii) port users including shipping companies, operating firms, and logistics 
companies; (iii) financial investors (financial institutions); (iv) research and advisory 
institutes (professional research institutes, as well as academic, accounting, and legal 
consultants); and (v) the public sector (officials in charge of policy implementation). 
The sample frame was composed of 263 respondents. To secure a representative 
sample, respondents were chosen from the population by quota sampling and judg-
ment sampling methods with types of organizations being taken into account.31 The 
final sample of 178 respondents was composed of 74 from construction companies, 
24 from financial investors, 17 from port users, 46 from research and consulting, and 
17 from the public sector. 

In framing a closed-type questionnaire, the Likert scale was used. For quality answers 
from the respondents, an even-numbered scale was employed to prevent respon-
dents from giving imprecise answers like “average” or ”medium.” A six-point scale 
was used in the survey, which ranged from ”totally disagree” to ”totally agree.” If 
a respondent selected ”totally agree,” a score of 5 was given; “totally disagree,” a 
score of 0; and a neutral answer, a score of 2.5. Questionnaires and answers were 
sent and collected via fax and e-mail. 

Survey Analysis 

The 78 respondents were divided into five responding groups, including a group 
of concessionaires (40) and a policy and advisory group (38). Analysis of the results 
showed that the concessionaire group’s scores were 3.20–3.85, and the policy and 
advisory group’s scores were 3.11–3.89. The analysis indicated that stakeholders 
judged PPP port projects positively.

Performance Evaluation 

Cost-Reduction Effects  

Overview. Effects of cost reduction in 17 PPP port projects, except for those under 
negotiations, are analyzed in this section. Effects are judged based on cost differences 
between government-financed port projects and PPP projects. The paper analyzes 
project costs based on the feasibility studies in cases where studies were conducted. 
In analyzing the costs of projects for which such studies have not been done, cost 

30 Adapted from W-H. Kim and J-P. Lee. 2006. Evaluation of Private Investment Policy for Port Facilities 
and Suggestion for Policy Enforcement. Seoul: Korea Maritime Institute. Parts of this basic report 
dealing with performance evaluation of PPP port projects have been excerpted and rearranged for this 
paper. 

31 The public sector comprises working-level officials in charge of projects and experts in public agencies. 
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Table 6-1 Summary of Survey on Policy Evaluation  
of Public–Private Partnership Port Projects

Items Sample Sampling
No. of

Response

Ratio of
Response 

(%)
Composition 

(%)

Construction Construction 
and engineering 
companies 88 74 26 35.1 33.3

Port user  
 and operator

Shipping, 
operators, and 
logistics companies 29 17 8 47.1 10.3

Financial  
 investor

Financial 
institutions 46 24 6 25.0 7.7

Research and  
 consulting

Research institutes, 
professors, 
accountants, 
lawyers, 
consultants, etc. 81 46 28 60.9 35.9

Public sector Officials in charge 19 17 10 58.8 12.8

Total 263 178 78 43.8 100.0

Source: W-H. Kim and J-P. Lee. 2006. Evaluation of Private Investment Policy for Port Facilities and 
Suggestion for Policy Enforcement. Seoul: Korea Maritime Institute. 

Table 6-2 Analysis of Survey on Performance Evaluation  
of Public–Private Partnership Port Projects

Effects and Items
Total

(78 persons)

Concessionaire 
Group

(40 persons)

Policy and 
Advisory 
Group

(38 persons) t-value p-value

Cost-reduction vis-à-vis  
 government projects 3.22 3.33 3.11 0.784 0.436

Facility expansion vis-à-vis  
 government projects 3.87 3.85 3.89 –0.218 0.828

Policy to  
 diversify investors 3.36 3.20 3.53 –1.325 0.189

Note: Evaluation was based on a coded 6-point scale (0: Totally disagree, 5: Totally agree, 2.5: Neutral).

Source: W-H. Kim and J-P. Lee. 2006. Evaluation of Private Investment Policy for Port Facilities and 
Suggestion for Policy Enforcement. Seoul: Korea Maritime Institute.

estimates by preferred bidders have been used. Costs shown in the basic plans for 
nationwide port projects should have been used for a more accurate analysis. The 
difficulty in analyzing project costs, however, is that it is not easy to keep track of the 
costs either because the plans were formulated a long time ago or the government 
did not usually provide project costs in its request for proposals (RFPs).

Projects without feasibility studies include both solicited projects and unsolicited 
projects. In these cases, costs shown in the proposals of the preferred bidders have 
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been analyzed. The government ordinarily offers RFPs with reduced costs, and most 
of the preferred bidders suggest costs lower than their competitors, suggesting that 
there is a two-tiered cost-reduction process. The survey, however, looks at the costs 
for all proposals. 

Government projects. Government-financed fiscal projects are carried out in two 
cases: 

• Turnkey bidding: A bidding package in which a concessionaire is responsible 
for design and construction. 

• Alternative bidding: The government designs a project and entrusts a 
concessionaire with construction. 

Based on these two cases, this paper analyzes projects costs and effects of cost-
reduction efforts. In general, there will be a gap between the two. For projects 
proposed by the Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs, the successful 
bidding ratio for a turnkey type port project was 93.1%, and for an alternative type 
port project, 87.35%. 

The successful bidding ratios have been applied to the existing PPP port projects. The 
result is that a total of W362.9 billion is estimated to have been saved in turnkey type 
projects, and a total of W669.3 billion is estimated to have been saved in alternative 
type projects.

PPP projects. In PPP projects, cost-saving effects were estimated using the difference 
between the costs offered in feasibility studies and announced in RFPs and the costs 
proposed in concession agreements. In projects for which feasibility studies were 
not conducted, the difference between costs presented by preferred bidders and 
costs indicated in concession agreements was used. The total amount of cost savings 
amounted to W1,011.6 billion. 

Effects of PPP projects. The cost-reduction effect of a PPP project is defined as 
the difference between the amount saved when the same project is carried out as 

Table 6-3 Successful Bidding (Turnkey vs. Alternative)  
Ratios of Fiscal Port Projects

Items Period Cases

Successful bidding ratio

Average Highest Lowest

Turn-key 2001– August 2005 156 93.14% 100% 58.50%

Alternative 2001–August 2005 65 87.35% 97.39% 79.53%

Source: W-H. Kim and J-P. Lee. 2006. Evaluation of Private Investment Policy for Port Facilities and 
Suggestion for Policy Enforcement. Seoul: Korea Maritime Institute. p. 100.
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Table 6-4 Cost Saved when Port Projects Are Implemented  
as Fiscal Projects (W billion)

Project

Estimated 
Cost at 

Planning

Estimated  
Bidding Price Amount Saved

Turn-
key Alternative

Turn-
key Alternative

Incheon North Port General Pier 133 124 116 9 17

Pyeongtaek–Dangjin  
 Multipurpose Terminal 177 165 155 12 22

Gunsan General Cargo Pier 132 123 116 9 17

Pyeongtaek–Dangjin Grain  
 Terminal 155 144 135 11 20

Phases 2–3 of Busan New Port 799 744 698 55 101

Phase 1-1 of Mokpo New Outer  
 Port 97 91 85 7 12

Phase 1-2 of Mokpo New Outer  
 Port 25 23 22 2 3

Phase 1 of Busan New Port 2,052 1,912 1,793 141 260

Phase 1-1 of Incheon North Port  
 (Hyundai Steel) 10 93 87 7 13

Phase 1-2 of Incheon North Port  
 (Dongkuk Steel) 53 50 47 4 7

Phase 2-1 of Incheon North Port 99 92 86 7 13

Gunsan Bieung Port 10 93 87 7 13

Phase 1-1 of Ulsan New Port 227 211 198 16 29

Pohang Youngil Bay New Port 272 253 238 19 34

Phase 1-1 of Masan New Port 255 238 223 18 32

Gwangyang Port Yeocheon  
 General Pier 60 56 52 4 8

Phase 3-3 of Gwangyang Port 555 517 484 38 70

Total 5,291 4,928 4,621 363 669

Source: W-H. Kim and J-P. Lee. 2006. Evaluation of Private Investment Policy for Port Facilities and 
Suggestion for Policy Enforcement. Seoul: Korea Maritime Institute.

a government fiscal project and the amount saved when it is carried out as a PPP 
project. The same project here denotes one of the existing 17 port projects by PPP:

(i) If turn-key type projects are carried out through PPP, W648.7 billion is saved 
additionally. 

(ii) If alternative type projects are implemented through PPP, W342.3 billion is 
saved additionally. 

The amounts indicated do not necessarily reflect absolute differences, however. They 
have been estimated from existing projects, so they could differ if other projects are 
taken into account. 
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In short, the efficiency effects of PPP projects can be calculated by comparing the 
costs incurred as PPP projects in concession agreements and estimated costs if they 
were carried out as public projects. To estimate the costs as public projects, two 
procurement methods—a turn-key bidding type and an alternative bidding type—
were considered; the successful bidding ratios compared the costs of public port 
projects to the costs announced in the RFPs. Among 19 PPP port projects, 17 were 
analyzed because those projects had signed concession agreements; 2 projects 
were under negotiation as of 2008. By comparing the PPP projects with turn-key 
type government projects, W648.7 billion is estimated to have been saved, and by 
comparing the PPP projects with an alternative bidding type government project,  
W342.3 billion is estimated to have been saved. 

It is clear that if a port project were to be carried out by PPP, there could be deeper cuts 
in costs. This analysis, however, is not an absolute yardstick because many different 
projects take different implementation forms according to their unique purposes; 

Table 6-5 Cost Saved when Port Projects Are Implemented  
as Public–Private Partnerships (W billion)

Project

Estimated 
Cost at 

Planning
Concession 
Agreement

Amount 
Saved

Incheon North Port General Pier 133 114 19

Pyeongtaek–Dangjin Multipurpose Terminal 177 137 41

Gunsan General Cargo Pier 132 99 33

Pyeongtaek–Dangjin Grain Terminal 155 119 36

Phases 2–3 of Busan New Port 799 511 288

Phase 1-1 of Mokpo New Outer Port 97 74 23

Phase 1-2 of Mokpo New Outer Port 25 23 2

Phase 1 of Busan New Port 2,052 1,648 404

Phase 1-1 of Incheon North Port  
 (Hyundai Steel) 10 85 15

Phase 1-2 of Incheon North Port  
 (Dongkuk Steel) 53 42 12

Phase 2-1 of Incheon North Port 99 90 9

Gunsan Bieung Port 60 99 1

Phase 1-1 of Ulsan New Port 227 189 38

Pohang Youngil Bay New Port 272 247 26

Phase 1-1 of Masan New Port 255 225 31

Gwangyang Port Yeocheon General Pier 60 57 2

Phase 3-3 of Gwangyang Port 555 522 33

Total 5,291 4,279 1,012

Source: W-H. Kim and J-P. Lee. 2006. Evaluation of Private Investment Policy for Port Facilities and 
Suggestion for Policy Enforcement. Seoul: Korea Maritime Institute.
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there can be differences in timing of implementation, budget, construction period, 
and quality.

Effects of Facility Expansion 

Effects of facility expansion of a PPP project can be traced by looking at the progress 
of an initial plan through a planned period. 

Completion of any social overhead capital (SOC) project on schedule is a rarity. In 
many cases, completion comes a few years behind schedule. Reasons for the delays 
include: difficulty in securing a large amount of funding in such a short period of 
time, emergence of unexpected issues, changes in the initial plan, unanticipated 
problems, cost overruns, etc. 

The strength of a PPP project is that it creates leverage through which partial finan-
cial support helps accomplish the project. The private participant has an incentive 
to complete construction since the investment is made through project financing, 
implying that the slower the process, the more the private participant must repay. 
Facility expansion through 17 PPP port projects has been significant, with the comple-
tion of 56 berths at quay walls and the expansion of wharfs by 1,200 meters alto-
gether by 2011.

In 1990, the Republic of Korea had only 10 berths at container terminals. Facilities 
have significantly been expanded: by 2005, it succeeded in building an additional 42 
new berths. Figures show that on average, 2.8 berths have been built every year over 
that time period. It would take about 12 years for PPP projects to complete 38 berths 
based on projects that that have begun construction. In 15 years, such projects could 
end up adding 48 berths. If other conditions remain unchanged, it can be estimated 
that using the PPP method resulted in the construction of six more berths than if the 
berths were built through government-financed projects.
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Major Issues of Public–Private 
Partnership Port Projects

Feasibility Study

The PPP Basic Plan stipulates that competent authorities should examine project 
suitability by conducting a feasibility study and a value for money (VFM) test 
before implementing a public–private partnership (PPP) project. The government 

has recently expanded the requirement to conduct a VFM test before implementing 
PPP projects for social overhead capital (SOC) construction.

There are three main types of feasibility studies that are applicable to PPP projects 
for port facilities—preliminary feasibility study, feasibility study, and VFM test. Until 
2003, the suitability of PPP projects was reviewed as part of the preliminary feasibility 
study before designating them as mid- to long-term PPP projects. 

For the first time in 2002, however, feasibility study of PPP projects for port facilities 
began by competent authorities. Based on this study results, they built a general 
wharf (three berths) at Inchon North Port and a multipurpose wharf (three berths) at 
Pyeongtaek–Dangjin Port as PPP projects in 2003.32

The feasibility study system has had a significant effect on PPP port projects. The 
simultaneous conduct of basic design and feasibility studies helped the government 
carefully prepare for these projects by examining problems that could occur in their 
implementing stage, as well as making a detailed study of their financing and prof-
itability. The system also enabled concessionaires to prepare for PPP projects more 
easily by providing them with more information.33

The VFM test compares and analyzes the profitability of a project as a public project34 
and as a PPP project.35 To be approved as a PPP project, the private sector participant 
must demonstrate that the PPP model is superior to the government plan.   

Present Status

Out of 19 projects implemented up until early 2009, feasibility studies have been 
conducted on five projects. For all solicited projects implemented since 2003, feasi-
bility studies were conducted. The VFM test has been applied to PPP projects imple-
mented since 2007, but there have been no PPP port projects since 2006.

32 The feasibility study is applied only to solicited projects. In the case of unsolicited projects, 
concessionaires make proposals after conducting preliminary feasibility studies themselves.

33 The data from the feasibility study and basic design plan should be made public at the time of 
announcing the request for proposal (RFP) so that private sector bidders can use them.

34 Public sector comparator plan.
35 Private finance initiative plan.    
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Port projects for which feasibility studies were conducted include Incheon North Port 
breakbulk wharf (three berths), Pyeongtaek–Dangjin Port multipurpose wharf (three 
berths), Gunjang Port general wharf (two berths), Pyeongtaek–Dangjin Port grain 
wharf (two berths), and Busan New Port’s Phase 2–3 (three berths).  

Port projects before 2003 were implemented after conducting only a summary prof-
itability study.36 Most of those were projects to build new ports, for which a rough 
profitability study was conducted as part of the examination to designate them as 
new ports. Their results were announced in the request for proposals (RFPs).

36 Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs. 2000. Plans on Procuring Financial Resources for New 
Port Development Projects and Reinvigorating the Inducement of Private Capital. Seoul.

Table 7-1 Feasibility Study of Public–Private Partnership Port Projects

Feasibility 
Study Project Name Study Period Type

Conducted Incheon North Port Breakbulk 
Wharf 

April 2002–February 2003 Solicited

Pyeongtaek–Dangjin Port  
Multipurpose Wharf

April 2002–March 2003 Solicited

Gunjang Port Breakbulk 
Wharf

March 2003–January 2004 Solicited

Pyeongtaek–Dangjin Port  
Grain Wharf

July 2003–May 2004 Solicited

Busan Port Phase 2-3 October 2003–August 2004 Solicited

Not conducted Mokpo New Outer Port 
Phase 1-1 

Summary profitability study Solicited

Mokpo New Outer Port 
Phase 1-2

Summary profitability study Unsolicited

Busan New Port Phase 1 Study on proper user fee Solicited

Incheon North Port Phase 1-1 
(Hyundai Steel)

Summary profitability study Unsolicited

Incheon North Port Phase 1-1 
(Dongkuk Steel)

Summary profitability study Unsolicited

Incheon North Port Phase 2-1 Summary profitability study Unsolicited

Gunsan Bieung Port – Unsolicited

Ulsan New Port Phase 1-1 Summary profitability study Solicited

Pohang Yeongilman
 New Port Phase 1-1

Summary profitability study Solicited

Masan New Port Phase 1-1 Summary profitability study Solicited

Gwangyang Port Yeocheon 
Breakbulk Wharf

Solicited project Unsolicited

Gwangyang Port Phase 3-3 – Unsolicited

Sources: Ministry of Strategy and Finance; Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs.
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Issues 

There are no significant differences in the major issues that arise in conducting feasi-
bility studies and in negotiating concession agreements. This is because concessionaires 
make proposals on the basis of the content in the feasibility study, and the competent 
authorities conduct negotiations based on the proposals made by concessionaires.   

Among the biggest issues are project costs and estimated cargo volume. Equally 
important is whether a project needs to be implemented as a PPP project, espe-
cially when compared to a public project as its alternative. In the case of project 
costs, these differ depending on the project, and therefore a uniform rate cannot be 
applied. Most of all, the costs vary depending on the location of ports and the cargo 
items they handle. And, unlike in the case of road and railway projects, port manage-
ment has not been centralized in the form of public corporations, but it is left to the 
private sector, making it difficult to find effective data for cost estimation. 

Despite these limitations, the government surveyed costs on all nationwide port 
management firms to reflect the results of feasibility studies. For the survey, the govern-
ment divided wharves into container wharves and miscellaneous cargo wharves. 
Feasibility studies are not perfect for cost estimation, but they do provide information 
for bidding parties as the foundation for formulating project plans; based on the 
studies, bidders can have a basic idea about project costs. Nevertheless, the difficulty 
in calculating costs remains a task that needs to be solved on a systematic basis.  

The question of whether a project is suitable to be implemented through a PPP is 
linked to the question of whether public projects can save money for the govern-
ment. Some argue that PPP projects are more costly than public projects, because 
PPPs require financial support in the construction phase and the guarantees of oper-
ational profits in the management stage. Currently, the government has made it 
mandatory for competent authorities to conduct VFM tests along with feasibility 
studies and examine suitability by comparing public and PPP projects.  

Outcome

The reduction in project costs can be cited as the biggest outcome of the use of the 
feasibility study. Cost reduction is the difference between the total project cost in the 
concession agreement and the total project cost initially presented by the proposer. 
In the case of projects for which feasibility studies are conducted, the project costs 
are contained in the studies. If the competent authorities conduct a feasibility study, 
they usually examine project cost based on the basic design, and so they can leave out 
unnecessary cost items and present ideas for effectively implementing the project. 
Accordingly, project cost is reduced in this case compared to when the cost is calcu-
lated through a summary examination. 

The cost-reduction effects of the feasibility study become clear when they are 
compared with the costs of projects that do not conduct feasibility studies. The 
analysis of 18 PPP port projects—except for the project to build the second road 
for the Busan New Port for which negotiations are still under way—has found that 
conducting feasibility studies would save 14.5% of total project costs.37 Projects for 

37 This figure differs depending on whether they are competitive projects or uncompetitive projects. However, 
it should be considered that these results are based on PPP projects for port facilities implemented in 
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which feasibility studies were not conducted saw their contract price decided at levels 
ranging from 84% to 99% of proposed prices, while the projects that conducted 
feasibility studies saw contract prices decided at levels ranging from 73% to 77% of 
proposed prices.     

Comparing competitive projects and uncompetitive projects, while the proposer’s 
price accounts for only 70.0% of the prices presented in the feasibility study in 
competitive projects, the comparable ratio in uncompetitive projects is 93.4%. This 
indicates that the proposers for uncompetitive projects are adopting the strategy of 
making their proposals close to the results of the feasibility study and adding some in 
the agreement-signing phase. In the case of competitive projects, on the other hand, 
they are making proposals in order to win projects.         

The following results support the reasoning above. In the case of projects conducting 
feasibility studies, the ratio of contract price to proposed price was 96.8% for 
competitive projects, while the ratio was 85.6% for uncompetitive projects, showing 
a significant reduction in costs.

Case Analysis

Both the Busan New Port Phase 1 and the Mokpo New Outer Port projects did not 
have preliminary feasibility or feasibility studies performed. This is in part because 
competent authorities implemented these projects, considering they have under-
gone preliminary feasibility studies as part of the new port development project 
and in part because these projects were approved before the preliminary feasibility 
system was introduced.   

In the case of the Busan New Port Phase 1 project, the ratio of the contract price to 
the proposer’s price was 80.3%, which, for an uncompetitive project that did not 
conduct a feasibility study, marked a lower level than the average of 84.3% for proj-
ects without feasibility studies. This is because the project underwent an in-depth 
profitability study during the long negotiation period. Also, there was significant 
room for cost cutting because its initial project cost was very high. Most of all, the 
project cost might have been overestimated in the first place.    

In the case of the Mokpo New Outer Port Phase 1-2, not the first proposer but the 
subsequent proposer was designated as the concessionaire of the project. The initial 
proposer offered a price of W41 billion, the second offered W25 billion, or 60.1% of 
the first. The second proposer was able to make a bid at such a low price because 
it was the concessionaire of the Mokpo New Outer Port Phase 1-1 and was able to 
utilize efficiencies in developing both phases.    

Direction for Improvement

Most of the PPP port projects have been implemented as solicited projects since 
the feasibility system was introduced in 2002. But the feasibility studies have not 
been implemented in a consistent manner but rather in ways that include different 
content depending on the timing of projects. This is because the government has 
expanded the conceptual scope of feasibility studies over the course of time. It would 

the Republic of Korea so far. One thing is clear: the conduct of a feasibility study reduces costs in all 
cases. And the reduced costs are larger than the costs of conducting feasibility studies. 
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Table 7-2 Feasibility Study Outcome of  
Public–Private Partnership Port Projects (W billion)

Classification Project  

Feasibility 
Study

(A)

Proposer’s 
Price 
(B)

Contract 
Price
(C)

Cost 
Reduction

(C–A,B)

Project 
Cost 

against 
Initial 

Proposal 
(%) Remarks

Feasibility  
 study  
 conducted

Incheon North 
Port Breakbulk 
Wharf 133.2 131.5 113.9 ∆19.3 85.5 Exclusive
Pyeongtaek– 
Dangjin Port 
Multipurpose  
Wharf 177.4 151.8 136.7 ∆40.7 77.1

Competitive 
(2:1)

Gunjang Port 
Breakbulk  
Wharf 132.3 117.5 99.3 ∆33.0 75.1 Exclusive
Pyeongtaek– 
Dangjin Port  
Grain Wharf 154.8 124.8 119.0 ∆35.8 76.9

Competitive 
(4:1)

Busan Port  
Phase 2-3 798.5 514.7 510.8 ∆287.7 64.0

Competitive 
(5:1)

Subtotal 1,396.2 1,040.3 979.7 ∆416.5 70.2 –
Feasibility  
 study not  
 conducted

Mokpo New  
Port Phase 1-1 – 97.2 74.3 ∆22.9 76.4 Exclusive
Mokpo New  
Port Phase 1-2 – 25.0 22.6 ∆2.4 90.4

Competitive 
(2:1)

Busan New  
Port Phase 1 – 2,052.4 1,648.0 ∆404.4 80.3 Exclusive
Incheon North  
Port Phase 1-1 
(Hyundai Steel) – 99.6 85.0 ∆14.6 85.3 Exclusive
Incheon North  
Port Phase 1-1 
(Dongkuk Steel) – 53.4 41.7 ∆11.7 78.1 Exclusive
Incheon North  
Port Phase 2-1 – 98.7 89.6 ∆9.1 90.8 Exclusive
Gunsan Bieung 
Port – 99.6 98.7 ∆0.9 99.1 Exclusive
Ulsan New  
Port Phase 1-1 – 227.0 189.3 ∆37.7 83.4 Exclusive
Pohang  
Yeongilman  
Port Phase 1-1 – 272.1 246.5 ∆25.6 90.6 Exclusive
Masan Port  
Phase 1-1 – 255.2 224.6 ∆30.6 88.0 Exclusive
Gwangyang 
Yeocheon Port – 59.7 57.3 ∆2.4 96.0

Competitive 
(2:1)

Gwangyang  
Port Phase 3-3 – 554.5 521.7 32.8 94.1 Exclusive
Subtotal 3,894.4 3,299.3 ∆595.1 84.7 –

Source: Adapted from W-H. Kim and J-P. Lee. 2006. Evaluation of Private Investment Policy in Port Facilities 
and Study of Ways for Its Development. Seoul: Korea Maritime Institute. p. 99.
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be desirable for the government to fix the method and scope of the feasibility study, 
as is done with the preliminary feasibility study, to prevent confusion in the future. 
If there are additions to these principles, they can be applied to specific projects but 
otherwise the principles should be followed. 

In addition, the government should work out fixed guidelines with respect to methods 
of calculating costs and revenues as well as cargo volume and user fees. In most 
cases, proposers agree to conducting feasibility studies, but they express the opinion 
that it would be better for the government to fix and apply certain guidelines to the 
system. The proposers note that fixed guidelines would help them in preparing for 
projects and would end debates over the methodology of the feasibility study during 
negotiations. Regarding the methods used in the VFM test, these too should be fixed 
for port projects. Although there are guidelines for the VFM test, these are mostly for 
road projects and are difficult to apply for port projects.

Restrictions for Project Implementation Schemes

Present Status and Issues 

So far, all PPP port projects have been implemented using the build–transfer–operate 
(BTO) scheme regardless of the facility type. The BTO system is based on profit-
ability. In the case of port projects, quays offer profitability, and so most projects 
have focused on the BTO method.

Even among quay facilities, however, there can be projects with insufficient profit-
ability. This is because the profitability of port facilities mainly comes from cargo 
handling fees and berthing fees. There can be some supplementary businesses within 
ports, but they remain at insignificant levels, accounting for less than 10% of total 
revenues, and they are linked to cargo transport volume in many cases. Meanwhile, 
stevedoring fees vary widely, even for the same cargo, depending on the region. 
When competition is fierce, different firms compete—offering different stevedoring 
fees even within the same ports. Most important is the firm’s marketing capability, 
which is subject to change and hard to estimate. For this reason, proposers present 
cargo volume within a 10%–20% range of optimal loading and unloading capacity in 
accordance with a developmental scale.38 Also, because proposers estimate user fees 
by taking market prices of other ports in the regions into account, the stevedoring 
fees often remain at only about 80% of the levels authorized by the government or 
even lower.39      

In the meantime, project costs vary by the region where the port is located. In general, 
the East Coast area has high project costs because the water is deep and gradient 

38 Optimal stevedoring capacity refers to the cargo transport volume that can be handled by a berth 
in a year, which the government officially uses for the construction of wharves as part of its port 
development plans. As quays are developed by the unit of berths in the case of port facility projects, the 
annual optimal stevedoring capacity is determined by the scales. Of course, whether a specific operator 
can actually handle that much cargo is a separate question. The concept of optimal stevedoring 
capacity refers to the cargo-handling capacity accompanied by the provision of optimal services.

39 In previous feasibility studies of PPP projects in port facilities, they compared these approved or 
reported fees with market rates and developed scenarios on applicable fees in implementing projects 
for future analysis. 
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is steep, while the costs are lower in the South Coast area, where the water is shal-
lower, the range between ebb and flow tides is not so wide, and there are few soft 
seabeds. In the case of the West Coast, project costs are relatively higher, particularly 
nearer to the Incheon area, because there are lots of soft seabeds and a wide gap 
between ebb and flow tides. However, user fees are not related to project costs. This 
is because most of the port operators lease wharves developed by the government, 
and the government-set leasing fees are lower than those calculated on the basis of 
project costs, and  there is cushion for changes in loading and unloading fees. 

As the government usually tends to prefer providing part of construction expenses 
within specific portions of total project costs in uniform ways instead of taking a 
different approach for every project, and since it has abolished the minimum revenue 
guarantee (MRG) system,40 the reinvigoration of the projects being implemented 
might be deterred.  

Direction for Improvement

To maximize the efficiency of PPP port projects, it is necessary to implement even 
profitable projects using methods other than BTO.41 A possible alternative is the 
build–transfer–lease (BTL) scheme. Since the related government plan considers the 
level of a project’s profitability as a rationale for implementing it as a BTL scheme, a 
separate modification on the PPP system is needed.42

Although passenger terminal facilities do not guarantee high profitability, their contri-
bution to regional economies is said to be quite significant by transporting tourists 
and revitalizing regional tourism. In this case, developing a passenger terminal using 
the BTO scheme could face many constraints. In addition to the BTO method, there is 
also the non-competent authority port construction method, which is similar to the 
BTL method, for port facilities, as mentioned earlier. There is a difference between a 
non-competent authority port construction method and the BTL method. While the 
non-competent authority port construction method uses the project cost presented 
by the proposer in calculating the total project cost, the BTL method leaves more 
room for the private sector to demonstrate its creativity and efficiency by encour-
aging competition among proposers.

In recently implemented non-competent authority port construction projects, the 
public agencies have announced the project and opened it to competition, making 
it even closer to the BTL method. Considering the original intent in introducing the 
non-competent authority port construction system, it would be desirable for the 
agencies to exercise more adroitness in operating the system by using it for the 
development of wharves for the exclusive use of operators’ own cargo.   

40 In the case of solicited projects, the government has ended its guarantee of operational revenues. For 
unsolicited projects, it has changed the system so that it only guarantees 85% of estimated revenues 
in the first 5 years of operation.  

41 This is because port facilities have traditionally been regarded as revenue-producing facilities. Recently, 
however, the increasingly larger passenger terminals have left more room for private participation; 
the project method has emerged as a point of contention because of the passenger terminals’ low 
profitability.

42 Ministry of Strategy and Finance. PPP Basic Plan.
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Request for Proposals 

Concept and Issues 

Concept. An RFP can be defined as a guidebook for concessionaires because it 
contains the government’s implementation plan for a specific PPP project and the 
required content of the proposal. The RFP is an official document containing all the 
rights and obligations of the government and the concessionaires related to imple-
mentation of the project. Chances are high, therefore, that it would generate issues 
between the government and concessionaires over the meaning and content of 
announcements or notifications with respect to individual terms of implementation.     

In general, the RFP should include (i) the estimated construction cost, period, 
presumed site, and scale; (ii) matters related to concessionaire’s revenue such as 
user fees and supplementary projects; (iii) scale and method of financial subsidies 
and other matters of support from central or local governments; (iv) matters of PPP 
project implementation, such as facilities to be returned to government ownership; 
(v) matters related to management and operation of facilities; (vi) matters concerning 
the qualification of concessionaires; and (vii) other matters competent authorities 
recognize as necessary.43

Issues. Major RFP issues include the terms and conditions of project implementa-
tion and designation of concessionaires. The terms of project implementation in 
turn include matters related to investment and operation, matters related to port 
construction and implementation guarantees, and other matters related to project 
implementation and support for PPP projects.

Points related to the method of designating a concessionaire include the application 
process to be designated as a concessionaire, procedures and conditions for desig-
nating a concessionaire, and the evaluation of project plans. The most important 
issues include matters related to investment and operation, supports for PPP proj-
ects, and evaluation of project plans.44

Specifically, matters related to investment and operation include project implementa-
tion schemes, determination of profitability and user fees, calculation of total project 
costs and others costs, transfer of ownership, settlement of free use period, grants 
and transfers of rights to manage and operate the facility, maintenance, repairs and 
other matters related to management and operation, such as readjustment of total 
project cost and operational expense. All of these items are elements that can deter-
mine profitability for a concessionaire in the course of negotiations.

43 These matters include, for example, levels of service required of pertinent facilities, matters related to 
designation and cancellation of potential concessionaires, project implementation guarantee method 
(bid bond), requirements for project implementation guarantees and other matters, documents of 
project plans and the deadline for their submission, methods for determining a potential concessionaire 
and designating a concessionaire in case there is only one applicant, and matters related to the private 
sector’s revised proposal about the content of the facility project basic plan. Source: Ministry of 
Strategy and Finance. PPP Basic Plan.   

44 Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs. 2006. A Study to Improve Evaluation System in Private 
Participation in Port Facilities. Seoul. In this study, the ministry conducted a survey of stakeholders 
about supplementary material in the RFP. The ministry divided respondents into construction firms and 
other project participants, and the respondents commonly cited the evaluation of project plans as an 
important element.
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Support for PPP projects includes financial support, foreign exchange risk sharing, 
administrative support, early contract termination, and recognition of buyout rights, 
all of which are elements that guarantee the project’s stability and are sensitive issues 
for both the government and the concessionaires. The evaluation of the project 
plans is a major determinant in selecting potential concessionaires. However, there 
are instances wherein decisions on the selection of concessionaires for competitive 
porjects have been controversial.45 Most elements of the project plan evaluation—
including its general criteria and appraisal items, provision of additional points, stan-
dards, and general terms—are perceived as sensitive issues. 

Case Analysis

Because the RFP is the basic framework for a project’s implementation, it should 
be announced or the public should be notified after sufficient preliminary study to 
reduce problems in the course of implementation. 

However, in the case of the Busan New Port Phase 1, although the competent author-
ities established and announced the RFP after an examination by research institutes, 
they did not conduct a sufficient level of analysis—they only provided the table of 
contents—of the project plans. There were limitations to presenting quantitative 
criteria on specific contents. This was in part because there was a systemic deficiency 
in conducting a separate feasibility study on the port project, and because there 
was a belief on the part of the competent authorities that they could implement 
port development projects by applying the existing national port basic plan. The 
private proposers presented cargo transport volume in keeping with the levels of 
the basic plan. For this reason, the government failed to provide analysis of cargo 
volumes and stevedoring fees, the two key income sources for private participants. 
The project plans submitted by potential concessionaires showed wide differences 
from the government’s estimates.46   

In the case of the Mokpo New Outer Port Phase 1-2, an unsolicited project, the 
competent authorities examined the propriety of the private sector’s project plans 
and encouraged competition by running notices soliciting third-party participation. 
They included in the notices the content of the government’s RFP, as well as outlines 
of proposed content and the opinion of reviews by Public and Private Infrastructure 
Investment Management Center (PIMAC) and their own supplementary measures. 
Also, they presented the level of bonus points to the initial proposer.       

In these two cases, a problem over risk sharing arose in implementing the projects 
as a result of the content of the RFPs. As the clause on the government’s risk sharing 
was either not included in the RFP or defined in an abstract and general way, there 
was room for controversy to develop. In the case of the Busan New Port Phase 1, 
the basic plan failed to present principles on the sharing of risk, such as risk from 
exchange rate fluctuations and termination payments. In the case of Mokpo New 
Outer Port Phase 1-2, there were principles on risk sharing and rules on termination 

45 Controversial projects include the Pyeongtaek–Dangjin Port project that aimed to build a grain wharf 
and the Busan New Port Phase 2-3 project that planned to build a container wharf.   

46 Although project costs and revenues are determined by private proposers and thus need not conform 
to the government’s analytical criteria, the gap in perception between the government and private 
proposers was so wide in the case of the Busan New Port Phase 1 project that negotiations proceeded 
with much difficulty. 
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payments, but these were ambiguous and too general to prevent confusion when 
trouble arose. There was a lack of awareness about risk sharing on the part of both 
the government and concessionaires in the initial phase of project implementation. 

Based on the understanding of these problems, the government began conducting 
feasibility studies for port projects in 2003. Also, most projects have been implemented 
as solicited projects, and unsolicited projects have been turned into solicited ones.

Through these steps, it has become possible to both examine and preempt contro-
versy over the project’s profitability, government financial support, and project cost, 
contributing to overall cost reduction and helping proposers develop project plans 
more easily. In 2006, the government decided to divide the evaluation of project 
plans into two steps for the Busan New Port Phase 2-4; it devised and separately 
applied qualitative and quantitative analysis methods, bringing about development 
and institutionalization of the evaluation system of project proposals. These methods 
also helped to restrict excessive spending on developing project plans by regulating 
the number of copies of the plans to be submitted, as well as the number of volumes in 
the plans themselves.  

Direction for Improvement

The formulation of RFPs can be said to have attained a considerable level of systemic 
progress for port projects, but the process still has limitations in failing to present 
concrete standards for target projects with respect to the evaluation of project plans. 
The evaluation of project plans is largely divided into four parts: financial, construc-
tion, operation, and financial support-project cost. And there is a difference in the 
areas of emphasis, depending on the projects in question. Depending on whether 
wharves deal with containers, general miscellaneous cargo, or others items, quali-
tative analysis can be more important than quantitative analysis, or the financial 
analysis could be even more important than either of those. This is due to the differ-
ences in the wharves’ operating methods and mechanisms. For future PPP port proj-
ects, it will be necessary to come up with measures that can be differentially applied 
depending on the evaluation items and weights, as well as on whether they require 
quantitative and qualitative analysis. 

Calculation of Total Project Costs 

Components and Issues

PPP project costs consist of total project cost during the construction period and 
operating cost during the operational period. The total project cost refers to costs 
required for the establishment, expansion, or improvement of social overhead capital 
(SOC) facilities.

For PPP port projects, the categories under the total project cost and calculation 
criteria are determined by the PPP Enforcement Decree. The total project cost consists 
of eight categories: investigation costs, design costs, construction costs, compensa-
tion costs, incidental costs, facility operation costs, taxes and charges, and reserves 
for operation. Among the total project cost, the construction cost accounts for the 
largest portion, approximately 70%. This is followed by operational facility costs, 
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which take up about 20%. When the construction cost is determined, investigation 
and design costs are adjusted accordingly. 

The focus of contention is reducing total project cost. This is because the issue is ulti-
mately linked to the government’s financial commitment for the construction phase. 
Even if there is no government subsidy, a review is made of total project costs. In most 
cases, when there is no public funding, a minimized total project cost is proposed. 
However, even in those cases in which a minimized total project cost is proposed, 
alternatives tend to be used, such as reducing project cost, while increasing other 
rates of return, or adjusting the free use period or user fee.

In the case of a competitive project without any public subsidy or MRG, the project 
proposer wants to have the project cost approved as proposed. In this case, the 
construction company becomes the representative of the proposing consortium 
and leads the negotiations. The project cost can be the basis for the construction 
company to acquire profits from the construction phase. In the case of port projects, 
construction costs differ according to what kind of ground improvement technique 
is used to build the facilities. The project proposer argues that sufficient project costs 
must be allocated in order to build strong facilities, while the government’s posi-
tion varies according to the project. The most recent system put in place requires 
the construction cost, as part of the total project costs, to be reviewed by the Public 
Procurement Service to confirm its appropriateness. Prior to this, there was no 
systemic mechanism to confirm construction cost, resulting in controversy among 
negotiation parties. 

In exceptional cases, a competitive project can be exempted from a construction cost 
review by the Public Procurement Service, but in reality, a review is almost always 
required.47 There are no separate compensation expenses in PPP projects for port 
construction. This is because most wharves are constructed by reclaiming land from 
the sea. Therefore, when establishing the basic development plan, port sections are 
purchased through methods such as the payment of compensation costs for fishery 
businesses; the PPP project is pursued within this port section. In other countries, 
compensation costs may be incurred due to development of existing land. 

Another potential issue in negotiations regarding the total project cost is cost for 
operation of equipment. Costs for operation of equipment are divided into costs 
incurred from cargo stevedoring equipment and from operating the port facilities 
and these differ greatly according to the type of project. Also, during the operational 
period, the equipment must be replaced according to a certain cycle due to its limited 
life span. Therefore, based on the size of equipment that is acquired during the 
construction period, the equipment replacement costs during the operational period 
differ and have an impact on total costs (total project cost plus operational cost). 
On the other hand, the costs for equipment operation are extensive, and the private 
investor tries to use various methods for reducing total project cost. One method 
is purchasing the equipment from overseas, such as from the People’s Republic of 
China, where the equipment cost may be 20%–30% cheaper. Purchases from abroad 

47 Although officially a review need not be made by the Public Procurement Service, a review is preferred 
as there could be a misunderstanding that the government has provided privileges to the project 
proposer. 
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introduce variables, such as currency rates. Purchases are usually made in dollars, but 
when currency rates fall, this can impose a great burden on payments in Korean won. 

Operating expenses are defined as labor costs, general operating costs, maintenance 
costs, and alternative investment costs incurred during the operational period. 
General operating costs include incidental costs linked to labor costs and other 
various expenses. Maintenance costs include power costs, repair and maintenance 
costs, inspection costs, and various insurance costs. Alternative investment costs 
refer to costs that are incurred when investments are made in alternative operation 
facilities within the life cycle of the facilities. 

The issue regarding operating costs is that, because there are no clear criteria on 
what the optimum level of costs are, opinions differ on each item. When calculating 
labor cost, one method is to calculate the number of personnel by organization 
units, based on the organization chart. Another method is to calculate the number 
of personnel based on processed cargo volume. In PPP port projects, labor is divided 
into general administrative positions and on-site positions engaged in stevedoring, 
etc. As the tasks they perform are different in nature, the same criteria cannot be 
applied. 

Table 7-3 Components of Total Project Cost  
for Public–Private Partnership Port Projects

• Investigation costs. Measurement costs and other investigative costs for project 
implementation (pursuant to the criteria for compensation of engineering projects in 
accordance with the provisions of Article 10 of the Engineering Technology Promotion 
Act).

• Design costs. Costs incurred from designs required for the implementation of 
construction (Criteria for compensation of engineering projects in accordance with the 
provisions of Article 10 of the Engineering Technology Promotion Act or criteria for 
compensation in accordance with the provisions of Article 19-3 of the Architect’s Act).

• Construction costs. Addition of costs necessary for construction implementation, such 
as material costs, labor costs, operating costs, general maintenance costs, and profits. 
(In accordance with the expected price determination criteria in Article 9 of the 
Enforcement Decree of the Act on Contracts in which the Country is a Party, as well as 
the government’s cost standards and unit cost [when a government-announced price 
exists, that price is used]).

• Compensation costs. Land purchase costs paid for the implementation of construction 
(including purchase of building, trees, etc.), costs for compensation of rights, such 
as compensation to residents who are displaced, business rights, fishing rights, and 
mining rights.

• Incidental costs. Costs related to the implementation of the project, including costs 
from feasibility study, environmental impact assessment, inspection, construction 
project management, and incidental financial costs from fund procurement.

• Facilities costs. Value of equipment and facilities added initially for facility operation.
• Taxes and charges. All taxes and charges, such as acquisition tax, registration tax, value-

added tax related to construction implementation, completion and registration, and 
transfer of ownership, as well as various obligations imposed by miscellaneous laws. 

• Operating reserve. The PPP project entity’s start-up costs, and other expenses 
necessary to prepare for the operation of the facilities.

Source: PPP Act Decree, Article 22.
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Maintenance and repair costs take up a large portion of operating cost. In the case 
of port projects, there are facilities that require maintenance and repair, while other 
facilities do not. However, a prior differentiation between the two often is not made 
before the negotiation. 

Case Analysis

With regard to construction costs, in the case of the Mokpo New Outer Port Project, 
no particular problem was detected. However, in the case of the Incheon North Port 
Project, the concessionaire proposed the “sand drain” technique for ground recla-
mation, while the government proposed the “pack drain” technique, which requires 
relatively lower construction costs. In the case of loading technique, the simple 
loading technique, introduced by the project proposer, was judged as involving 
excessive design; instead, the government proposed the compaction technique to 
reduce costs. In the case of the Busan New Port Project, the basic quay construc-
tion technique was changed from the deep cement mixing technique to the steel 
prestressed concrete technique, with the condition that the concessionaire assume 
responsibility for repairs, resulting in a reduction in project costs.48 

48 H-S. Kim et al. 2003. Research on Negotiation Strategy for Major Issues in Public–Private Partnership 
Projects. Anyang: Korea Research Institute for Human Settlements. p. 24.

Table 7-4 Operating Cost Structure  
of the Public–Private Partnership Port Projects 

Labor 
Costs Administration and On-site Personnel

General  
 Operating  
 Costs

Expenses based 
on number of 
personnel

Welfare, education and training, travel and transport, 
office supplies and stationery, communication, events, 
water, and heating costs

Expenses based 
on number of 
personnel

Books and printing, conferences, task implementation, 
repairs, vehicle maintenance, advertisement and public 
relations, fees and charges, security, other costs

Expenses based 
on labor costs

Insurance, taxes and charges 

Expenses 
based on cargo 
volume

Association fee and/or allotment

Others Others (supplies for work, examination fees, heavy 
equipment rental and/or lease fees)

Maintenance costs Power, repair and maintenance, inspection, insurance 
costs

Alternative investment costs Stevedoring equipment, operation system, fixtures, 
vehicles

Taxes and charges Corporate tax, etc.

Non-operating costs Paid interest (interest on borrowing), etc.

Source: Authors.
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In port projects, most construction costs are saved through changes in construc-
tion techniques. Of course, the assumption must be that the changed construction 
technique does not cause problems in building and operation of the relevant project 
facilities. 

With regard to the cost of facilities operation, in both the Busan New Port Project and 
Mokpo New Outer Port Project, all stevedoring equipment was installed during the 
construction period, based on the maximum volume of cargo processed. However, 
in the beginning of port operation, the volume of cargo processed was minimal. The 
originally expected maximum cargo throughput was processed only after some time 
had passed for the activities of the port to accelerate. Therefore, it was not neces-
sary to install equipment based on the maximum cargo throughput. Installing the 
equipment in stages could be a means of reducing the project costs. Taking this into 
account, negotiations in recent projects have been pursued so that only a minimum 
amount of equipment is installed during the construction period, while during the 
operational period, equipment is flexibly installed in line with the volume of cargo 
processed.

Foreign exchange loss can be a cost of operating facilities. This is the result of rapid 
hikes or drops in the currency rate. In early projects, if a foreign exchange loss of at 
least 20% was incurred, this could be offset or recovered. However, since March 2007, 
the concessionaire has had to bear the burden of foreign exchange losses. In the 
case of the Busan New Port Phase 2-3 Project, operation has been slated for 2012. 
Because of the recent economic crisis, the deterioration of the foreign exchange 
situation has led to the increased likelihood of occurrence of foreign exchange loss, 
which must be assumed by the concessionaire.

Incidental costs consist of general feasibility study costs, environmental impact 
assessment costs, various administrative costs, and incidental costs from financing. 
Administrative costs and incidental costs from financing tend to take up a large 
portion of incidental costs. Incidental costs from financing include commissions 
charged by creditor groups for borrowing of funds, as well as incidental fees in case 
of risk occurrences. These fees are quite high in general. In the early years, there 
was a lack of understanding about such fees, and the amount of fees proposed by 
the proposer was generally accepted. However, as experience has been accumulated 
regarding projects, efforts have been made to reduce incidental costs from financing. 

In the case of operating costs, in the early years, comprehensive negotiations were 
conducted by applying unit cost per processed cargo volume. But since 2005, the 
trend has been to make a detailed review for each category.

In the case of facility repair and maintenance costs, they are included in project cost 
in the construction stage. However, in the operating stage, investment is made in 
alternative facilities, instead of repairing existing facilities. There are parts that do not 
require separate repair and maintenance during a certain operational period. During 
negotiations, it is necessary to take this into consideration when calculating operating 
costs. In most projects, during the construction period, repair and maintenance costs 
are prescribed for the operational period. When it is time to replace equipment due 
to the end of its life cycle, negotiations are conducted so that alternative investment 
costs are again included in costs. However, in the case of the Pyeongtaek–Dangjin 
Port Grain Wharf Project, negotiations were conducted by carefully studying whether 
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costs should be included or not for each facility. In this case, financial support was 
extended by the government, and this study of project costs contributed to reducing 
expenses. 

Issues and Direction for Improvement

For construction costs, it is necessary to receive a review from the Public Procurement 
Service, whether the project is a competitive one or not. However, for competitive 
projects, there are many cases in which considerable reductions in project costs are 
attained via competition. Therefore, in these cases, the Public Procurement Service 
review requirement should be eased.

Incidental costs from financing show a tendency to be higher in the Republic of 
Korea than overseas. Therefore, advice should be sought from financial experts to 
understand current trends in charging of fees, overseas funding conditions, etc., so 
that appropriate adjustments can be made. 

On costs from operation of facilities, the policy should be that equipment is installed 
based on cargo volume. Equipment should be replaced based on the initial period of 
installation, rather than following the replacement cycle; the timing should be flex-
ibly adjusted by taking into account the existing practices of ports. 

In the case of operating costs for port projects, the optimum operating cost has been 
calculated and used as the standard. However, such a standard was only applied 
during the period of the feasibility study. A separate calculation was used in negotia-
tions. A standard must be provided that can also be applied during negotiations. A 
general direction must be established to help attain consistency in negotiations. 

Optimum Rate of Return

Concept and Issues

Concept. In a PPP project, the optimum rate of return refers to the level of profits 
that are satisfactory and can be attained by the concessionaire through the cashflow 
of income and expenditure during a certain period. 

The rate of return is the result of the cashflow of income and expenditure. However, 
the optimum rate of return differs according to the concessionaire and can differ 
according to the project.

The government has prescribed the following formula for the calculation of PPP proj-
ects’ rate of return:49
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49 Ministry of Strategy and Finance. 2008. Basic Plan for Private Participation in Infrastructure. Seoul.
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N     :  Period for free use or period for determination of management and 
operating rights of ownership and/or operational period

CCi        : Costs incurred each year for completion of facility construction
      (government subsidies are excluded)

ORi      : Annual operating revenue

OCi      : Annual operating cost (income tax is excluded)

ANRi :  Annual net income before taxes from ancillary projects (income–
expenditure)

r             : Actual rate of return of project before tax (internal rate of return)

Issues. Rate of return is a factor that leads to delays in negotiating PPP port projects 
due to frequent conflicts in opinion. The government and private sector often differ 
about what is the appropriate rate of return for a particular project. The govern-
ment approaches the project’s optimum rate of return by considering (i) the average 
lending interest rate for SOC facilities, (ii) the risk premium that takes into account 
the nature of the relevant project, (iii) the rate of return of similar domestic and 
foreign PPP projects, and (iv) policy issues.

On the other hand, the private sector makes the calculation by taking into account 
(i) expected return on equity and (ii) borrowing interest rate (costs from procuring 
third-party capital). When there is an MRG, the private concessionaire does not take 
that into account in determining the project’s rate of return.50

From the government’s perspective, the average level of loan interest rates is equiva-
lent to the level of interest rates for third-party capital financing, presented by the 
private concessionaire in the business plan or project proposal. In the implementation 
of the project, if interest rates for third-party capital financing are high, the conces-
sionaire may demand a high rate of return. The risk premium takes into account the 
nature of the project, which means that the stability of operating revenue and the 
government’s risk allocation have been more or less reflected. However, it is difficult 
to measure the level of the risk premium. When the private concessionaire prepares 
the project proposal, it takes into account the overall expected rate of return, as well 
as current interest rates for procurement of third-party capital, then counts the rest 
as risk premium. Thus, risk premium is determined by experience. The reason that 
the risk premium tends to be determined by experience is because there are many 
variables, and it is difficult to judge the value of these variables. Therefore, more than 
anything, the government should first review the rate of return for similar domestic 
and foreign projects. Then, it should take into account other factors, such as policy 
issues, to present an approximate guideline for the project’s rate of return.

From the perspective of the private concessionaire, the expected return on equity 
is the benchmark generally used. It is judged that, with increased participation of 
financial investors, the expected return on equity increases. Borrowing interest rates 
refer to costs from procurement of third-party capital. Due to the nature of the 
PPP project, the project’s rate of return does not change after establishment of the 

50 H-S. Kim et al. 2003. Research on Negotiation Strategy for Major Issues in Public–Private Partnership 
Projects. Anyang: Korea Research Institute for Human Settlements. pp. 41–50.
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concession agreement. That is why efforts are made so that the interest rate of 
third-party capital is fixed. However, there is no method of measuring the risk from 
long-term loans that take at least 10 years to recover principal and interest according 
to the practices of the financial markets. Therefore, the rate of return is proposed 
by reflecting the financing interest rate that is higher than the market interest rate.

The reason that the rate of return is important is because if there is a construction 
subsidy, the proposer’s cashflow from income and expenditure is consistent; the rate 
of return and subsidy have a correlative relationship. In other words, the higher the 
rate of return, the greater the subsidy that must be provided by the government. 
When the rate of return falls, so does the level of construction subsidy. The subsidy 
is determined as a certain percentage of total project cost. Therefore, the govern-
ment tries to lower the project’s rate of return in order to alleviate its burden from 
providing the construction subsidy. On the other hand, the concessionaire aims to 
increase the project’s rate of return in order to receive a larger construction subsidy. 
In particular, if financial investors participate as project investors, they are sensitive 
to the issue of rate of return in the negotiation process. Most financial investors opt 
for a very stable method of investment, as is common in the Korean financial sector. 
When financial investors participate, the relative stability of the project is increased. 
A stable operational practice is used as a basis, with the risk premium determined on 
top of that, which leads to sensitivities about the rate of return. 

Case Analysis

In the case of the Busan New Port Phase 1 Project, the general negotiation proce-
dure to determine the rate of return was as follows: (i) concessionaire proposal → 
(ii) request for data on the government’s basis for calculation of rate of return → 
(iii) government’s presentation of initial rate of return → (iv) negotiation and review 
of additional data → (v) presentation of final guidelines → (vi) confirmation in main 
negotiations.

In the Busan New Port Phase 1 Project, the originally proposed rate of return was 
16%.51 When converting this into a constant rate, the rate was 10.5%. This was 
2.57%–3.48% higher than the 3-year maturity Treasury bond yield of 7.02% at the 
time, as well as the 3-year maturity non-guaranteed A- corporate bond yield of 
7.93%.52

In response, the government at that time requested data on determinants of the rate 
of return presented in the RFP. These included (i) the optimality of the procurement 
interest rate and possibility of procurement; (ii) risk premium expected according to 
the nature of the project and upon project implementation; (iii) data on rate of return 
of similar PPP projects; and (iv) return on equity contingent upon the presented 
rate of return, which was judged to be a determinant of the rate of return from 
the concessionaire’s perspective. However, specific discussions on the matter were 
not conducted. This was due to the inability of negotiators to clarify the correlation 
among the determinants of the rate of return. 

51 As of January 2000.
52 The 3-year Treasury bond’s ordinary yield was 9.03%, and the 3-year maturity non-guaranteed A- 

corporate bond’s ordinary yield was 9.95%. The numbers are adjusted for the increase in the consumer 
price index of 1.875%.
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The government followed by presenting the guideline that the 15.1% rate of return 
established in the previous Mokpo New Outer Port Project could not be exceeded, 
and continued with additional discussions. In the additional discussions, 15.5% was 
proposed by the concessionaire, taking into account the project size and overseas 
borrowings. However, taking into account the fact that demand was expected to be 
more stable compared to other ports, the government proposed 14.7%–14.9% as the 
optimum level. Thus, there was a discrepancy in the positions regarding the rate of 
return; the final rate of return contained in the concession agreement was the official 
14.98% constant after tax, with most of the government’s demands reflected in that 
rate. To date, the rate of return for PPP port projects has been falling, due to a drop 
in financing rates resulting from general economic stabilization, and improvements 
in awareness about risk regarding such projects. From 2000 to 2007, the decrease 
was approximately 6% based on the pre-tax actual rate of return, and approximately 
7% based on the after-tax actual rate of return. In the most recent case of the Busan 
New Port Project Phase 2-3, the rate of return was as low as 6.26% in the concession 
agreement. 

What is notable is that for projects established since 2005, agreements have been 
concluded by changing the rate of return to a pre-tax basis. But, in the agreements, 
both the post-tax actual rate of return and the pre-tax actual rate of return were 
used. The post-tax actual rate of return refers to the rate of return after paying 
income tax from net profits. The goal was to correct irrationalities arising when the 
rate of return increased as the portion of operating costs included rose. 

Issues and Direction for Improvement

The risk premium is an important factor when determining the optimum rate of 
return. However, it is also the most difficult to determine. Risk premiums may differ 
according to the SOC facility. The general consensus, however, is that port facili-
ties are highly risky. At the same time, port projects lead to high expected returns. 
Therefore, such projects should be approached by adopting a low interest rate for 
the procurement of third-party capital, while adjusting the risk premium to be higher 
than in other projects. Of course, the risk premium could differ among port projects, 
depending on the location and cargo type. A range should be set, and individual 
decisions made within that range based on region and cargo item. 

To date, no research has been conducted on the optimum risk premium for port 
projects. Once many projects have been conducted, and data are accumulated for 
a certain period of time, then a comparative analysis should be conducted on the 
rate of return in the concession agreement and the actual rate of return, and the 
borrowing interest rate at the time of concession agreement and at the time of 
operation. 

There have also been discussions about whether the internal rate of return or the 
return on equity should be used for the project’s rate of return. Strictly speaking, 
return on equity invested by the shareholder is closer to the concept of the rate of 
return for the project operation. When taking into account that there is almost no 
difference between the internal rate of return and the return on equity, the issue has 
not yet surfaced as a problem. However, in order to apply an accurate rate of return, 
corrections should be made through further discussions. 
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One question is whether the Treasury bond rates or corporate bond rates should 
be used as a basis for calculating the rate of return. Currently, the interest rate on 
3-year maturity AA- corporate bonds is used as the basis of the rate of return, and 
the project’s rate of return is determined by taking into consideration risk premium, 
etc. In the case of corporate bonds, the interest rate for bonds with a maximum 
maturity of 5 years is used, while in the case of Treasury bonds, the interest rate is 
generally for a long-term maturity of at least 20 years. PPP projects usually run for 
at least 20 years, so it may be more accurate to use the long-term rate of return as a 

Table 7-5 Comparison of Rate of Return for  
Public–Private Partnership Port Projects

Project
Rate of Return 

(%)
Date of Contract 

Establishment Miscellaneous

Post-tax  
(pre-tax) 
actual

Post-tax  
(pre-tax) 
ordinary

Busan New Port  
 Phase 1-1 9.50 14.97 December 2000 Consumer price 5%

Mokpo New Outer Port  
 Phase 1 9.62 15.10 December 2000 Consumer price 5%

Incheon North Port  
 Phase 1-1 9.00 14.45 September 2001 Consumer price 5%

Incheon North Port  
 Phase 2-1 8.86 14.30 February 2003 Consumer price 5%

Ulsan Port Phase 1-1 8.87 14.31 March 2004 Consumer price 5%

Masan Port Phase 1-1 8.45 13.87 June 2004 Consumer price 5%

Pohang Port Phase 1-1 8.57 14.00 June 2004 Consumer price 5%

Incheon North Port  
 General Wharf

8.17  
(9.55)

12.50  
(13.93) July 2005 Consumer price 4%

Pyeongtaek-Dangjin Port  
 Multipurpose Wharf

8.30  
(9.46)

12.63  
(13.84) June 2005 Consumer price 4%

Pyeongtaek-Dangjin Port  
 Grain Wharf

6.69  
(7.86)

10.96  
(12.17) November 2006 Consumer price 4%

Gunsan Port General  
 Wharf

6.81  
(7.89)

11.08  
(12.21) November 2006 Consumer price 4%

Gunsan Bieung Port 8.38 13.80 February 2003 Consumer price 5%

Gwangyang Yeochon  
 Breakbulk Wharf

7.24  
(7.98)

11.53  
(12.30) January 2007 Consumer price 4%

Gwangyang Wharf  
 Phase 2-3

6.35  
(7.5)

10.60  
(11.80) October 2007 Consumer price 4%

Busan Port New Port  
 Phase 2-3

6.26  
(7.18)

10.51  
(11.47) November 2006

Busan Port New Port  
 Phase 2-4 Under negotiation

Source: Concession agreement of each project.
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benchmark. In the case of Treasury bonds, since the government is the issuing entity, 
there is almost no risk of default, which is why interest rates are so low. Corporate 
bonds have a higher interest rate, and from the perspective of the private investor, 
it may be preferable to use corporate bond yields as the benchmark. A comprehen-
sive review should be made of both Treasury bonds and corporate bonds in order to 
apply a rate of return that falls in between the two rates. A feasibility study needs to 
be conducted regarding this. 

Cargo Throughput Estimation  

Concept and Issues 

When pursuing a PPP port project, the cargo throughput estimation is an impor-
tant factor because it is directly reflected in decisions regarding financial feasibility, 
calculation of user fee, rate of return, and the size of government financial support. 
Recently, in the case of solicited projects, the MRG system has been ended and 
another government compensation system has replaced it. When there is a system 
of guaranteeing operating revenue, how to estimate cargo throughput at the initial 
stages of operation is an important issue because it could have an impact on the 
government’s financial burden. 

For port projects, the cargo throughput is estimated by taking into account compre-
hensively the nationwide cargo throughput regarding cargo items to be handled 
by the proposed project, the cargo throughput at the project’s harbor, and the 
processed cargo at other wharves within the project’s harbor. 

For the nationwide cargo throughput, a metric model is used based on existing data. 
For cargo throughput at the project’s harbor, when there is an abundance of data, in 
principle, a measurement model is used. When there is insufficient data, a compre-
hensive review must be made of existing processing performance, the nature of the 
pier, current operations, status of the harbor’s associated industrial site, and the 
shipper’s use intention. There may be differences in the cargo throughput handled 
in ports, depending on the ability of each port to attract cargo. The ability to attract 
cargo is not included in the basic calculation of the cargo throughput. However, 
when an investment has been made by a company that has the ability to attract 
cargo, the conditions for implementing the project may be improved, and an advan-
tage acquired for financing. Such factors are reflected in the evaluation to select a 
preferred bidder. 

What must be taken into account when calculating demand is not to overestimate 
the demand of the shipper, or make an overly optimistic estimation of total cargo 
throughput. A detailed examination of these aspects is required to determine 
demand. Contention regarding applicable cargo throughput occurs when there 
is a difference between the calculated cargo that can actually be attracted, and 
the cargo that can be handled by the project while easing the government’s fiscal 
burden. The project proposer makes a conservative estimation of cargo throughput 
that can be processed by the project and aims to increase the project’s rate of 
return through government support in the form of a subsidy, etc. The govern-
ment prefers to have the project proposer conduct successful port marketing to 
attract a large volume of cargo and minimize the government’s financial burden. 
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The best way is to reduce the proposer’s project rate of return, as well as the 
construction subsidy amount, and maintain a stable level of cargo throughput in 
the initial operational stages in order to lower the possibility of providing govern-
ment support.

PPP projects for ports in the Republic of Korea are pursued mostly based on the 
government’s mid- to long-term nationwide basic plan for ports, whether they 
are solicited or unsolicited projects. In other words, a solicited project or unso-
licited project is pursued for projects within the nationwide port basic plan. The 
optimum stevedoring capacity is presented for each cargo item, and the optimum 
cargo throughput of a project is determined within ±20% of the maximum cargo 
throughput, based on optimum stevedoring capacity. 

An issue can arise about whether the cargo throughput presented by the project 
proposer is realistically optimum. The concessionaire sometimes makes a high 
estimation of the optimum cargo throughput in order to obtain the rights to the 
project. A project proposal is submitted with the aim of alleviating the government’s 
fiscal burden. When there is an MRG, sufficient allocations are made of the appli-
cable cargo volume during the operational period. However, as there are multiple 
investing entities, there may be differences in opinion with regard to the cargo 
throughput. For example, when shipping companies or operating companies partici-
pate in the project, they usually implement the project during the operational period 
and maintain a conservative perspective in attracting cargo during that period. 
Cargo throughput is directly linked to project profits and becomes a major point of 
consideration when establishing a financial agreement with a creditor group after 
entering into the concession agreement. The government must find an optimum 
cargo throughput among these various factors. If the government does not present 
a certain guideline, negotiations surrounding cargo throughput are often tedious 
and drawn out. 

Another issue regarding cargo throughput is the relationship with neighboring 
competing businesses. The methods of developing ports, as mentioned, are diverse. 
Ports can be developed via direct government funding, and then operated by a 
government-selected operational entity. Ports can also be developed by a non-
competent port authority. The problem is that when different development methods 
are pursued within the same harbor, this may result in competition among conces-
sionaires. The concessionaires could experience unexpected problems in attracting 
cargo. In this case, a concessionaire may request discussions with other concession-
aires when developing additional ports in neighboring regions regarding attracting 
cargo during a certain period.53 The appropriate cargo throughput estimation is 
difficult to negotiate because no consistent guideline or principle exists regarding 
the method of estimating cargo throughput. The actual negotiations are pursued 
by considering the differences between the cargo throughput presented by the 
feasibility study and throughput determined by investigating whether there are any 
changes in the conditions of the port. In the case of unsolicited projects, determina-
tions are usually made by considering other project cases based on the optimum 
stevedoring capacity. In this process, both the project’s rate of return and user fee 
are taken into account.

53 Such requests were made during negotiations of the PPP project regarding the multipurpose wharf at 
Pyeongtaek and Dangjin, which were reflected in the concession agreements. 
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Case Analysis

The Busan New Port Project was implemented in phases. The project pursued 
development of nine 50,000 ton (4,000 twenty-foot equivalent unit level) berths, 
and the annual cargo throughput volume was determined at a maximum of 
342,000 twenty-foot equivalent units per berth. Ramp-ups for cargo throughput 
were set at 4 years.54 At that time, the optimum stevedoring capacity per berth 
was 300,000 twenty-foot equivalent units. This was not high; it was 114% of the 
optimum stevedoring capacity. Recently, the optimum stevedoring capacity has 
been adjusted to 400,000 twenty-foot equivalent units. Therefore, we can say that, 
according to the conditions of development, there is a high possibility that the 
project’s profitability would be enhanced. Thereafter, the concessionaire made the 
offer of not receiving an MRG, and the government accepted. The Busan New 
Port Phase 1 Project is an example of a well-implemented PPP port project. This is 
because the government does not have to worry about the MRG during the opera-
tional period. The concessionaire can achieve a high rate of return according to 
conditions in the concession agreement. Depending on the concessionaire’s ability, 
it may be able to attain excess profits. 

In the case of the Mokpo Outer Port Project, Phase 1-1 was planned as a multipurpose 
wharf with two 30,000 ton berths. In the initial stages of operation, containers and 
breakbulk cargo would be processed in parallel, while, ultimately, container cargo 
would be processed. This pertains to approximately 120% of the optimum steve-
doring capacity. In the case of Phase 1-2, negotiations were conducted so that at 
first breakbulk cargo would be processed, and then containers would be processed 
as well. 

However, in the case of multipurpose wharves, determining what is the optimum 
cargo volume is more difficult than processing unit items. This is because produc-
tivity differs per port according to the type of equipment used and items processed, 
which makes it difficult to apply a universal method. Usually, negotiations are 
conducted by assuming that the ratio of cargo handled is 50:50 between bulk cargo 
and containers. 

The Mokpo New Outer Port Project is pursuing a revision in the concession agree-
ment because, in regard to the optimum cargo volume, the expected cargo volume 
is not consistent with actual cargo volume. In other words, the original plan was 
to process mostly containers, but upon operation, a situation occurred in which it 
was possible to solicit other cargo, such as automobiles. In this regard, when calcu-
lating the guaranteed operating revenue amount, there occurred a difference in 
opinion about how to determine the user fee. The concessionaire and government 
were in conflict over how to estimate cargo processing volume. At the time of the 
initial concession agreement, no consideration was given about how to deal with 
instances demanding changes in cargo volume. Therefore, this project has been 
evaluated as one that faced difficulties in adjusting opinions after the establish-
ment of the agreement. Moreover, similar cases are likely to occur for projects that 
received MRGs. 

54 The target cargo volume for transport cannot be fulfilled during the early operational stages. The 
volume increases slowly during a certain period and reaches a maximum at a certain point. Such 
conditions must be reflected in the agreement. However, the period differs according to the project. 
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Issues and Direction for Improvement

First and foremost, an approximate range should be set for the optimum volume of 
cargo through a feasibility study. Many kinds of methodology could be used; the one 
selected should not be subject to dispute. A basis for estimating cargo volume could 
be established by collecting data regarding the departure and arrival points of the 
hinterland or the region targeted for cargo volume.

In the case of large-scale ports, additional reviews should be sought, including anal-
ysis of the port of call, trends in cargo volume, economic conditions, etc. Such studies 
could be undertaken in a feasibility study, but additional studies are necessary when 
the concessionaire prepares a project proposal. In the case of unsolicited projects, it 
would be beneficial to provide initially a certain guideline in regard to the estimation 
of cargo throughput in the RFP. For example, this could include an analysis of port of 
call, range, and type of data to be reviewed. 

On the other hand, when changes occur in the cargo volume in the project operational 
stage, the trigger rule system can be applied. This would adjust the project period 
or cargo volume in the concession agreement.55 The trigger rule can be defined as a 
system for developing ports in connection with cargo volume. This system enables 
the adjustment of the development period each year according to changes in the 
cargo volume. The trigger rule is applied to PPP port projects. Application of the 
trigger rule can be applied at three stages: the stage before establishment of the 
concession agreement, the DEDPI approval stage, and the construction stage. 

The stage before establishment of the concession agreement can be further divided 
into the stage for discovery of projects subject to the PPP method, the stage for appli-
cation of the preliminary feasibility study, the feasibility study and VFM test stage, 
and the concessionaire invitation stage. In the stage for discovery of projects subject 
to the PPP method—in the process of reviewing the Mid- to Long-Term PPP Plan for 
Port Facilities—the trigger rule can be applied by reviewing the schedule for facility 
construction completion and implementation stages. In the stage for application of 
the preliminary feasibility study, a review must be made on whether there will be 
changes in the cargo throughput of the project pursuant to that year’s Enforcement 
Guidelines for Cargo Volume-related Port Development System, based on the results 
of the existing estimations.56 The optimum stevedoring capacity for similar port facili-
ties is put in document form with the cooperation of the Regional Maritime Affairs 
and Port Office. Then, the new development requirements are measured. In the feasi-
bility study and VFM test stage, a review must be made for flexible development of 
the construction stage. In the stage for concessionaire invitation, the trigger rule is 
applied to projects for which a certain period (e.g., 1 year) has passed after comple-
tion of the feasibility study and VFM test. When concessionaires are invited immedi-
ately after the feasibility study and VFM test, the predetermined procedure should 
be followed. In the DEDPI approval stage, the timing of construction commencement 
is determined; therefore, it is necessary to adjust the time by applying the trigger 
rule. Even in this case, the rule should be applied only when an application has been 
made for approval of the DEDPI after a certain period of time has passed from the 

55 Ministry of Land, Transport, and Maritime Affairs. 2007. Study on Management of Operating Revenue 
Risk of PPP Projects for Port Construction. Seoul. pp. 185–197.

56 Based on the demand estimates made by the Port Demand Prediction Center.
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signing of the concession agreement. In the construction stage, the construction 
schedule should be flexible to allow the concessionaire to adjust the construction 
period in response to changes in conditions. For example, the construction comple-
tion schedule can be predetermined, while some parts of the schedule are adjustable 
upon discussion. 

Free Use Period 

Concept and Issues 

The free use period can be defined as the period prescribed in the concession agree-
ment, during which the private concessionaire can use the port facilities indepen-
dently, after being granted port facility operation rights. The term free use period is 
used because port facilities are constructed, returned to the government, and may 
be used through the grant of management operational rights without payment of a 
separate lease fee. However, strictly speaking, as project costs are involved, it is not 
actually a free use period. It is just called the free use period in relation to the overall 
structure of the project.

For PPP port projects in the Republic of Korea, the free use period can be an issue 
of contention because the RFP does not specify such a period. All that is said in 
the RFP is that “the free use period can be made up to fifty years.” Fifty years is 
the replacement period for quay facilities as prescribed by the United Nations 
Development Programme, and the aforementioned statement is in adherence to this 
criteria. However, in reality, ports are semi-permanent, and the functions of quays are 
maintained through ongoing repair and maintenance. When quays are completely 
replaced, a redevelopment is conducted. 

In the initial stages of PPP port projects, most projects reflect 50 years as the free 
use period in the concession agreement. However, as the option of reducing the free 
use period was reflected in the concession assessment, in the case of competitive 
projects, the project proposer has begun to propose the reduction of the free use 
period.57 The government also believed that it could make wider use of the facilities 
if the concessionaire returned the facilities to the government at an earlier time, after 
having attained an optimum rate of return. The free use period is directly linked to 
the rate of return. On the one hand, when conducting negotiations, if the project 
cost and operational cost are less than the originally proposed level, reducing the 
free use period could be used as one negotiation method; this could result in conflict 
of opinion regarding the free use period. 

Case Analysis 

In the case of Pyeongtaek–Dangjin Grain Wharf Project, demands were not made 
for government support or MRG, but a free use period of 23 years was proposed. 
However, in the negotiation process, the project cost and operational cost were 
reduced, the rate of return stayed the same, and the free use period was reduced, 
resulting in a free use period of 19 years. In this regard, the creditor group expressed 

57 The reduction of the free use period has been acknowledged, as the government can receive port 
facility management rights within a short period of time and can supplement its coffers by receiving a 
lease fee (after selection of a new concessionaire). 
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concern as it may be difficult for the project proposer or the creditor group to reach 
a financial agreement when the creditor group procures third party capital. This is 
due to the fact that  port facilities must be returned immediately upon arrival of the 
maturity date for payment of principal and interest in such cases. 

A similar case occurred in the Busan New Port Phase 2-3 Project. In this case, as 
a preferred bidder, the concessionaire proposed a free use period of 30 years. 
There were some other bidders who proposed a free use period of under 25 years. 
However, the concessionaire that made the proposal of 30 years was selected as the 
preferred bidder. At that time, the construction subsidy or MRG was not included in 
the proposal for the preferred bidder. If the effects from project cost or operational 
cost reduction were discussed during the negotiation process, the rate of return, 
user fee, or free use period might have to be adjusted. 

Such a situation did actually occur during negotiations, but the free use period could 
not be adjusted, so other factors were adjusted. In the case of the free use period, 
participating shipping companies demanded a minimum of 30 years as a condition 
for participation. Subsequently, the lead manager adamantly opposed the reduction 
of the free use period.

In the Busan New Port Phase 1 Project and Mokpo New Outer Port Project, which are 
the target cases for this study, not many issues arose regarding the free use period. At 
that time, the project proposal itself was not assessed as having a high enough busi-
ness feasibility to necessitate the reduction of the free use period. Also, a long-term 
free use period in itself had minimal effect on the rate of return. The negotiations were 
actually conducted with a focus on the optimality of the project cost, user fee, etc.

Issues and Direction for Improvement

In the case of the free use period, PPP port projects have been pursued in the Republic 
of Korea based on a maximum of 50 years, which is longer than the period for other 
SOC facilities. Providing a maximum free use period is also a means of guaranteeing 
the concessionaire’s project profitability. However, there has been criticism that guar-
anteeing a free use period of 50 years is the same as allowing a concessionaire to use 
the wharves semipermanently, which goes against the public nature of port facilities. 
Also, it has been revealed that when the free use period exceeds 30 years, the effect 
on project profitability is minimal. The possibility of acquiring an optimum rate of 
return is higher through cost cuts when competitive projects are pursued. This has 
led to strengthening the argument that it is not necessary to have a long-term free 
use period. However, to date, RFPs continue to state that a maximum of 50 years may 
be proposed. 

In this regard, RFPs should provide a basic guideline for the free use period, while 
allowing negotiations for up to 50 years. For example, a financial model could be 
created based on 30 years, while a clause could be inserted allowing a free use period 
of up to 30 years unless there is a compelling reason for the period to be longer. Also, 
by excluding the free use period from the evaluation, the project proposer could 
review the business feasibility under the same operating conditions. Of course, in the 
negotiation process, free use periods can be adjusted, but it would be more appro-
priate to adjust other factors first, and then to adjust the free use period at the end. 
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User Fee and Minimum Revenue Guarantee

Concept and Issues 

The MRG refers to the system under which the government provides subsidies to 
cover deficiencies when the concessionaire fails to reach estimated profits during 
a certain period of time in the initial operation period. The user fee refers to the 
stevedoring and anchoring fee charged by the concessionaire when processing cargo 
during the free use period.

The stevedoring fee refers to the fee that is charged in return for the operation 
company’s services in uploading and downloading cargo to and from ships. The 
anchoring fee refers to the payment made so that ships can anchor at wharves, and 
for provision of the pier. In general, the anchoring fee is charged by the govern-
ment, but in the case of PPP port projects, it is collected for the profit of the private 
investor.

The user fee and MRG have a very close relationship. By multiplying the processed 
cargo volume by the user fee, the profits of the private investor can be estimated. 
The MRG is determined by calculating the size of these expected profits. In the port 
sector, however, the user fee is an important factor in marketing activities to attract 
cargo. 

PPP port projects in the Republic of Korea have a unique system with regard to user 
fees, consisting of determined user fee and assumed user fee. The determined user 
fee refers to the user fee in agreement reflecting inflation each year. The assumed 
user fee refers to the user fee assumed for calculation of income from estimated user 
fees for each business, when the actual user fee from operation is less than a certain 
level (80%–90%) of the determined user fee. Therefore, such user fee concepts are 
applied in the case of projects with MRG as well. 

The concept of an assumed user fee was adopted to prevent the disruption of market 
order, which could occur if the concessionaire charges a low user fee to attract cargo. 
But such a system has an odd structure. In the case of projects with MRG, when 
cargo is processed at a much lower user fee than the user fee originally expected 
in the concession agreement, the more cargo that is processed, the more losses 
are incurred. In the case of MRG, the major issue is to what extent can it be guar-
anteed, and what are the methods of preventing a moral hazard on the part of the 
concessionaire. Moral hazard refers to an instance when the concessionaire does not 
process as much cargo as it could, thereby saving operating costs, receiving revenue 
guarantees, and maximizing profits. 

On the other hand, with regard to calculation of the user fee, issues could arise as 
to its optimality. The fact that additional issues could surface in regard to user fee 
levels means that there could be considerable differences between the user fee of the 
concession agreement and the one charged in the market. 

Case Analysis

The Busan New Port Phase 1 has been assessed as a successful model with few 
problems occurring with regard to the user fee and the MRG. This is because 
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originally a concession agreement was established with a provision for the MRG. 
However, the concessionaire did not use the MRG system by deciding not to 
recover excess profits in view of future development possibilities. The government 
responded by agreeing not to provide the MRG. In this case, there was no need 
for the government to be involved in issues regarding the profits and costs of the 
concessionaire. 

In the case of the Mokpo Outer Port, originally it was agreed that both container cargo 
and breakbulk cargo would be processed, and the respective user fees were calcu-
lated and stipulated in the concession agreement. In the case of containers, prices 
were set at W70,000–W80,000 per twenty-foot equivalent unit and W5,000–W6,000 
per ton for breakbulk cargo (constant price for 2000). However, once operation 
began, there was hardly any container cargo but there was much breakbulk (auto-
mobile) cargo demand. The demand for automobile cargo was unexpected; the more 
automobile cargo that was handled, the more losses were incurred, because the 
stevedoring fee was W4,000 per ton. The concessionaire demanded that it receive a 
revenue guarantee before it would process additional automobile cargo; the auto-
mobile shipper complained that it was against the public interest for the port to 
refuse to process cargo. During negotiations for the initial agreement, such a situa-
tion was not foreseen; it was judged that problems would be solved as they arose. 
However, in this case, the situation escalated to the point where the concessionaire 
had to decline the processing of cargo, due to the provisions regarding the deter-
mined user fee and assumed user fee. This is an example of a situation in which a 
system based on good intentions could not support the actual conditions. Such a 
case could occur not only with the Mokpo New Outer Port Project, but with other 
projects implemented in the future. 

Issues and Direction for Improvement

There are several methods to resolve the systemic conflict between the assumed user 
fee and the MRG system: lowering the assumed user fee levels to current market 
levels, abolishing the assumed user fee, and requiring the concessionaire to claim the 
assumed user fee in lieu of the market user fee.

In the case of abolishing the assumed user fee, this could damage the positive effects 
expected from the assumed user fee system. The concessionaire could hurt the market 
by processing cargo at a low price. To control the user fee and maintain an optimum 
level in line with market standards, the assumed user fee system should be kept. 

In the first case, if the user fee is lowered below the level prescribed in the concession 
agreement to the market level, a great difference would be expected between the 
market user fee and the determined user fee prescribed in the agreement, resulting 
in difficulties for the concessionaire and government in conducting negotiations. 
Therefore, the best alternative is to lower the current assumed user fee levels to 
market levels and eliminate factors that weaken the concessionaire’s business activi-
ties; the concessionaire would adjust the range of the MRG, which would benefit 
both the government and the concessionaire. 

A system must be also put in place for determining user fee rates and coping 
with the situation if the user fee is higher than market levels. Of course, if there 
is no MRG, policy efforts are required to maintain an optimum user fee level; the 
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government should receive annual reports on the actual user fee and conduct 
investigations into the situation. From a policy perspective, the MRG system could be 
an important inducement factor in the case of PPP port projects to facilitate implementa-
tion in the initial stages. However, strictly speaking, operating revenue pertains to market 
risk and commercial risk and, in principle, these risks must be managed by the conces-
sionaire. The MRG should be reduced or ended when the private investment system is 
better established. 

Refinancing and Profit Sharing

Concept and Issues 

Refinancing refers to “a re-borrowing contract that replaces the original borrowing 
contract.”58 To be more specific, it is “an action that maximizes the expected profits 
of the investor through the concessionaire’s actions involving changes in the SPC’s 
capital structure, investor share ownership, terms for procurement of third-party 
capital, etc., from the time of the recent financial agreement.”59

Refinancing can also be considered if there is an increase in the investor’s expected 
profits through changes in investors, capital structure, or financing terms in the 
concession agreement before the initial establishment of a financing agreement 
between the concessionaire and financial institution. This is because there is no 
reason for the concessionaire and financial institutions to engage in refinancing 
activities in the direction of reducing expected profits. 

When refinancing occurs, the concessionaire and government must share the profits. 
The concession agreement stipulates that the allocation of risk upon implementation 
of the project is the right and obligation of the government and concessionaire. Such 
risk is included in the concessionaire’s flow of funding, and therefore based on the 
principle of mutuality; if the concessionaire acquires profits without special effort, 
the government as a counter party should also reap the benefits.

However, when profits are generated, controversy could arise over the sharing of the 
profits. Beginning with a point of balance at 50:50, this could differ according to the 
project. Currently, in the Republic of Korea, negotiations are conducted using the 
basic principle of 50:50. 

Case Analysis

For the development of Busan New Port Phase 1, there was no mention of refi-
nancing. There was much skepticism over whether private investment in ports was 
feasible. That is why it was presumed that refinancing would not be possible. In 
the Republic of Korea, the mention of SOC facilities makes one think of roads; lead 
managers, such as construction companies, that are familiar with large-scale projects 
have poor knowledge of port facilities. Therefore, ports were viewed as a highly risky 
business. Private investment by establishment of a special purpose company (SPC) 
or funding by the financial sector was not considered. Therefore, the government 

58 H-S. Kim et al. 2003. Research on Negotiation Strategy for Major Issues in Public–Private Partnership 
Projects. Anyang: Korea Research Institute for Human Settlements.

59 PIMAC. 2007. Detailed Methodology for Refinancing. Seoul.
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needed to attract concessionaires by providing as many incentives as possible. With 
this understanding, the Busan New Port Phase 1 Project was implemented, and it 
became the first PPP port project in the Republic of Korea. 

There was also no provision on refinancing for the Mokpo New Outer Port project. 
This was also an early project, and there was no awareness that a financial technique 
called refinancing existed. In the case of the unsolicited projects (Phase 1-2), the 
government opened them up to competition. However, the Phase 1-1 concessionaire 
acquired business rights to participate in the competition to develop the Phase 1-2 
project. Thus, at that time, the focus was on the establishment of PPP port projects, 
not refinancing.60

Issues and Direction for Development

Refinancing and the sharing of subsequent profits are related to the content of the 
concession agreement, which includes the possibility of refinancing, project opera-
tion conditions, etc.

Fundamentally, when profits from refinancing are generated, the private sector and 
government must in principle share them. This enables pursuit of the project with 
the responsibility and sense of obligation as a party of the PPP project. However, 
when there are no government-provided incentives in the construction stage or 
operational stage—construction subsidy, MRG, payment upon termination, etc.—
the government cannot share profits from refinancing. However, if there are incen-
tives provided by the government, a method must be sought that allows the sharing 
of refinancing profits depending on the degree of incentives.

In most cases, the incentives provided by the government are non-definitive, with 
the exception of the construction subsidy. Therefore, it is difficult to discuss the 
degree of incentives for each case. In the Republic of Korea, profit sharing from refi-
nancing is in principle done at a ratio of 50:50. However, when there is an urgent 
need to acquire facilities through private investment in the port sector, the equal 
sharing principle could be modified. From the perspective of the government, the 
stable establishment of the project comes first. However, even if private investment is 
urgently required, it should not be pursued without making prescriptions regarding 
the possibility of refinancing and the principle of profit sharing. 

Recently, in regard to refinancing of port projects, there has been some discussion 
of the refinancing target, rather than on the issue of profit sharing. Thus, in the 
case of the Mokpo New Outer Port Project, there has been discussion on whether 
profits should be shared by viewing refinancing through prime borrowings (for SPC 
bankruptcy). There is also controversy in the Busan New Port Phase 2-3 Project with 
regard to whether profits should be shared by viewing changes in the global ship-
ping market in relation to changes in investors as refinancing. This would necessitate 
the redefinition of refinancing and consideration of profit sharing in light of changes 
in circumstances.

60 The initial proposer of the Mokpo New Outer Port Phase 1-2 Project was an SPC whose lead manager 
was a local construction company in the South Cholla region, where Mokpo Port is located. However, 
the company lacked experience in pursuing a large-scale construction project and moreover lacked 
understanding of how to pursue a PPP port project. Therefore, despite the fact that it had the 
advantage of being the initial proposer, it failed to acquire project concession rights.
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Conditions for Successful 
Implementation of Public– 
Private Partnership Port Projects 

Conduct of Feasibility Study 

A preliminary feasibility study must be performed for successful implementation 
of private participation in any port project. As most of participants are large 
construction companies, it may not be easy for operating companies, liners, 

and logistics companies that are not familiar with port facilities to join as main 
concessionaires. Although feasibility studies have already been conducted in the 
Republic of Korea, general feasibility study guidelines for port project have not yet 
been established. Port projects require special knowledge, and there is too much 
variability to apply general guidelines. For this reason, there is a growing need for 
development of specific feasibility study guidelines for port projects. 

As discussed earlier, the usefulness of a feasibility study is proved with the reduction 
of project cost by more than 15%. The greatest benefit of the study is to help carry out 
smooth negotiations and to stave off potential problems in project implementation 
by reviewing issues and reflecting the study results in a request for proposal (RFP). 

It should be noted, however, that the study needs to be accompanied by a value for 
money (VFM) test to preclude the objection that the study is solely aimed at a public–
private partnership (PPP) project. Separate specific guidelines need to be developed 
for a feasibility study and a VFM test exclusively for port projects.    

Application of Trigger Rule in Public–Private Partnership  
Port Projects

Two key factors for PPP port projects are estimated cargo throughput and user fee. 
Cargo throughput is highly sensitive to market conditions and is hard to predict. 
For instance, it is always subject to market prices, strategies, and marketing, and 
the band of fluctuation is broad. The total project cost and cargo throughput of a 
project are estimated based on a prediction that the facility would be operated from 
35 to 55 years. 

These estimates help the government determine the scale of financial assistance and 
operational policy. Given the possible variables of port operation, the possibility of 
changes in cargo throughput at the operational stage is fairly high. The problem 
arises especially when the band of change gets so broad that a private investor or 
the government is not able to shoulder the risks. Since the revenue is guaranteed 
for 14–15 years in general and cargo throughput is difficult to predict for existing 
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projects, it seems necessary to allow changes in the timing and scale of project imple-
mentation by linking it to possible changes in cargo throughput. More specifically, a 
concessionaire should be allowed to request application of a trigger rule to a project 
under construction, among other things. Such application of a trigger rule enables 
the concessionaire to consult with the government to adjust the timing and scale of 
the project, which, in turn, would improve its profitability.

Secondly, a stricter review of the impact on minimum revenue guarantee (MRG) is 
necessary. The reason is that the burden on the government gets heavier when there 
is a higher possibility of MRG payments for a competitive facilities project. 

Next, a channel for delivering the opinion of a concessionaire is required.61 For future 
projects, a trigger rule needs to be applied in the designation of a potential PPP 
project.62 At a stage where potential PPP projects are explored, a trigger rule can be 
applied in the process of reviewing the implementation plans for mid- and long-term 
port facility projects involving private participation. Mid- and long-term enforcement 
plans—as part of mid- and long-term social overhead capital (SOC) private invest-
ment plans implemented every 3 years since 2001—would be reviewed. 

When an application for a preliminary feasibility study is made pursuant to the 
Enforcement Guidelines for Cargo Volume-related Port Development System, changes 
in cargo throughput of a potential project are reviewed by referring to a specific 
authority’s demand forecast.63 Also the cargo-handling capacities of similar port 
facilities are filed with the help of regional maritime affairs and port offices. If there 
are other port facilities under construction, optimum cargo throughput capacity, 
including the capacity of ongoing projects, is deducted from the cargo throughput 
estimation. Cargo throughput (surplus throughput) after deduction is calculated by 
year, and divided by annual berth-specific optimum cargo-handling capacity of a 
planned facility to get an estimate of an annual demand for berths. For example, 
completion of a planned facility’s construction is set at the end of June of the year 
when berths are in demand. Given an approval period for the Detailed Engineering 
Design Plan for Implementation (DEDPI) and a period for the feasibility study and 
invitation of concessionaire, a period for the feasibility study is decided and a deci-
sion on implementation is made.

In applying for a budget to conduct a feasibility study and a VFM test for private 
participation in solicited and unsolicited projects, the same method is used as the 
trigger rule, which is applied at the preliminary feasibility study stage. A feasibility 
study and a VFM test should be designed to examine ways to develop construction 
phases flexibly. For solicited projects, private proposals need to include these ways, 
and their feasibility is reviewed in the VFM test. 

When an RFP is announced and an invitation to third parties is published based 
on the results of the feasibility study and the VFM test, the project is implemented 
without using a trigger rule. After a certain period (over a year, for example) has 

61 Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs. 2007. A Study on Risk Management of Operating 
Revenues in Private Participation in Port Facilities. Seoul. p. 197. A cargo volume-linked system may be 
referred to as a trigger rule.

62 Ibid.  pp. 186–189.
63 The government established a demand forecast center in the Korea Maritime Institute, which forecasts 

demand for port development and has developed an applicable trigger rule. 
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passed following the feasibility study and the VFM test, the implementation of the 
project is reviewed by applying a trigger rule prior to such announcement or notice.

After a concession agreement is concluded, a concessionaire applies for approval 
of the DEDPI. Since the DEDPI is meant to set a schedule for construction, including 
commencement of construction, a trigger rule needs to be applied to check the rele-
vance of the timing. The completion date of construction of a PPP project is strictly 
observed. The concessionaire is responsible for the completion of the project, while 
it is hard to adjust the construction period by proactively responding to changing 
conditions. In this sense, there should be sufficient consideration of the construc-
tion period well in advance. Readiness to accommodate changes in the process of 
construction should also be secured. After approval of the DEDPI and commencement 
of construction, it is not easy to adjust the construction completion period because 
of pressure to meet the construction deadline. Appropriateness of the period for 
construction completion, therefore, should be secured at the planning stage, while 
an implementing agency or a concessionaire should be given flexibility to adjust the 
construction schedule on its own.

For a PPP port project, it is the responsibility of the Ministry of Land, Transportation 
and Maritime Affairs to carry out a cargo volume-related port development plan, 
including formulation of a review opinion to apply a trigger rule before a conces-
sionaire is designated. After the designation, the responsibility is delegated to the 
concessionaire who is allowed to control the construction period reflecting changes 
in traffic volume. At the construction stage, the construction process needs to be 
flexible enough for the concessionaire to adapt voluntarily to changing conditions. 

The following are cases where the construction process was flexibly managed by the 
concessionaire.

In the first case, phased construction of facilities required for the entire construction 
period was allowed. For the Incheon South Port Project, some facilities were built and 
then partly operated, after which construction of new facilities began—this is called 
“completed-type port construction.” 

In the second case, the entire construction period was determined, but the phases 
of the construction period overlapped. Operating parts of facilities after completion 
of a construction phase is the same as the completed-type port construction, but 
overlapping construction of facilities is called “successive-type port construction.” A 
case in point is the first phase of the PPP project at Busan New Port. 

These two cases are projects linked to cargo throughput. Strictly speaking, however, 
they are different from cargo volume-related development because they have fixed 
completion deadlines for all facilities or phased completion periods. However, it is 
imperative to construct facilities on a schedule that flexibly reflects actual cargo 
demand. 

The decision on the type of port development, whether the port should be completed-
type or successive-type, depends on the result of the feasibility study and the VFM 
test, considering other criteria such as continuity of a period for facility demand, 
possibility of realization, and profitability. The development methods in an RFP should 
be clarified so that applicants will include detailed phased development contents 
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within a completion period for all facilities in their business plans. Evaluation of these 
proposals is not purely on excellence of development types, but on general aspects 
of the proposals such as project profitability or improvement of overall construction 
schedules.

Securing and Using Expertise 

Another prerequisite for successful PPP port projects is evaluation of proposals. The 
capability to fairly assess proposals using expertise contributed by different appli-
cants is a key to success of a project. Fairness in proposal evaluation is especially 
important when competition for a project among the applicants is keen. Private 
participants fully understand that it is important for them to put forward their best 
proposals for a project with excellent prospects as determined by the feasibility study. 
Therefore, they enlist the help of professionals in the field in making their proposals. 
But some professionals are denied the right to participate in the evaluation process, 
which raises the possibility of unprofessional or ineffective evaluation.

For this reason, a variety of specialists should be employed in proposal evaluation. 
Process efforts need to be directed toward securing a specialist pool for these proj-
ects. Since port and maritime affairs are divided into a number of specific areas, 
reflecting the so-called “partition phenomenon,” it is often hard for a specialist in 
one line of business to understand other lines of business. If professionals are invited 
to conduct a feasibility study for a project, they are able to identify issues of the 
project that become part of the criteria for evaluation when an RFP is announced. 
Uncertainty in evaluation can be removed through this process. 

Moreover, by contributing to a feasibility study, an evaluating agency is able to get 
an overall picture of the project and play a leading role. A professional research 
institute could assume such a responsibility. A pool of evaluators developed by the 
institute would be composed of multiple members from diverse fields. If they belong 
to the same field, they would come from different competing organizations.  

System Improvement and Project Monitoring

Sustained efforts to reform the system for PPP port projects should be made and 
phased-evaluations of implemented projects should be conducted. Development of 
a database of issues that arise in each phase would serve as a useful guide for future 
projects. For instance, problems arising throughout the PPP project process—from 
designation of a solicited project through conclusion of a concession agreement 
and completion of construction—can be compiled and reviewed in a white paper. 
Key documents can be separately stored in such a database. For the operational 
period, performances and problems from several projects could be filed at intervals 
for review. System improvements, documentation of performance and problems, 
and further feedback would be conducive to strengthen the PPP system and evolve a 
more systematic approach to PPP port projects in the long run. 
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Table 8-1 Trigger Rule Application Cases during Construction  
Phases of Port Development Projects

Item Completed-type port development Successive-type port development

Project/
Applicable 
Law

Container Terminal Development 
Project at Incheon South Port/Non-
competent Authority (Ports Act)

First Phase Public–Private Partnership 
Project at Busan New Port/PPP Act

Plan Construction of three-berth 
container terminal: One berth is 
built over 2 years and operated for 
1 year at a time before construction 
commencement of another.

A container terminal with a 
3.2-kilometer (km) quay is built 
over 96 months in two phases: 
first 78 months for 2.0 km and 
54 months for 1.2 km, with two 
phases overlapping.

Requirement Observance of construction period 
requested; revocation of approval in 
case of delay without rational cause.

Strict compliance with construction 
schedule pursuant to government–
private concession agreement. 
Liability falls on private sector in case 
of delay.  

Feature Phased construction periods 
are fixed in advance; phases are 
noncontinuous. 

Phased construction periods are fixed 
in advance; phases are overlapping.

Strengths 
and 
Weaknesses

• As private sector takes full 
operational responsibilities, 
financial soundness is secured 
and profitability is enhanced.

• Reasonability is acknowledged as 
government, which is ultimately 
responsible for supplying 
facilities, clarifies timing of 
facility supply; full delegation 
of responsibility to private 
participant for facility supply in 
case of demand changes causes 
delay and substandard port 
services. Policy improvement is 
necessary.

• Measures are essential for 
government to decide when to 
commence second phase after 
completing first phase.

• Failure to adjust throughput 
changes to facility construction in 
following phase would take time 
to handle surplus facility and 
increase initial investment, raising 
financial cost. 

• For new port project whose initial 
demand forecast is uncertain, 
measures are needed to clarify 
terms in concession agreement to 
adjust construction periods based 
on demand.

• For example, project period is 
clarified beforehand as usual. To 
meet demand more flexibly, it is 
necessary to specify conditions 
that require consultations to 
begin only if demand for first-
phase facilities in operation 
reaches certain level.

Source: Adapted from W-H. Kim and J-P. Lee. 2006. Evaluation and Development of Private Investment in 
Port Facilities. Seoul: Korean Maritime Institute.
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Background

The Republic of Korea introduced public–private partnership (PPP) projects in 
1994 and has promoted them mainly using the build–transfer–operate (BTO) 
method. The PPP Act was revised in 2005 to include the build–transfer–lease 

(BTL) method, which has been actively implemented in major developed countries, 
including the United Kingdom (UK). As a result of the introduction of the BTL method, 
major targets of PPP projects have expanded from transport facilities to various social 
infrastructure facilities, such as schools, hospitals, and welfare facilities. This has 
reinvigorated many areas, as demonstrated by a sharp increase in annual investment 
in PPP projects amounting to several trillion won.

When the government introduced the BTL system, it was estimated that it would 
take 20 years or more to renovate the nation’s worn-out elementary and secondary 
schools through public-financed construction. Despite such an urgent need, however, 
limited resources kept the government from providing sufficient fiscal assistance. On 
the other hand, the UK, Australia, and Japan, where the governments were actively 
implementing BTL-type projects, were solving the budgetary problems by building 
and operating various facilities, including schools. The Republic of Korea bench-
marked these advanced countries and introduced BTL projects in the school sector 
in 2005.       

Against this backdrop, the education-related BTL projects have continued to expand 
and have taken root in the Republic of Korea. Total investment exceeded W5 trillion 
in 130 government-announced BTL projects in just 4 years after introducing the BTL 
system.  

This paper looks into the major content of school facility projects as representative 
cases of the BTL method and analyzes their performance with the objective of using 
the analysis to improve BTL school projects in the future. Also this paper can serve as 
good introductory material on BTL projects in the Republic of Korea.
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Status of Korean School 
Facilities and Changes 
in Policy Environment

Conditions of School Facilities and the Investment Situation

Mid- to Long-Term Visions and Goals of School Facility Projects 

The vision of school facility projects is to reduce oversized schools—that is, 
schools with too many classes—and overcrowded classes in the medium term 
and to create an advanced learning environment in the long run. The mid-

term vision is to target the gap in the school environment among different regions 
and schools by building new schools under the government’s balanced regional 
development plan, providing an optimal level for the school environment, and 
extending and renovating worn-out facilities. By 2015, the government plans to 
create advanced learning conditions, as well as more interactive, ecological, and 
environment-friendly school conditions, which correspond to changes in social and 
environmental conditions, including the low birthrate and an aging society.64

The entire school improvement program is aimed at lowering the ratio of worn-
out elementary and secondary school facilities to overall elementary and secondary 
school facilities from 17.2% in 2005 to 14.7% in 2010. It also plans to raise the 

64 The goals of improving school conditions were set based on the level of schools in Organisation for 
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries in response to the Republic of Korea 
joining the OECD in 1996.

Long term
(2015) 

Creation of advanced
learning conditions
(comfortable and
safe environment)    

→

• Creation of an emotional quotient-oriented
   school environment  
• Coping with low birthrate and aging society

• Creation of ecological, environment-friendly
   school climate
• Construction of schools for balanced regional
   development
• Extension and remodeling of worn-out facilities

↑

Medium 
term

(2010) 

Narrowing gap in school
conditions among regions
(reducing oversized schools
and overcrowded classes)

→

• Provision of optimal learning environment
• Construction of schools for balanced regional
   development
• Extension and renovation of worn-out facilities 

Figure 10-1 Government’s Mid- to Long-Term Vision for School 
Facilities Improvement Projects
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acquisition rate of athletic facilities at elementary and secondary schools from 20.6% 
in 2005 to 27.4% in 2010. The program will sharply improve the national universities’ 
accommodation rate—the number of students living in dormitories out of the total 
number of students—from 11.3% in 2005 to 22.3% in 2010.    

Progress and Performance of School Facilities Projects

On 20 July 2001, the government launched a program to improve school condi-
tions so that schools could prepare students for the knowledge and information 
society of the 21st century. It aims at solving the problems of oversized schools and 
overcrowded classes and reducing the number of students per class to the average 
level in Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries. 
Massive investment has been made to secure school facilities. 

Thanks to this program, the number of elementary schools, which had been declining 
somewhat up until 2000, began to rebound. The number of middle schools and 
general high schools had been increasing prior to 2001 and continued that expansion 
to 2007. In the case of vocational high schools, however, the numbers have fallen 
since 2000 due to a decreasing interest in vocational training as average income in 
the Republic of Korea has increased (Figure 10-2).65

As a result of building more schools and classes, the number of students per class has 
continued to decrease at all levels (Table 10-2, Figure 10-3). The number of students 
per class fell from 35.6 in 2001 to 30.2 in 2007 in the case of elementary schools, 
from 37.3 to 35.0 in the case of middle schools, and from 39.7 to 33.1 in the case 
of high schools. 

The 2001 program to improve school conditions has led to an increase in the construc-
tion of new schools and the addition of classrooms at various school levels and, as 

65 Government investment in education facilities has been consistently increasing even when there was a 
change in the ruling party, the financial crisis in 1998, and other economic fluctuations. 

Table 10-1 Objectives of School Facilities Improvement Project,  
2005–2010 (%)

Target of Investment 2005 2007 2010

• Reduce the ratio of worn-out elementary and 
secondary school facilities
(Facilities over 30 years old/total school space) 17.2 → 16.9 → 14.7

• Increase the ratio of elementary and secondary 
schools with athletic facilities
(Number of schools with athletic facilities/total 
number of schools) 20.6 → 21.2 → 27.4

• Student accommodation rate of dormitories at 
national universities
(Number of students accommodated in dormitories/
total number of students) 11.3 → 18.0 → 22.3

Source: Ministry of Education, Science and Technology.
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a result, the number of overcrowded classes (classes with 36 students or more) has 
been on a sharp decline. In the case of elementary and high schools in particular, the 
portion of overcrowded classrooms dropped by almost half, statistics shows.66 This 
means that school conditions have noticeably been improved thanks to the expan-
sion of school facilities.    

On the other hand, oversized schools (elementary schools with 37 classes or more, 
and middle- and high-schools with 36 classes or more) rose a little in number, a 
result of the fall in the number of overcrowded classes, which can be explained as 
a transitional phenomenon in the course of implementing the program to improve 
school conditions. 

The implementation of the 2001 program to improve school conditions in the 
Republic of Korea to the levels of OECD countries improved school conditions some-
what in quantitative terms, as shown by the continuous rise in the number of schools 
at all levels, as well as the gradual decline in the number of students per class.  

Changes in the Policy Environment for School Facilities

As the nation’s economy has rapidly advanced and the demand for better education 
has increased since the 1990s, the need for improving school conditions to OECD 
countries’ levels has also grown sharply. The aging of the population has increased 

66 Source: Korea Development Institute. 2007. Annual Report on School Statistics. Seoul.

Figure 10-2 Changes in the Number of Schools By Level, 1990–2007
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the overall social demand for lifetime education, which calls for schools to serve 
also as training and cultural centers for all people, in addition to their original role 
of student education. This, coupled with the increased demand for optimal class 
size amid heightened public interest in school quality, has led to rising demand for 
adequate school facilities to enhance school efficiency.

Demand for Diversified School Models

The nation has been promoting a policy to diversify school models that better suit 
regional circumstances. This effort is likely to produce diverse models of school facili-
ties and lead to demands for advanced, lifetime learning facilities.

Also, in the course of reducing the number of oversized schools in cities, the effort to 
secure school sites is likely to lead to increased construction of smaller schools, which 
can serve as a complex of facilities linked to related public facilities.67   

67 Y. Park et al. 2005. Study on Redevelopment Applied by Seoul Special City’s Program to Turn Schools 
into Complex Facilities.  Seoul: Korean Educational Development Institute.

Figure 10-3 Change in the Number of Students Per Class by Level, 
2001–2007
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Table 10-2 Reduction in the Number of Students  
per Class, 2001–2007

Type of School 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

Elementary school 35.6 34.9 33.9 32.9 31.8 30.9 30.2

Middle school 37.3 36.7 34.8 35.1 35.3 35.3 35.0

High school 39.7 33.9 33.1 33.8 32.7 32.5 33.1

Average 36.9 35.1 33.9 30.2 32.9 31.7 31.7

Source: Korea Development Institute. 2007. Annual Report on School Statistics. Seoul.
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Rising Demand for Optimal Class Size

In 2007, the average class size in the Republic of Korea is much greater than the 
OECD average. The average number of students per class at elementary school insti-
tutions stands at 30.2, about 10 more than the OECD average of 21.6, while that in 
secondary institutional institutions is close to 35, about 11 more than OECD average 
of 23.9. This reflects the poorer conditions in the Republic of Korea compared with 
the average educational environment indicators of OECD countries.       

Table 10-3 Types of Social and Educational Facilities

Type Function Kinds of Available Facilities

Sports facilities Promotion of health for 
students and residents and 
provision of sports training

Gymnasium, swimming pool, fitness 
center, aerobic center, yoga room, 
sports dancing hall, tennis court, 
golf-practicing range

Lifetime education– 
 information  
 facilities

Provision of lifetime school 
programs for residents and 
acquisition of linguistic and 
information skills

Library, computer room, information 
center, linguistic center, cultural 
school center, audiovisual room

Day care–welfare  
 facilities

Provision of day care of 
babies and children as well 
as protection of the elderly 
and disadvantaged classes

Nursery, senior citizens’ center, day 
care center

Cultural facilities Conduct of cultural and 
leisure activities

Recreation room, movie house, music 
room, exhibition hall, park, karaoke 
room, video room, studio and small 
auditorium

Convenience  
 facilities 

Enhancement of residents’ 
convenience

Parking lot, cafeteria, resting lounge, 
café, post office, bank, shopping mall 

Job training facilities Vocational guidance 
and retraining for re-
employment

Lecture room, skill practicing room, 
employment information center, 
conference room 

Source:  Y. Park et al. 2005. Study on Redevelopment Applied by Seoul Special City’s Program to Turn 
Schools into Complex Facilities. 

Table 10-4 Optimal Class Size at Different School Levels

Number of Student

Level of Schools Optimal Number

Elementary school Lower grades 20 or less

Higher grades Between 20 and 25

Middle school 20–25

High school Humanities school 25–30

Vocational school 20–25

Source: Ministry of Education, Science and Technology. 2005. Study on Optimal Class Size at Elementary, 
Middle and High Schools. Seoul.
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Studies have pointed out that the nation’s average number of students per class 
hovers above optimal school levels. This has led to the acknowledgement of the 
need to improve school quality by reducing the number of students per class, 
which is increasing the demand for more school facilities. Table 10.4 shows the 
optimal number of students per class as indicated in an earlier study.

Many school buildings in the Republic of Korea were constructed to meet the 
increasing school demand accompanying rapid industrialization in the 1950s and 
1960s. More than 40 years have passed, and worn-out facilities account for almost 
half of the elementary schools as well as a considerable portion of middle and high 
schools. The aging school facilities inevitably result in demand for extending and 
remodeling schools. This demand would place a considerable burden on the govern-
ment’s school budget if all of the construction were carried out through government-
financed projects. Accordingly, the use of BTL projects is an effective alternative, 
which helps to reduce the burden on the school budget and to meet the demand for 
school facilities in a timely manner.     
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Expanded Private Participation 
in School Facilities 

Build–Transfer–Lease System for School Facilities 

Outline of Build–Transfer–Lease System

The build–transfer–lease (BTL) method is a form of public–private partnership 
(PPP) investment that had not been implemented in the Republic of Korea 
until 2005. Under this method, private contractors invest capital to build 

public facilities, lease them out to the government, and recover investment costs 
by collecting leasing fees.68 Private concessionaires transfer the facility ownership 
to the government upon completion; they retain the right to operate the facilities 
and realize profits from them for a given period. Private concessionaires not only 
take on the responsibility of designing and building the facilities but also provide 
the government with operational services for 20 years or more. In other words, 
the government provides public services by purchasing the facilities as well as the 
operational services supplied by private concessionaires.

The BTL project differs from the build–transfer–operate (BTO) project, which had 
previously taken the main role in the PPP system in the Republic of Korea, in the 
following ways.

68 The Government of the Republic of Korea mainly consulted the United Kingdom’s (UK) private finance 
initiative (PFI) system, Partnerships Victoria in Australia, and Japan’s PFI system, when it introduced the 
BTL scheme in 2005.
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First, while BTO projects target facilities for which private concessionaires can impose 
fees on end users and thus guarantee profitability, BTL projects target facilities for 
which private concessionaires cannot recoup their investment through user fees 
alone, if at all. Second, concessionaires recover investment costs on the basis of user 
fees in BTO projects,69 but on the basis of the government’s reimbursement of lease 
fees in BTL projects. Third, while private concessionaires bear the risks of revenue 
changes resulting from changing demand for BTO project facilities, the government 
takes on the demand risk in BTL projects; that is, the government pays rent, which 
comprises certain revenue rates previously stipulated, to private concessionaires even 
when demand falls.      

Background of the Build–Transfer–Lease System

Some developed countries, including the United Kingdom (UK), had difficulties 
providing necessary public services through the issuance of government bonds or 
expanding fiscal disbursement due to national debts and fiscal deficits so they intro-
duced the BTL method mainly as a means of overcoming these financial difficulties. 

The sovereign debt of the Republic of Korea was far smaller than in these developed 
countries, and the government had not adopted a policy of sustained budget defi-
cits.70 Therefore, there is a limit to the argument that the BTL system was introduced 
simply due to difficulties in making fiscal investment through the issuance of govern-
ment bonds.71 Although the nation might prefer the BTL method, as it is easier to 
implement than fiscal investment and allows the payment of lease fees on an install-
ment basis, it is not accurate to say that the system was introduced only to ease the 
burden on fiscal resources or to avoid the issuance of government bonds.       

69 Not all BTO projects recover investment costs from end user fees alone. In some cases, the government 
provides subsidies to contactors to attract private capital by improving their profitability. In the case of 
BTO road projects in 2006, for example, the government subsidies accounted for 23% of total project 
cost. In railroad and port projects, the government subsidies account for 20%–30% of total project 
costs.

70 In the UK, one of the developed countries where PPP projects have been reinvigorated, the government 
debt amounted to 46.8% of gross domestic product (GDP) in 2005; the Republic of Korea’s 
government debt was reported to be at only 20.3% of GDP (Organisation for Economic Co-operation 
and Development. 2005. OECD Economic Outlook. Paris).

71 Although laws concerning PPP projects were first enacted in 1994, it was during the 1997–1998 
economic crisis that the projects came on the track. BTL projects based on long-term leases did not 
begin implementation until 2005. 

Table 11-1 Comparison of the Build–Transfer–Operate  
and Build–Transfer–Lease Methods

Implementation 
Methods Build–Transfer–Operate Build–Transfer–Lease

Facility characteristics Getting a return is possible  
by collecting a user fee from  
the end user.

Getting a return is difficult 
by charging the end user for 
use of the facility.

Return on
 investment

User fee paid by end users Government payment 

Project risk Private sector bears the  
demand risk.

Demand risk of the private 
sector is eliminated.

Source: Ministry of Strategy and Finance.
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By letting private concessionaires and specialized firms participate in the construc-
tion and operation of school facilities, instead of resorting to fiscal investment in 
which the state directly finances their construction, the government can expect a 
number of positive effects. 

First, the payment of installments has the effect of dispersing the government’s 
fiscal burdens over a long period of time, which enables the government to provide 
core services to meet an immediate public need without shouldering excessive fiscal 
burdens. More specifically, the government can launch projects for the construc-
tion of schools to deal with the growing demand from increasing development 
of housing complexes and new towns. Also, it can improve school conditions by 
expanding and renovating worn-out school facilities and adding athletic facilities 
that are in increasing demand from students and local communities.      

Second, the drastically eased burden on short-term school investment allows the 
government to make the most of fiscal resources for other educational purposes, 
such as support for low-income schools and students, training of teachers, and 
school health guidance, helping to enhance the efficiency of the government’s fiscal 
management. 

Third, the shift of project structure from public agencies to private companies, which 
have experience in construction and operation, can help to enhance value for money 
(VFM) in the overall construction and operation of school facilities. More specifi-
cally, in promoting BTL projects, the government agencies can limit their role to 
overall planning and monitoring, while leaving most of the essential procedures, 

Table 11-2 Expected Outcome of Build–Transfer–Lease Projects for 
School Facilities

Changes by Project Outcome

Easing burdens on fiscal 
budget/Benefit from early 
provision of facilities

 – Timely response to demands for new school 
construction due to development of housing complexes 
and other reasons

 – Early improvement of school conditions through 
renovating worn-out facilities and adding athletic 
facilities and laboratories 

 – Making the most of financial resources for 
school facilities to enhance school welfare and 
competitiveness, including tuition support for low-
income students and training of teachers

Changes in school facility 
project structure
Education office → Private 
sector initiative

 – Leaving overall project procedures of school facility 
projects, such as raising financial resources, designing, 
and construction supervision, to private sector  

 – Education offices limit their role to minimal 
management

Specialization of facility 
construction and/or 
management

 – Construction supervision: Education office → 
specialized management firm

 – Cleaning and others services: Consignment → 
specialized private firms

Source: Ministry of Strategy and Finance.
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including raising financial resources, designing, construction supervision, and main-
tenance management, to the private sector. With respect to post-construction 
facility management, the education offices had previously managed them directly 
or entrusted their management to others agencies. Under the BTL project system, 
however, private firms specializing in facility management take exclusive responsi-
bility for construction and post-construction management. Such enlarged roles for 
the private sector helps to enhance the overall project efficiency.  

Build–Transfer–Lease Projects and Their Types 

Article 2 of the Act on Private Participation in Infrastructure stipulates that a total of 
44 social infrastructure facilities can be built and operated under this law. The facility 
types are diverse, ranging from such large transport facilities as roads, railroads, and 
ports, to smaller social infrastructure facilities, including schools, facilities for senior 
citizens, and museums.  

Among them, school facilities in accordance with the Act on Elementary and 
Secondary Education and the Act on Higher Education (elementary, middle, and 
high schools and university facilities) were added in 2005 to the type of investment 
eligible for the PPP method. Currently, government agencies, such as the Ministry 
of Education, Science and Technology and the Ministry of Labor Affairs, are limiting 
PPP projects to elementary, middle, and high school facilities, dormitories of national 
universities, and technical universities’ facilities.    

The foremost criterion in judging whether certain facilities are suitable for PPP proj-
ects is who provides the core service. In the case of school facilities, the core service 
is provided by teachers directly employed by the government; in other words, this 
excludes the participation of private concessionaires in principle. Therefore, the 
school facility is more suitable for the BTL method in terms of core service criteria. 
With respect to the second criteria of imposing user fees, national or public school 
institutions can impose only a minimal level of school fees compared with private 
institutions. While schools can collect fees for the use of accessory facilities like 
athletic facilities, it is difficult to directly impose user fees on main school facilities. 
Third, even if the concessionaires were to receive some user fees from students and 
their parents as the beneficiaries of the services, there would be a ceiling to raising 
such fees. Even if the government were to grant considerable amount of subsidies 
in the construction stage, as is the case for transport facilities, it would difficult for 
the government to meet the costs of school facilities, which are characterized by 
a high portion of expenses in operational stages, which account for up to 50% of 
the total contract amount. In terms of revenue, school facilities belong to a project 
type that makes it hard for private concessionaires to secure revenues by directly 
imposing fees. For these reasons, the BTL scheme appears to be the most proper 
project type for school facilities. The government makes up for construction costs 
in the form of paying lease fees to the concessionaire, which is also why most of 
the PPP projects concerning school facilities are currently being conducted using 
the BTL method.72 

72 In 2008, the Government of the Republic of Korea introduced a PPP-type check list to decide the best 
model for a particular project.
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Table 11-3 Criteria for Judgment of Public–Private Partnership  
Project Types

Criteria Type I Type II Type III Type IV Type V Type VI

1. Core service O O O ∆ X X

2. User fee O O X O O X

3. Profitability O X X O X X

Eligible facility Expressway, 
monorail 

(capital area)

Environmental 
facility, waste 

disposal facility

City 
park

Robot 
land and 
others

Museum, 
science 
center

School

Project type BTO BTL BTL BTL/BTO BTL BTL

BTO = build–transfer–operate, BTL = build–transfer–lease.

Source: Ministry of Strategy and Finance.

Table 11-4 Total Project Cost of Build–Transfer–Lease Projects for 
Elementary, Middle, and High Schools,  

2005–2008 (W trillion)

Criteria 2005 2006 2007 2008 Total

Total project costa 1.3 2.4 1.6 0.9 6.2
a Based on government-posted costs.

Source: Ministry of Education, Science and Technology.

Figure 11-2 Total Project Cost of Build–Transfer–Lease Projects  
for Elementary, Middle, and High Schools, 2005–2008  

(W trillion)

Source: Ministry of Education, Science and Technology.
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Status of Build–Transfer–Lease Projects for School Facilities 
and Mid- to Long-Term Investment Plans 

Build–Transfer–Lease Investment for Elementary, Middle,  
and High Schools

As of December 2007, a total of 137 BTL projects to extend or renovate elementary, 
middle, and high school facilities were ongoing, with an aggregate investment of 
W5.31 trillion. In 2005, the first year the BTL method was introduced, approximately 
W1.3 trillion was invested in 38 projects. The investment peaked at W2.4 trillion for 
58 BTL projects in 2006, before falling back to about W1.6 trillion for 41 BTL proj-
ects in 2007. This reflects a downward trend in BTL projects since 2007, compared 
with 2006 when the government encouraged BTL projects to make up for sluggish 
government investment. 

Dormitory Facilities at National Universities 

As of December 2007, a total of 14 projects involving universities were ongoing, with 
an aggregate investment of W925.3 billion. This amount accounts for a relatively 
small portion of total school projects, equivalent to only one-twentieth of elementary 
and secondary school projects. In its early phase in 2005, massive investment was 
made in dormitory facilities at universities; investment in dormitories had previously 
been rather sluggish due to budgetary shortages. In 2005, W500 billion was invested 
in 10 projects, but this sharply fell to W54.4 billion in two projects the following year. 
In 2007, dormitory investment rebounded to W300 billion in two projects. What is 
remarkable is the fact that the entire construction (costing about W250 billion) of 
the Ulsan National University for Science and Technology is being conducted as a 
BTL project. By making this project a starting point, future construction projects of 
national and public universities are expected to be done by attracting private capital, 
instead of using government funding.

Build–Transfer–Lease Facilities at Technical Colleges

As of December 2007, three technical college projects were being implemented 
using the BTL method, with an aggregate investment of W169.7 billion. This repre-
sents the smallest school sector in both investment amount and portion of all 
school facility projects. Although these are school facilities, the technical college 
projects are conducted under the authority of the Ministry of Labor Affairs, unlike 
other school projects that are conducted by the Ministry of Education, Science and 
Technology. One project was announced in 2005, followed by one in 2006, and 
another one in 2007.      

Mid- to Long-Term Investment Plans for Build–Transfer–Lease 
School Projects

Direction of Build–Transfer–Lease Projects for School Facilities

The Ministry of Education, Science and Technology plans to conduct all school 
facility projects using the BTL method (small-scale projects, dormitories of national 
universities, and others), except for the purchase of land needed for new school 
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Table 11-5 Dormitory Facilities at National Universities Built  
by Build–Transfer–Lease Projects

Criteria Project Name
Competent 
Authorities

Total  
Project  

Cost
(W hundred 

million)

Leasing 
Period 
(years)

Date of 
Announcement Present Status

1 Dormitories at 
Jeonbuk and 
Jeonju School 
Universities 

Jeonbuk  
and  
Jeonju School 
Universities

457 20 25 May 2005 Under 
construction

2 Student halls 
of Jeonnam 
and three other 
universities

Jeonnam and 
three other 
universities

958 20 7 September 
2005

Under 
construction

3 Student hall of 
Jeju University

Jeju University 129 20 26 September 
2005

Under 
construction

4 Student halls  
of Gyeongsang 
and Changwon 
Universities

Gyeongsang 
and 
Changwon 
Universities

448 20 27 September 
2005

Under 
construction

5 Student halls 
of Geyongbuk 
and Geumo 
Engineering 
Universities 

Gyeongbuk 
and Geumo 
Engineering 
Universities 

423 20 28 September 
2005

Under 
construction

6 Student halls 
of Chungbuk, 
Korea 
Teachers’, 
and Cheongju 
School 
Universities

Chungbuk, 
Korea 
Teachers’ and 
Cheongju 
School 
Universities

504 20 28 September 
2005

In operation

7 Student halls 
of Gangwon, 
Gangneung 
and Chuncheon 
School 
Universities

Gangwon, 
Gangneung 
and 
Chuncheon 
School 
Universities

597 20 29 September 
2005

Under 
construction

8 Dormitories 
of Busan, 
Bugyeong and 
Busan School 
Universities

Busan, 
Bugeyong and 
Busan School 
Universities

617 20 29 September 
2005

Under 
construction

9 Student halls 
of Chungnam, 
Gongju, 
Hanbat, 
Gongju School 
Universities

Chungnam, 
Gongju, 
Hanbat, 
Gongju School 
Universities

965 20 30 September 
2005

Under 
construction

continued on next page
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Criteria Project Name
Competent 
Authorities

Total  
Project  

Cost
(W hundred 

million)

Leasing 
Period 
(years)

Date of 
Announcement Present Status

10 Student halls 
of Seoul 
Industrial, 
Rehabilitation-
Welfare, 
Gyeongin 
School 
Universities 

Seoul 
Industrial, 
Rehabilitation-
Welfare, 
Gyeongin 
School 
Universities

329 20 11 November 
2005

Under 
construction

11 Dormitories 
of Jeonbuk 
University, 
Seoul National 
University of 
Education

University, 
Seoul National 
University of 
Education

277 20 5 July 2006 Signing of 
contract

12 Dormitories of 
Busan, Andong 
Universities 

Busan, 
Andong 
Universities

267 20 10 October 2006 Under 
construction

13 Dormitory 
of national 
university 
(Seoul National 
University)

Seoul National 
University

784 20 15 November 
2007

Announcement 
made

14 Ulsan National 
University

Ulsan National 
University

2,498 20 30 March 2007 Under 
construction

  9,253  

Source: Ministry of Education, Science and Technology.

Figure 11-3 Dormitory Facilities at National Universities Built  
by Build–Transfer–Lease Projects (W hundred million)
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Table 11-5 continued
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construction and small-scale extensions of elementary and secondary schools.73 
Accordingly, the importance of PPP projects is expected to continue to grow with 
the use of BTL projects for investment in school facilities exceeding 50%. Particularly, 
the cumulative amount of annual payments is rapidly increasing in keeping with 
the growth in project scale and the number of target projects. This requires the 
government to take payments for BTL projects into priority account in establishing 
mid- to long-term budget plans for provincial education.           

73 The numbers in this chapter are based on the government investment plan; therefore, real investment 
results may be different from planned amounts. Source: Ministry of Education, Science and Technology.

Table 11-6 Facilities at Technical Colleges Built  
by Build–Transfer–Lease Projects

Criteria Project Name
Competent 
Authorities

Total Cost
(W hundred 

million)

Leasing 
Period 
(years)

Date of 
Announcement

Present 
Status

1 Anseong, 
Jeongsu, 
Incheon 
Technical 
Colleges

Labor 
Ministry

398 20 8 June 2005 In 
operation

2 Construction of 
Dormitory and 
Engineering 
Hall at Korea 
Polytech 
University 

Labor 
Ministry

592 20 23  
November  

2006

Announced

3 2007 Korea 
Polytech 
University 

Labor 
Ministry

707 20 27  
December  

2007

Announced

 1,697

Source: Ministry of Education, Science and Technology.

Figure 11-4 Facilities at Technical Colleges Built  
by Build–Transfer–Lease Projects (W100 million)

800

600

400

W
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ill
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Source: Ministry of Education, Science and Technology.
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Table 11-7 Mid-Term Investment in Build–Transfer–Lease Projects  
for School Facilities, 2005–2010 (W hundred million)

Type of Facility 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

2005–
2010 
Total

Elementary 
and 
secondary 
schools

1. New 
construction

No. of schools 226 215 117 139 137 101 1,013

Amount 12,678 18,882 11,711 13,544 12,413 9,797 79,025

2. Extension No. of schools 47 73 59 12 9 200

Amount 2,456 6,633 4,950 1,188 810 16,037

3. Small 
facilities

No. of schools 67 323 409 258 203 130 1,390

Amount 761 5,427 5,135 2,832 1,703 63 15,921

 – Athletic 
facilities

No. of schools 67 272 262 115 62 778

Amount 761 4,216 3,742 1,692 927 11,338

 – Others No. of schools 51 66 44 29 3 193

Amount 1,211 1,393 1,140 776 63 4,583

Subtotal of BTL project cost for 
elementary and secondary schools 15,895 30,942 21,796 17,564 14,926 9,860 110,983

University National 
University

No. of schools 27 4 2 0 0 0 33

BTL amount 5,430 544 3,324 0 0 0 9,298

1. Dormitory No. of schools 27 4 1 32

BTL amount 5,430 544 824 6,798

2.  Ulsan 
National 
University 

No. of schools 1 1

BTL amount
2,500 2,500

Subtotal of BTL projects for university 
facilities 5,430 544 3,324 0 0 0 9,298

Total of BTL project cost 21,325 31,486 25,120 17,564 14,926 9,860 120,281

No. = number, BTL = build–transfer–lease.

Source: Ministry of Education, Science and Technology.

Mid- to Long-Term Investment Volume of Build–Transfer–Lease Projects 
for School Facilities

The government plans to conduct BTL projects totaling W11.1 trillion for elemen-
tary and secondary school facilities and W929.8 billion for university facilities—
from 2005 to 2010 (Table 11-7). Investment in new construction of elementary and 
secondary schools takes the lion’s share with W7.9 trillion, followed by remodeling 
with W1.6 trillion and small-scale facilities with W1.59 trillion (W1.13 trillion for 
athletic facilities and W458.2 trillion for other facilities).  

According to the BTL project promotional plan for 2011–2015, about W6.12 trillion 
will be invested in elementary and secondary school facilities alone with no allocation 
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for university facilities. Detailed 2011–2015 plans for BTL projects for elementary and 
secondary schools will be similar to 2005–2010 investment plans, with the largest 
amount of W4.12 trillion invested in new construction and another W2 trillion in 
extensions.

Mid- to Long-Term Investment Plans for School Facilities and  
Build–Transfer–Lease Projects

The Ministry of Education, Science and Technology plans to purchase land needed 
for new school construction and conduct small extensions through fiscal projects. 
For all other projects—such as new construction and extension of elementary and 
secondary schools and small-scale development as well as the new construction of 
national universities’ dormitories and Ulsan National University—the ministry will use 
BTL projects.  

Table 11-8 Long-Term Investment in Build–Transfer–Lease  
Projects for School Facilities, 2011–2015 

(W hundred million)

Type of Facility 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

2011–
2015 
Total

2005–
2015 
Total

Elementary 
and 
secondary 
schools

1. New  
 construction

No. of schools 95 90 85 80 75 425 1,438

Amount 9,215 8,730 8,245 7,760 7,275 41,225 120,250

2. Extension No. of schools 50 50 50 50 50 250 450

Amount 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 20,000 36,037

3. Small  
 facilities

No. of schools 110 115 120 105 90 540 1,930

Amount 0 0 0 0 0 0 15,921

–  Athletic  
 facilities

No. of schools 0 778

Amount 0 11,338

–  Others No. of schools 0 193

Amount 0 4,583

Subtotal of BTL projects for elementary 
and secondary schools 13,215 12,730 12,245 11,760 11,275 61,225 172,208

University National  
 University 

No. of schools 0 0 0 0 0 0 33

BTL amount 0 0 0 0 0 0 9,298

1. Dormitory No. of schools 0 32

BTL amount 0 6,798

2. Ulsan  
 National  
 University

No. of school 0 1

BTL amount 0 2,500

Subtotal of BTL projects for university 
facilities 0 0 0 0 0 0 9,298

Total of BTL projects 13,215 12,730 12,245 11,760 11,275 61,225 181,506

No. = number, BTL = build–transfer–lease.

Source: Ministry of Education, Science and Technology.
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The ministry plans to provide a total of W22.26 trillion in support from 2005 to 
2010—W10.23 trillion for fiscal projects and W12.03 trillion for BTL projects. It also 
plans to invest W10.31 trillion in school facility projects—W4.19 trillion, or about 
40%, in fiscal projects, and the other W6.12 trillion, or about 60%, in BTL projects. 
A total of W32.58 trillion will be invested in school facility projects from 2005 to 
2015—W14.43 trillion in fiscal projects and W18.15 trillion in BTL projects.

At a glance, the government plans to use the BTL method for more than 50% of 
investment in school facilities over the long term. Table 11-9 shows the govern-
ment’s major investment plans and how it would raise required financial resources, 
by funding method (fiscal investment or BTL project).

Fiscal Demand for Build–Transfer–Lease Projects for School Facilities

Lease fees for build–transfer–lease projects. Table 11-10 and Table 11-11 indicate 
the government’s annual payments (lease fees) for elementary and secondary school 
facilities as well as university facilities. The payments have been calculated with the 
assumption of an annual profit rate of 6% (excluding value-added taxes) and 20-year 
leasing period using the equalized payment formula, based on investment plans up 
until 2015 (Tables 11-7, 11-8).   

The government’s annual payments (lease fees) for elementary and secondary schools 
increase continuously from 2007 and reach their peak in 2017. The payments range 
from W138.6 billion to W1.5 trillion. Comparable payments (lease fees) for university 
facilities range from W20.3 billion to W81.1 billion, and the total from 2007 to 2029 
is estimated to be about W1.62 trillion.74      

Government’s total fiscal demands from school facility projects (fiscal invest-
ment + build–transfer–lease). In the case where the government conducts school 
facility projects as presented in Table 11-9, the total annual fiscal demands are esti-
mated as the sum of fiscal project costs for new construction and extensions of 
schools, as well as government payments (lease fees) for BTL projects.

Table 11-12 shows the government’s total budgetary requirements assumption for 
school facilities. It shows that fiscal costs for school facility projects after 2015 stay 
at the 2015 level of W733.5 billion per year (refer to Table 11-9).   

As shown in Table 11-12, the government’s total annual fiscal demand, which is the 
total of fiscal project cost for elementary and secondary school facilities and govern-
ment payments (lease fees) for elementary and secondary schools and university 
facilities built by BTL projects, range from W831.8 billion to W2.31 trillion over the 
period 2007–2036, when the payments are completed.      

In comparing the annual average cost when the government conducts all school 
facility projects using fiscal money and the annual fiscal demand when part of the 
projects are implemented using the BTL method (minimum W831.8 billion and 
maximum W2.31 trillion), it seems more economical in terms of the fiscal burden 
for the government to conduct part of school facility projects using the BTL method. 

74 The government is considering setting the safeguard rule for annual payments for PPP project at 2% of 
the annual government budget as a ceiling.
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The government’s total budget demand for school facility projects in the future, and 
the amount of government payments are seen in Figure 11-5 (refer to Table 11-12 
for detailed figures).
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Figure 11-5 Government Payments (Lease Fees) and the Total Budget 
for School Facility Projects (W hundred million)

Note: Total budget for educational facility projects includes the total of fiscal project costs and 
government payments.

Source: Ministry of Education, Science and Technology.
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Major Implementation Procedures 
of Build–Transfer–Lease Projects 
for School Facilities

Implementation Procedures of Build–Transfer–Lease Projects 
and Major Roles among Involved Parties

Project Implementation Procedures

In general, build–transfer–lease (BTL) projects for school facilities are implemented 
according to the following procedures.

Developing project proposal. The Ministry of Education, Science and Technology 
prepare investment plans, and provincial education offices formulate detailed project 
proposals after selecting target facilities for BTL projects by taking the ministry’s plan 
into account.

Feasibility study and VFM test. Provincial education offices (or the Ministry of 
Education, Science and Technology) ask the Ministry of Strategy and Planning to 
conduct a preliminary feasibility study for planned BTL projects for school facilities 
costing W50 billion or more, while conducting value for money (VFM) test themselves 
for projects costing less than W50 billion.75 With respect to standardized small-scale 
facilities, however, they can use the simple version the VFM test through quantitative 
analyses. As for public–private partnership (PPP) projects that pass the feasibility and 
VFM tests, provincial education offices (or the Ministry of Education, Science and 
Technology) should request Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management 
Center (PIMAC) to examine their study results, and PIMAC would present written 
opinions on the results to the Ministry of Strategy and Finance (MOSF).

Submission of project proposal, determination of investment ceiling, and 
National Assembly resolution. The Ministry of Education, Science and Technology 
submits project proposals to the MOSF, which puts together BTL project proposals 
in all areas, determines ceilings on BTL projects for the following year, and submits 
them to the National Assembly, which in turn approves them 30 days before the 
fiscal year starts.

Formulation and announcement of project plans for facility projects. Provincial 
education offices formulate project proposals for school facilities to the extent 
confirmed by the National Assembly. The offices conduct BTL projects as govern-
ment-announced projects and invite concessionaires to bid through public notices. 
Major contents that should be included in the basic plan are as follows:

75 Detailed explanations on the methods of VFM tests are in the following section. 
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• estimated cost of target projects, construction period, matters concerning 
presumed sites and their sizes;

• user fees, ancillary projects, and other matters concerning revenues of 
concessionaires;

• properties to be returned to the government and other matters concerning 
the implementation methods of PPP projects;

• scope and methods of fiscal supports and other matters concerning 
government supports;

• operation of social infrastructure facilities built by PPP projects;
• qualifications of private concessionaires; and
• other matters recognized by competent authorities as necessary.

Evaluation of project proposals and designation of potential concessionaire. A 
two-stage evaluation method, consisting of technology and price appraisals, is used 
in principle; the prequalification method is in active use to save private participants’ 
proposal costs and to improve efficiency of appraisal.

Concession agreement and others matters. Conditions for project implementa-
tion, including total project cost and lease fees, are provisionally fixed in the selec-
tion stage, in which the priority negotiation partners are selected, to reduce the 
bargaining period. The negotiation of the concession agreement is conducted based 
on standard contracts with minimal adjustments usually made in the final accord.

Related ministries and other parties involved make efforts to speed up the project 
implementation processes, such as the early conduct of studies on the impact on 
transport and environment and swift decisions on execution designs.

Major Roles of Involved Parties in Build–Transfer–Lease Projects 
for School Facilities

Ministry of Strategy and Finance. The ministry is in charge of overall policies related 
to PPP projects (BTO, BTL, and all other PPP methods), especially on the Act on Private 
Participation in Infrastructure (Enforcement Decree).

The ministry’s major roles concerning BTL projects are as follows:

• establishment of the PPP Basic Plan and the plan for BTL projects (in charge 
of the overall system);

• conduct of preliminary feasibility study and VFM test for PPP projects (for 
those with total project cost of W50 billion or more);

• formulation of guidelines in determining the ceiling for lease-type PPP 
projects in the following year; and

• compilation of budgetary requirements from related ministries, 
determination of BTL project ceiling for the following year, and submission 
to the National Assembly.

Competent authorities (education offices/Ministry of Education, Science and 
Technology). For elementary, middle, and high school facility projects, the education 
offices of cities and provinces play the role of competent authorities. The Ministry of 
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Education, Science and Technology establishes investment plans for school facilities 
as a whole and is in overall charge of policy direction.

The ministry analyzes mid- to long-term investment demand for school facilities 
as a whole and works out investment plans (fiscal investment and PPPs). Based on 
these plans, provincial education offices determine the facilities they need and set up 
construction plans for target BTL projects.

Major roles of competent authorities (education offices) in relation to BTL school 
facilities are as follows:

• designate potential PPP projects, conduct feasibility study;
• formulate request for proposals (RFPs) for facility projects and make public 

announcements;
• evaluate project proposals;
• select potential concessionaire and conduct negotiations on the concession 

agreement;
• sign concession agreement and designate the concessionaire; and
• approve the Detailed Engineering and Design Plan for Implementation 

(DEDPI) and conduct post-construction management (supervision) and 
other functions.

Specialized institutions (PIMAC/Support Center for PPP Projects for School). 
PIMAC is a specialized institution supporting the management role of PPP projects. 
It has the role of supporting the entire range of PPP projects, including BTO and BTL 
projects. Also, it prepares and presents implementation know-how and guidelines, 
including VFM tests, the basic plan for facility projects, and standard agreements, to 
help maintain the objectivity and transparency of PPP projects. Major roles of PIMAC 
are as follows:

• identifying target facilities for PPP projects and conducting a feasibility 
study;

• formulating and supporting basic plans for PPP projects;
• supporting the designation of a concessionaire, including the study and 

evaluation of project proposals of PPP projects, and the signing of an 
agreement;

• studying ways to improve the PPP project system and other related matters;
• compiling and announcing statistics concerning overall operational status 

of PPP projects; and
• providing consulting services for foreign investors and supporting activities 

to attract foreign capital and public relations activities for PPP projects.

The Korean Educational Development Institute’s Support Center for PPP Projects 
for School Facilities is under the wing of the Ministry of Education, Science and 
Technology and has the role of supporting various works related to BTL projects 
for school facilities conducted by the ministry and education offices as competent 
authorities. Particularly, it conducts the VFM test for individual projects, supports 
negotiations and agreement signing, and develops and studies RFPs.
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Detailed Guidelines of Build–Transfer–Lease Projects  
by Major Procedure

Value for Money Test and Project Announcement

Selection of PPP project

Legal appropriateness. The regional education office must confirm that the school 
project is a project pursuant to Article 2 of the PPP Act. It must also confirm that 
the facilities provide essential services that the government has a general obliga-
tion to provide to the people. If the project is pursued through the solicitation of 
private capital, it must be determined whether ownership of the facilities could be 
transferred to the government or autonomous municipality when construction is 
completed. In other words, a review must be made on whether the facilities are 
suitable for a BTL-type project, in which after termination of the lease, but while the 
government holds ownership, the private concessionaire has exclusive user rights 
during the contract period.

Beginning in 2009, private school facility projects can use a BTL-type method with the 
approval of the regional education office, thus expanding the scope of investments 
possible in school facilities.76

Economic and financial feasibility. In the case of BTL projects for school facilities, 
rather than pursuing the project using public funds, implementation of BTL projects 
should lead to net economic benefits. The BTL method targets projects for which fees 
cannot be imposed on the end user or for which sufficient funds cannot be acquired 
through user fee collection.

In the case of school facilities, as a public facility, a basic operational cost can be 
charged. However, it would not be possible to charge a direct fee that is at the level 
of original costs, to procure funds for facility construction and operational expenses. 
Therefore, the facilities must be a type that is consistent with the economic and 
financial characteristics of a BTL project. There are also the following additional 
factors that must be considered to evaluate economic and financial appropriateness:

• facilities that require a large initial investment;
• facilities with high project benefits and urgent need for speedy 

implementation, but facing difficult financial conditions;
• facilities that have been reflected in mid- to long-term investment plans 

based on related laws and decrees;
• facilities for which smooth project implementation is possible, such as the 

acquisition of additional operational personnel necessary for expansion of 
facilities; and

• facilities that are physically separated so that independent management of 
project implementation and accounting is possible.

Other matters for consideration. For a project to be appropriate for the BTL method, 
it must be highly likely that land required for the project can be attained in advance, 
and the process of acquiring related licenses and permits must be completed as soon 

76 Ministry of Strategy and Finance. 2009. Basic Plan for Public–Private Partnerships. Seoul.
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as possible. Also, to be suitable for a PPP, there must be a low likelihood of civilian 
complaints being raised during the project implementation process.

Review by the PPP Review Committee. For school facilities with total project costs 
exceeding W200 billion, the project must go through the deliberation of the PPP 
Review Committee, which consists of the minister of strategy and finance, the vice 
ministers of each of the administrative ministries (including the vice minister of 
education, science and technology) that govern activities related to social overhead 
capital (SOC), and eight private sector representatives delegated by the minister of 
strategy and finance.

For projects that have total costs of less than W200 billion, they should go through 
the independent PPP review committee of the regional education office, but flex-
ibility is permitted, such as proceeding in adherence to local laws.

Procedure Flowchart Description Implementation Entity

Establish project proposal Education office• Select target project

Feasibility test
(VFM Test)

• Feasibility/urgency of project
   Review benefit over public project

Ministry of Education, Science and
Technology/Education office/
KDI/EDUMAC   

Submit project ceiling, resolution by
National Assembly

• Project target and size
   BTL project ceiling

Ministry of Strategy and Finance/
National Assembly 

Formulate/announce RFP  • Performance level of facility/operation services
   demanded by the competent authority  Education office 

Propose PPP • Design, construction, operation, funding plans

Evaluate/select potential concessionaire • Review PQ and evaluate project proposal
   Designate preferred bidder Education office 

Negotiate/formulate concession
agreement • Confirm project implementation terms

• Execution design, environmental impact 
   analysis, etc.

Groundbreaking/complete construction 

Approve DEDPI

• Attain required performance standards

• Attain required performance standardsOperate and manage facilities Education office/private
concessionaire

Concession agreement termination  • Transfer management and operation rights 
   to the competent authority Private concessionaire 

Private concessionaire 

Education office 

Negotiating party 

Private concessionaire 

Figure 12-1 Flowchart for Build–Transfer–Lease Project Procedures  
for School Facilities

BTL = build–transfer–lease, DEDPI = Detailed Engineering and Design Plan for Implementation,  
KDI = Korea Development Institute, EDUMAC = Educational Facilities Research and Management Center, 
PPP = public–private partnership, PQ = prequalification, RFP = request for proposal, VFM = value for money.

Source: Ministry of Strategy and Finance.
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Feasibility study and value for money test. Before designating certain school facili-
ties as PPP projects, the regional education office must request an expert agency 
(Educational Facilities Research and Management Center) to conduct a feasibility 
analysis of the particular project, as well as a VFM test. The appropriateness review 
must include the following:

Overview of VFM analysis (appropriateness review)

 � Alternative with VFM
To assess whether the private finance initiative (PFI) is more efficient 
compared with the public sector comparator (PSC), a VFM analysis is 
conducted. Also, when making comparisons between project methods 
that provide similar levels of service, the one that provides a higher 
value over cost is defined as the “alternative with VFM.”

 � Comprehensive VFM analysis
A comprehensive VFM analysis is conducted on the relevant projects to 
make an assessment of what is more appropriate, the PSC or the PFI.
• Quantitative VFM assessment: For an objective VFM evaluation, 

the total costs that must be assumed by the public sector in the 
two respective cases when providing the same level of services are 
calculated and compared.

• Qualitative VFM assessment: Qualitative calculation and 
comparisons are conducted for the two cases, in areas that do 
not allow quantification, such as improvements in service quality, 
technological innovation, repercussions, etc.

• Comprehensive assessment: A comprehensive assessment is made 
on the results of the quantitative and qualitative VFM tests. Based 
on the comprehensive assessment, the most appropriate method 
of implementation is determined.

Quantitative VFM analysis
Basic assumptions for analysis

 � Determination of reference project
The analysis must be conducted under the assumption that both the 
PSC and the PFI would provide the same level of services. Projects that 
provide the same level of services are regarded as reference projects. 
The reference project is the most general and most efficient project that 
satisfies all the factors of required performance standards, and is the 
basis for calculation of the project’s capital expenditures, operational 
costs, and income.
In terms of actual operation and maintenance and repairs, it is highly 
likely that a gap could occur in service quality between the PSC and 
the PFI. In the VFM testing stage, a comparison is made, based on the 
reference project, on operation and maintenance and repair costs, when 
considering level of services as equal.
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 � Calculation of reference cost
Reference cost (raw PSC) refers to the basic original cost of facilities 
calculated by assuming that the reference project was directly imple-
mented. Total costs incurred during the project period include construc-
tion cost, operational cost, maintenance and repair costs, operational 
revenue, etc.

Adjustments for fair comparison

 � Adjustments
To enable a fair comparison between the PSC and the simulated PFI, 
adjustments are necessary for some categories.

 � Revenue from project fees
When revenue is generated from project fees, it is judged that the 
same amount of revenue will arise from the particular project for both 
the PSC and the PFI. Therefore, revenue is assumed to be equal and is 
deducted from costs for both cases (e.g., library user fee, etc.).

 � Costs for implementation of supplementary projects
In the case of supplementary project implementation costs, for PFIs, the 
operation of supplementary projects can be acknowledged, as opposed 
to the case of PSCs. However, it is difficult to make a pre-analysis of the 
permitted range of supplementary projects in the VFM test. Therefore, 
in light of the required performance standards, supplementary project 
costs should be calculated only for those facilities that are explicitly 
recognized in advance as supplementary projects.

 � Tax payment
In the case of tax payments (including value-added tax and corporate 
income tax), there are no tax payment requirements for the PSC. Taxes 
must be paid by the PFI, but to assess the two alternatives from an 
equal standpoint, tax payment for PFI is excluded.

 � Compensation costs
Compensation costs are required for both the PSC and the PFI and can 
help promote the efficiency of private investment. Therefore, this is 
excluded from the cost calculation.

 � Government’s monitoring costs
When the project is pursued through a PFI method, separate expenses 
are required for government supervision and management. Human 
resource costs for relevant public servants and other expenses are 
also incurred in the case of a PSC, which is why in principle they are 
excluded from the expense category for both cases. However, when 
implementing the project in the form of private investment, when it is 
clearly recognized that a considerable amount of human resources and 
general resources are required in addition to the existing resources, this 
kind of expense can be reflected in the calculation.
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 � Insurance fee
Insurance fees recognized as PFI project costs may be applied in both 
cases as risk quantified expense, and therefore are deducted for both 
the PSC and the PFI after the calculation.

 � Others
Apart from the above adjustments, when it is judged that there may 
be items that should be reflected in the PSC or PFI plan for each project 
area, the basis of such an argument must be clearly presented to make 
additional adjustments possible.

Risk quantification
Risk factors in the PSC or PFI alternative may be presented in various 
ways according to the pertinent project area and its characteristics, 
but in principle, quantifiable risk is quantified as much as possible for 
reflection in VFM calculation.77

 � Risk of extension of construction period and increase in construction 
costs
In the case of PSCs, in light of past experiences, there have been frequent 
occasions when the construction period was extended due to budget 
constraints and/or administrative procedure, as well as an increase in 
project costs due to changes in volume, etc. Based on such experience, 
the PSC alternative has a greater risk of having the construction period 
extended or project costs increased in comparison to the PFI alterna-
tive. However, most BTL projects are construction projects, and these 
take up a short period of 1–3 years compared to other SOC projects. 
The Ministry of Strategy and Finance has found that errors in estima-
tion of design and construction costs are minimal; the risk of construc-
tion period extension or increase in construction costs is not separately 
quantified.
A total of 175 large-scale and long-term projects from 1994 to 1998 
were implemented with the budget set via long-term ongoing contracts. 
As a result, construction of only 20% was completed as planned. At 
least 50% had to have construction periods extended by at least 2 years 
(according to the former Ministry of Construction and Transportation’s 
report Problems in the Current Minimum Price Bidding System and 
Countermeasures). However, in the case of simple construction proj-
ects, it was revealed that the scope of increase in construction costs 
was not that extensive. However, in the case of long-term public engi-
neering works, such as projects involving railways or sewage systems, 
which are not architectural construction work, an exception must be 
made to consider reflecting risks involving extensions of construction 
periods and increase in construction costs.

77 Different from PFIs in the United Kingdom and Australia, the Government of the Republic of Korea does 
not implement advanced risk quantification, while the PSC only includes a couple of costs regarding 
insurance fees. Instead, the social discount rate mainly considers major costs regarding the risks of a 
PPP project. 
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 � Risks from rise in interest rates and risks from termination of contracts
In the case of PFI projects, compared to the PSC method, the govern-
ment is ultimately accountable for the project and provides various 
types of assistance to the selected concessionaire. There, however, may 
be additional risks involved, such as risks from rise in interest rates, 
risks from contract termination, or risks from changes in specifica-
tions or performance. A considerable portion of such risks could also 
be incurred in the PSC alternative, and therefore no separate risk cost 
calculation is made, as it can be assumed that these kinds of risks are 
already reflected in the insurance fee, and as it is not easy to quantify 
such risks by category.

 � Quantification of risk costs
In conclusion, when calculating VFM, for quantification of risk costs, the 
portion that was primarily included in the insurance fee is calculated 
in a separate category. However, other risk factors may be analyzed by 
assuming that they have been indirectly reflected in categories such as 
social discount rate and profit rate (in the case of the PFI alternative), etc.
However, if it is judged that a substantially large risk factor explicitly 
exists, this must be clearly stated, and included in the qualitative VFM 
assessment category, so that a comprehensive review can be conducted 
in the project's final VFM testing phase.

National Assembly Resolution. Through revision of the PPP Act in 2009, it has 
become obligatory for the National Assembly to pass a resolution based on moni-
toring of BTL projects before implementation. Therefore, in contrast to previous policy 
under which a mere notification was made to the National Assembly regarding the 
ceiling amount of a BTL project, a new process is now in place.78 The MOSF collects 

78 Prior to the PPP Act revision, it was a point of controversy that, unlike publicly financed projects, a BTL 
project could be implemented without the examination and endorsement of the National Assembly.

Figure 12-2 Criteria for Selecting the Private Finance Initiative 
Alternative Over the Public Sector Comparator

PSC PFI–LCC 

VFMPaid interest

Operation
cost

Design and
construction

costs

Government
ownership risk

Total amount
assumed
by public

Taxes

Revenue
Paid

interest

Operation
costs

Design and
construction

cost

Government
ownership risk

Taxes

Taxes

Government
management/

supervision costs

Government
payments

(lease fee +
operation cost)

LCC = Life Cycle Cost, PFI = private finance initiative, PSC = public sector comparator, VFM = value for 
money.

Source: Ministry of Strategy and Finance.
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the project proposals of all ministries, including those of the BTL school projects 
applied for by the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology, to establish a cap 
for the BTL projects and obtain a resolution from the National Assembly.

For those projects that have passed the feasibility and VFM tests conducted by each 
of the regional education offices, the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology 
collects them, attaches the results, and notifies the MOSF, the competent authority 
for PPP projects. The MOSF collects the profiles, sets a ceiling for BTL projects for the 
following year, and submits the ceiling to the National Assembly 90 days in advance 
of the fiscal year. Then, 30 days before the beginning of the fiscal year, the National 
Assembly votes on whether to approve the ceiling and passes a resolution regarding 
BTL projects. The MOSF confirms the ceiling amount and notifies the Ministry of 
Education, Science and Technology.

The Ministry of Education, Science and Technology presents to the city and/or provin-
cial education office the BTL project ceiling amount that it received via the MOSF 
notification. Each city and/or provincial education office then establishes a basic plan 
for school facilities projects within the stated ceiling range.

Formulation and announcement of RFP. Within the ceiling range of the BTL proj-
ects notified by the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology, each regional 
education office sets up a basic plan for the pertinent school facilities. The project’s 
RFP must clearly present the performance and evaluation criteria for construction 
and operation of the relevant facilities. In the process of formulating the basic plan, 
when necessary, the regional education office requests the review and advice of the 
Educational Facilities Research and Management Center. For disclosure purposes, the 
regional education office announces the RFP in the official government’s gazette and 
at least three daily newspapers.

Evaluation of Public–Private Partnership Project Proposal

When the private concessionaire submits a PPP proposal pursuant to a govern-
ment announcement, the regional education office establishes an evaluation plan 
that encompasses the evaluation schedule, place of evaluation, security measures, 
and evaluation criteria. It then entrusts the evaluation to a professional agency 
(Educational Facilities Research and Management Center), or directly engages in the 
evaluation by commissioning an evaluator.

The evaluation is conducted in two steps: Phase 1 consists of a prequalification eval-
uation, while Phase 2 assesses the VFM of the project proposal. The major areas 
subject to evaluation are as follows:

(i) Phase 1: Prequalification evaluation
 − Apply prequalification disqualification system dependent upon business 

ability

 − Select entities qualified to submit proposals with capabilities in design, 
construction and financing, operation, etc.

(ii) Phase 2: Evaluation of project proposal
 − Technology evaluation and price evaluation are conducted separately. 

The scores from the two areas are then added together to determine 
the rankings of preferred bidders.
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 − Technology evaluation
• Apply disqualification system for technological standards (based 

on design, construction, maintenance, and repair performance 
specifications).

• Assess technological factors such as construction, operation plan, 
etc.

 − Price evaluation
• Apply price disqualification system for project cost.
• Evaluate government payments consisting of lease fees and 

operational costs.

Negotiation and Selection of Concessionaire

If a preferred bidder is selected as a result of the evaluation process, negotiations 
begin between the concessionaire and the competent authority to formulate an 
implementation agreement.79 The following are considered during the negotiations 
and for formation of a negotiation team.

• Overview of project proposal
 − Review RFP, evaluation report, project proposal.

 − Review major expected issues, such as areas that do not reflect required 
performance standards.

79 To minimize the negotiation period, the MOSF provides the standard BTL contract forms.

Box 12-1 Project Proposal Evaluation Panel

 � Creation of Evaluation Panel

 − Technological aspects are evaluated with the leadership of the panel head.

 − To maintain the expertise and quality of the evaluation, the panel should in 
principle consist of professionals in each area.

 � Members of Panel

 − Retain a human resource pool to maintain evaluation expertise.

 − To select a project proposer that satisfies the required performance standards, 
the evaluation panel should consist of members with relevant expertise, and the 
professionalism and accountability of the members should be strengthened.

 � Security Issues and Panel Leader

 − Evaluation site is selected and security personnel dispatched to maintain security 
in the evaluation process.

 − In the process of the evaluation, the panel, competent authority, and panel 
members are subject to the surveillance and monitoring of security personnel, 
and the evaluation site is closed to outside contact.

Source: Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center.
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• Formation of negotiation team
 − Form negotiation team consisting of domestic and foreign experts for 

each area.

 − Conduct negotiations in dual form—working level negotiations and 
main negotiations.

• Establishment of negotiation objectives
 − Prepare draft implementation agreement.

 − Simplify negotiation objectives.

 − Prepare check list to reflect items in negotiations or agreement.

 − Establish general objectives regarding price and technology (quality), 
taking into account the VFM test, required performance standards, etc.

 − Establish negotiation deadlines.
• Conduct of negotiations

 − Present and discuss areas reviewed.

 − Restate required performance standards (if difficult to state explicitly, 
reflect in execution design).

 − Implement review of price and technology (quality).
• Conclusion of negotiations and formulation of concession agreement

 − Based on the standard version of the concession agreement, reflect 
the information disclosed in the RFP and its intent, and revise and 
supplement with items agreed upon among the agreement parties.

 − Based on the concession agreement (draft), go through the review 
by the local government’s deliberation committee, to formulate a 
concession between the competent authority and preferred bidder.

 − After a concession agreement has been formulated, the competent 
authority designates the preferred bidder as a concessionaire and 
notifies the concessionaire of that fact.

Box 12-2 Method of Determining Facility Lease Fees and Profit Rates

 � The profit rate is reflected in the facility investment amount (total private investment 
costs) invested by the private concessionaire, to calculate the investment principal 
and interest, which is paid in installments during the lease period each year.

• Formula for annual same sum payment (equal installments of principal and 
interest): 

Facility Lease Fee = Total Private Investment Cost ×   Profit Rate 
 1 – (1 + Profit Rate)– (Lease Period) 

• The competent authority, when judging that it is necessary to reduce long-term 
lease fee burdens, may pay a subsidy (construction subsidy) in the construction 
phase.

 J In this case, when calculating total private investment costs, the construction 
subsidy is deducted.

continued on next page
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• The total private investment cost is calculated by including consumer price 
fluctuations and construction interest in total project cost, then calculating as 
ordinary value.

 − In contrast to the build–transfer–operate method, the private investment cost 
of the build–transfer–lease method must be presented by reflecting consumer 
price fluctuations predicted by the private sector.

 − However, for projects with a long-term construction period, such as railways, 
calculation is at constant value, and the portion subject to consumer price 
fluctuations (e.g., gross domestic product deflator) can be settled separately.

 � The profit rate is determined through competition among business proposals for 
each project, taking into account funding costs, business risk, etc.

• Profit rate: Benchmark interest rate + additional rate (α: risk premium)
 − Benchmark interest rate is the interest rate for 5-year maturity government 

bonds

 − The additional rate reflects long-term investment premium, construction and/or 
operational risk premium, etc.

• In principle, profit rates are adjusted every 5 years.
 − For the initial benchmark interest rate, the average interest rate of 5-year 

maturity government bonds for the 5 business days immediately preceding 
the construction completion date is applied.

 − For adjustment of profit rates, the average interest rate of 5-year maturity 
government bonds for the 5 business days immediately preceding the adjustment 
date every 5 years is applied.

 − The additional rate (α) is confirmed upon formulation of an implementation 
agreement, and is not adjusted during the lease period.

• Profit rate is calculated without the corporate income tax.

Source: Ministry of Strategy and Finance.

Approval of Detailed Engineering and Design Plan for Implementation 
and Completion of Construction

Application and approval of Detailed Engineering and Design Plan for Imple-
mentation. The project concessionaire requests approval of the DEDPI from the 
competent authority within the period prescribed in the implementation agreement. 
The following matters must be presented in the DEDPI:

• location where project is to be implemented, area, construction methodology, 
and technological matters;

• DEDPI for each construction process;
• plan for acquisition and usage of required land;
• project description and implementation plan if there are supplementary 

projects;
• other matters recognized by the competent authority as necessary;
• location map;
• site map based on cadastral map;
• ground plan and detailed design documents;

Box 12-2 continued
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• documents regarding construction specifications, basis for calculation of 
construction costs, financing plan; and

• other documents recognized by the competent authority as necessary.

The regional education office notifies the project concessionaire about whether the 
DEDPI has been approved or not and announces the results within 3 months from 
the date that it receives the application for DEDPI approval.

Groundbreaking and completion of construction. The concessionaire begins 
construction after it receives DEDPI approval. The regional education office conducts 
various supervision activities after construction begins, and the concessionaire must 
submit to the regional education office an update on the progress of construction 
each month and each quarter as confirmed by the construction inspector.

Project Operational Phase

Facility operation and management. A full 60 days before the date of the opera-
tional launch of the facility, the concessionaire is required to prepare and submit a 
maintenance plan to the regional education office. The payment of service fees to 
the concessionaire during the operational phase should in general be conducted 
under the following principles:

• When one quarter has passed since the launch of operations, 100% of 
operational costs for the first quarter must be paid.

• From the second quarter, payment of operational costs is differentiated 
depending on the results of evaluation of the performance of the previous 
quarter.

• The competent authority sets up and operates a performance evaluation 
committee, consisting of authority personnel, concessionaire representatives, 
facility users, and relevant experts.

• Performance review is conducted in the form of regular monitoring and 
ongoing random monitoring.

• Areas subject to performance review include utility, stability, durability, and 
service satisfaction.

Termination of concession agreement. The project concessionaire conducts a 
facility check jointly with the regional education office 6 months before termination 
of the management and operational period and, after completing facility repairs, 
transfers ownership of the facilities to the regional education office.

After termination of the management and operational period, in view of the charac-
teristics of the facilities, the regional education office can directly manage the facili-
ties or entrust management to a private sector operator by selection through open 
competition.
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Major Issues and Improvement 
Measures in the Project 
Implementation Process

Major Issues for Promotion of Build–Transfer–Lease Projects

Expansion of Scope of School Facilities for Build–Transfer–Lease Projects

Present status and issues. Most of the build–transfer–lease (BTL) projects for school 
facilities currently being pursued focus on essential school facilities, such as new 
construction or renovation of school buildings.80 The range of BTL projects has so 
far been limited; it is necessary to widen the scope of project application. In partic-
ular, it is necessary to expand the target scope to include diverse facilities, such as 
multipurpose cultural, sports, and welfare facilities that can meet the demands of 
local residents, as well as develop talent and provide training activities for teenagers. 
Potential projects could also include computer laboratory, electronic game centers, 
centers for promotion of education for children from lower income families, and 
outdoor training facilities. Also, through the development of multipurpose facilities, 
the demand for diverse facilities from local residents of all age levels could be met, 
which would contribute to the improvement in the quality of life. 

Directions for improvement. The following methods should be considered to 
broaden the scope of BTL projects, with the awareness of the current trends and 
issues regarding BTL projects for school facilities. 

First, the range of projects should be expanded, and more projects that may be 
implemented through BTL should be examined. These projects include kindergartens 
(pursuant to the Children’s Education Act), student education centers, and training 
centers for teachers, employees, and students, as well as basic school facilities, 
including university dormitories, support facilities, and research facilities.

Second, sports and cultural zones should be established and operated. These facili-
ties would help train teenagers, the leaders of the future, to develop talent and 
heighten their visions for the future. These integrated facilities could be used for 
many purposes including sports, culture, and welfare, and help satisfy the local 
community’s demand for cultural and welfare facilities. 

Third, the number of information technology-related centers should be expanded, 
such as computer laboratory and electronic game centers. 

80 The target of BTL school facility projects has been limited to mostly main building construction and 
maintenance of elementary, middle, and high schools, as well as university dormitories.
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Fourth, for students from low-income families that cannot attend school institutes 
due to economic difficulties, study support centers should be developed to help with 
the early development of their study habits and vocational skills. 

Fifth, lifelong education services for the local community should be expanded by 
renovating closed schools or idle facilities; in addition, child care centers, edu-care 
centers, day care centers, etc., could be built using the BTL method. 

Establishment of Principles for Financial Support

Present status and issues. In the case of BTL projects for school facilities, when there 
is a need for new construction and renovation, the project is usually implemented 
via quantitative cost comparison and analysis (life cycle cost comparison).81 When 
project costs from private investment are within acceptable limits, in other words, in 
the presence of value for money (VFM), the project can be pursued through solicita-
tion of private capital. Although only a few years have passed since the adoption of 
the BTL system, large-scale projects for school facilities are being implemented in a 
short period of time. In 2006, there were 86 bundling projects—projects that include 
multiple schools—429 school projects, with total project cost of W2.7 trillion.

To reduce government payments, supplementary projects for private concessionaires 
are being encouraged, but due to a lack of motivation, performance is poor regarding 
the implementation of ancillary projects; the effect on reductions in government 
payments has been minimal.82 

Directions for improvement. First, nonessential public expenditure on BTL projects 
should be reduced by establishing criteria for prioritizing school facility construction 
and renovation requirements, and implementing projects according to those priori-
ties. Criteria must be established for selection of target projects, taking into account 
various factors such as regional characteristics, size of school, and population trends. 
Projects selected for implementation should be mostly those that have a high chance 
of attaining VFM. 

Second, the existing standardized quantitative cost comparison and analysis method 
must be improved. In the current BTL project VFM evaluations, analysis is focused 
on financial cost and benefits, and there is no valuation of major risks in the project 
implementation process, nor is there an estimation of the benefits that could occur 
by effectively allocating and transferring such risks. The VFM evaluation system must 
be improved by strengthening such risk analysis and valuation.

Third, to reduce the public financial burden through the encouragement of ancillary 
projects, support must be provided to the concessionaire to find revenue-generating 
projects and implement supplementary projects; these projects should be closely 
related to the main school facilities. This can be facilitated by having private investors 
participate in the early stages of land usage plan formation. 

81 It is difficult to estimate the optimum level of life cycle cost because of a lack of relevant data in the 
Republic of Korea.

82 Details on improving efficiency will be explained in the evaluation of BTL project performance of school 
facilities.
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Also, various methods should be considered for installing multipurpose facilities. 
Supplementary projects could be created from the operation of facilities that sell 
sports equipment at sports centers or the operation of full-service restaurants. 
Special facilities could be installed in library buildings or multipurpose conference 
halls to provide lectures on culture, movies, and plays.

Fourth, customized public funding support should be developed, taking into 
account the characteristics of each school, financial conditions, the situation in the 
surrounding neighborhoods, user situation, and demand. By diversifying the public 
funding support, project type, etc., based on the nature of the region, the financial 
condition of the education office, and other factors, this would not only help project 
stability in the implementation phase, but also help maximize incidental effects such 
as increased participation by community residents and growth in usage rates.

Stimulation of Competition among Companies

Present status and issues. In the implementation of BTL school projects, in order to 
acquire quality in execution of construction and stability in the operation of the facil-
ities, participation of large companies with funding ability, management capability, 
and creativity is essential.83 However, projects regarding school facilities are viewed 
as having low profitability, due to the lack of scale and the geographical distance 
between schools in bundling units. This has deterred efforts to solicit participation 
from upper-middle-tier and large companies. To derive satisfactory performances in 
operation of the facilities at the operational stage, the participation of high-quality 
companies with strong operational ability and reliability is essential. However, the 
deficiency in professional operational entities, the simultaneous pursuit of several 
projects, lack of participation by large companies, and other problems have made it 
unclear whether high quality and stable operations can be attained for school facility 
projects. 

Originally, the main objective for BTL projects was to make active use of the creativity 
and efficiency of the private sector. However, financial investors that lack profession-
alism and expertise are becoming the main concessionaires for SPCs; construction 
and operational entities consist of lower-tier companies, making it difficult to maxi-
mize the creativity and efficiency of the private sector. 

A problem in the public sector is lack of coordination and cooperation between the 
autonomous municipalities and the city/province education offices in charge; multi-
purpose facilities often have come under criticism for the inefficiency of workflow. 
Therefore, the work process between areas must be well coordinated in order to 
promote the efficient operation of multipurpose facilities so that they can play the 
role of a place in the local community that provides opportunities for lifelong studies. 
Also, because initial PPP projects have been pursued using the build–transfer–operate 
(BTO) method, mostly for social overhead capital (SOC) investment, many people still 
have a misunderstanding and link BTL projects with profit-seeking projects. The lack 
of promotion of BTL school projects to the public has become a major factor for the 
negative image people have about them. 

83 PFI projects are likely to generate VFM where robust incentives for the private sector are provided (HM 
Treasury. 2006. PFI: Strengthening Long-Term Partnerships. London.)
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Directions for improvement. First of all, the financial burden on the government 
could be alleviated by allowing concessionaires to propose creative supplemen-
tary projects, if the government allows companies to acquire profits. This would 
encourage the active participation of upper-middle-tier and large companies with 
capital capacity and reliability. Also, with a reduced budget, the government should 
consider expanding project investments into other types of school facility projects. 

In general, in the case of public–private partnership (PPP) projects, when the project 
size is of considerable scale, substantial original cost reductions can be obtained 
for design costs, construction costs, etc. This can lead to a reduced burden on the 
government and provide incentives to encourage bundling or large-scale facili-
ties when searching for projects. Also, the government should solicit the partici-
pation of expert entities with abundant experience in cultural and sports facilities 
management, so that they may manage the operation of the facilities. This could 
help encourage the development of welfare facilities that teenagers and community 
residents can use to the full extent. 

Second, the government should solicit the participation of professional entities by 
deploying a dramatic incentive system, providing tax breaks, payment of subsidies, 
etc., to the competent authority and the private investors in each area. 

Third, the government should pursue various types of BTL project models, diversi-
fying from the one-sided BTL version. Thus, along with promotional activities to help 
instill awareness of BTL projects, a specific BTL project model for school facilities in 
which community residents can participate should be developed. From the initial 
planning stages, a principle could be adopted allowing residents and users to voice 
their opinions or providing preferential treatment to users when a target project is 
selected. 

Fourth, the government should strengthen promotional efforts to instill in people 
a proper awareness of BTL school projects. The government should consider not 
just simple public relations activities but various ways of helping the general public 
understand BTL projects. For example, introduction of overseas PFI success cases or 
active exposure of the good performance of BTL projects through mass media can 
be taken into account.

Fifth, a system should be put in place for the establishment of a close working rela-
tionship between the autonomous municipality and the regional education office. 
For example, the current system is a dual one, with the autonomous municipality 
in charge of city planning, such as the acquisition of school land and maintenance 
of the surrounding environment, while the education office is responsible for the 
construction of schools. This often leads to school land acquisition being put on the 
back burner in the city planning process. Therefore, when pursuing a BTL project 
for school facilities, the organic, cooperative relationship between the autonomous 
municipality and education office is more important than ever. To achieve this goal, a 
strong cooperative system should be established between the autonomous munici-
pality and education office to provide a basis for smooth implementation of a school 
facility project that is connected with the city plan. Also, when providing project 
support from national coffers, the government should consider including as evalu-
ation criteria the level of prior consultation and work support system implemented 
among the relevant authorities.
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Improvements in Financial Aspects

Present status and issues. Currently, the government pays facility lease fees with 
the investment revenue of the benchmark interest rate (interest rate of national 
bonds) + certain additional rates (about 2%) to cover the project cost invested by 
the private concessionaire. Therefore, most projects guarantee a certain degree of 
revenue, but there is a lack of close review of the government’s long-term financial 
ability to handle the burden. Also, a maintenance and operational period of 20 years 
has been set unilaterally without taking into account the specific nature of particular 
school projects.

Directions for improvement. First, it is necessary to stimulate funding for BTL proj-
ects through diverse methods, including procurement of international funds. When 
the funds necessary for project implementation by the private concessionaire (up to 
90% of project costs can be funded through borrowings) can be procured through 
low-interest international public funds, the current profit rate could be lowered, 
which would reduce the burden on the government to make payments and alleviate 
the public burden. However, for the use of low-interest international public funds, a 
system must be put in place to minimize financial risk, such as conducting an anal-
ysis of the various risk factors, including currency fluctuation risk, concessionaire’s 
repayment ability, etc., as well as rational allocation of risk accountability and use of 
insurance.

Second, to cope with the changes in various conditions that can arise after the initial 
project fund procurement, diverse types of refinancing means should be presented, 
and financial experts should already be identified to prepare the refinancing packages. 

Third, it is necessary to stimulate competition by increasing the number of compa-
nies that wish to participate in the BTL school project through the establishment of 
diverse maintenance methods and flexible operational periods, taking into account 
the specific circumstances of each school or region, such as school size, collection of 
fees, etc. 

Improvements in Project Implementation Procedures

Present status and issues. The current BTL implementation process is conducted 
through an efficient and speedy manner using procedural simplification. Government 
options and evaluation criteria are presented beforehand, in adherence to the basic 
principle of promoting the predictability and transparency of the project. However, 
speed is often overemphasized. In the early stages of implementation, before VFM 
tests and announcement of the request for proposal (RFP), the project is pursued 
without knowledge of the specific reference criteria (performance quality) and 
required performance standards of the government, as well as the public sector 
comparator (PSC) calculation.84 

As a result, an RFP that lacks detail limits the ability to make an objective and reason-
able decision on the required performance standards that the concessionaire must 
provide. The RFP should include details about the terms of project implementation; 

84 For example, the HM Treasury updates the VFM test guidance and model to help authorities choose an 
optimum level of contractual flexibility for private finance initiative (PFI) proposals. (HM Treasury. 2004. 
Value for Money Assessment Guidance. London.)
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Table 13-1 Implementation Process for Build–Transfer–Lease Projects

Process Method Problems

Application for 
project proposal 
formulation

 – Plans by relevant authority, 
by target facility

 – Establish plan according to the 
guidelines for fund operational 
plan and budget preparation.

Reference standards for facilities, 
risk analysis for PSC calculation not 
presented

Determination 
and notification 
of ceiling for 
BTL project

 – Establish total ceiling and 
ceiling per facility 

 – Review possibility of 
government procuring 
funds for payment, project 
implementation schedule, etc.

Approval of project plan for facility 
details without referring to PSC 
calculation results

Feasibility test  – Quantitative and qualitative 
analyses of life cycle cost based 
on the same reference criteria 
for both PSC and PFI.

Lack of reference criteria 
(performance quality)
Failure to prepare required 
performance standards 
Use PFI (estimates) for VFM analysis 

Formulate 
and announce 
designated RFP

 – Prepare required performance 
standards

 – Present project implementation 
terms, government payments, 
conditions for risk sharing 

Consistency with PSC uncertain 
Characteristics of each facility not 
reflected.

BTL = build–transfer–lease, PFI = private finance initiative, PSC = public sector comparator, RFP = request 
for proposal, VFM = value for money.

Source: Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center.

for example, details about government payouts from the stage of evaluation of the 
project to the stage of entering into an implementation agreement. This should also 
lead to an extension of the required timeline. In the evaluation stage, in which the 
negotiating party is determined, each project applicant provides its own interpreta-
tion of the specific terms presented by the government for the required performance 
standards, which leads to different proposals and difficulty in maintaining objec-
tivity in evaluation. For the implementation agreement stage, reference standards, 
results of the PSC calculation, and the underlying basis for calculation are not clearly 
presented in the VFM testing stage, which results in irrationalities in the actual deter-
mination of project implementation terms and leads to inefficiencies in the project 
implementation process. 

In particular, when a concession agreement must be established in a limited time, 
as is the case of school facility projects because of preset opening schedules, the 
government should focus more on predictability and transparency than simplifica-
tion in procedures during the process of presenting project proposals and govern-
ment implementation alternatives. 

Directions for improvement. Not only for efficiency and speed of the project 
implementation process, but also for the promotion of predictability and transpar-
ency of the project, the system improvements presented in Table 13-2 should be 
considered.
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Issues Concerning Efficient Post-Construction Management

In general, the operational process for BTL school projects is conducted in the manner 
shown in  Table 13-3. Here, the major issues that could arise in such an operational 
process are discussed, and the policy direction that must be taken to resolve them is 
presented.

Establishment of Monitoring System for Public–Private Partnership 
Projects

Present status and issues. In BTL school projects, the competent authority makes 
payments to the concessionaire to guarantee the recovery of investment. This can 
prevent problems that could arise in regular PPP projects for SOC facilities, such 
as the concessionaire’s lack of revenue, operation on negative income, rise in user 

Table 13-2 System Improvements for Build–Transfer–Lease  
Projects by Procedure

Process Improvement Plan Improvement Effects

Apply for establishment of 
project proposal

 – Present detailed 
information on the 
project to be pursued 
(Project overview, 
reference criteria, 
range of performance 
standards, approximate 
PSC) 

More specific facility 
reference criteria, PSC 
calculation, risk analysis 

Determine and notify BTL 
project ceiling

 – Set ceiling after review of 
approximate PSC results 
for each target facility 

Efficient budget 
management 

Conduct feasibility test  – Prepare required 
performance standards 

 – Confirm detailed 
reference criteria and PSC 

 – Conduct VFM analysis 

Consistency with PSC, 
reflection of special 
characteristics of each 
facility 

Establish and announce 
facility basic plan designated 
for project

 – Announce with PSC 
results

 – Demand proposal 
with total government 
payment as limit 

Predictability, transparency 
of project implementation is 
improved

Evaluate project proposal  – Make evaluation with 
presentation of PSC-PFI 
VFM analyses results in 
project proposal 

 – If proposed reference 
criteria are inconsistent 
with announcements, 
present PSC-PFI VFM 

VFM analysis of confirmed 
PFI compared to confirmed 
PSC 

BTL = build–transfer–lease, PFI = private finance initiative, PSC = public sector comparator, VFM = value for 
money.

Source: Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center.
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fee levels, and problems with guaranteeing minimum operational revenue. However, 
because of the limited project size, the projects are conducted mainly by small 
concessionaires, such as construction companies or professional operating entities. 
Thus, there is an urgent need for an objective and systematic full-time project moni-
toring system, which would enable the acquisition of the highest construction and 
operational quality and maintenance of a strong financial structure.

Directions for improvement. First, regular inspections should be conducted of the 
construction process, and a full-time supervision system should be established. In the 
case of school facilities, core monitoring categories should include adherence to a 
predetermined construction completion schedule in line with school opening sched-
ules and maintenance of high quality construction for structures. Therefore, regular 
construction inspections should be undertaken at least once a month, and a system 
should be in place for the competent authority to respond speedily in the case of 

Table 13-3 Process of Operation of Build–Transfer–Lease  
School Facilities

Before launch of 
operation—1 year 

of operation

1 year of 
operation— 
3 years of 
operation

4 years of 
operation—10 

years of operation

11 years of 
operation—20 

years of operation

• Evaluate nature 
of facilities

• Establish and 
prepare Detailed 
Engineering and 
Design Plan for 
Implementation

• Pre-operation 
of facilities 
and review of 
operational 
status

• Discover areas 
with serious 
errors, repair of 
errors jointly by 
concessionaire 

• Review stability 
of the flexible 
management 
system, correct 
errors

• Full-time 
inspection of 
facility errors, 
request and 
implement 
repairs

• Revise 
operational plan

• Conduct 
performance 
evaluation of 
subcontractor, 
improve or 
replace

• Improve service 
according 
to academic 
schedule

• Conduct 
independent 
service 
evaluation, 
strengthen 
improvement 
efforts to 
maintain service 
level 

• Minimize large-
scale repairs by 
conducting stable 
maintenance and 
repair work

• Conduct repair 
immediately 
upon the 
occurrence of a 
need for large-
scale repair

• Implement 
training 
regarding duties 
and services on a 
regular basis 

• Implement 
detailed 
inspection of 
facilities

• Implement large-
scale repairs 
before passing 
on to competent 
authority

• Pass on 
operational 
know-how 

• Support school 
operation after 
transfer 

Source: Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center.
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defects. To make this possible, a database should be built for each project phase, 
expected problems should be assessed and resolved based on the database, regular 
evaluation results for the user during the lease period should be accumulated, and 
considerations should be made on the best way to make improvements.

Second, a system for management and inspection of the operating company’s inde-
pendent operation and maintenance system should be deployed. To attain stable, high-
quality operations in the operational phase, a system should be developed allowing 
full-time management and inspection of the operating company’s independent oper-
ation and maintenance system. The system should check establishment and imple-
mentation of operation and maintenance manuals, employee education and training, 
operation and maintenance plans, employee safety and welfare, monitoring of the 
company’s management ability, independent operation and maintenance system, etc.

Because the level and function of systems applied to individual facility management 
differ, the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology should provide standard-
ized operational guidelines for school facilities, so that an integrated management 
system can be deployed with the same set of standards for the same type of facilities. 
The major contents of the operational guidelines should be based on the concession 
agreement and operational plan and should be distributed to all personnel related to 
the project. Training based on these guidelines should be provided on a regular basis. 

The guidelines should provide a summary of the overall operation and should be 
updated periodically. Table 13-4 shows examples of the information that should be 
covered by the guidelines. 

Table 13-4 Guidelines for a Build–Transfer–Lease Project Monitoring 
System (Example)

Contents Details

Introduction Purpose of creating manual and scope

Purpose of project Project overview and operational principles

Structure of competent authority  
 (including higher authority, school)

Organization system

Roles and responsibilities

Major contact points

Structure of concessionaire  
 (including special purpose  
 company, operating company)

Organization system

Roles and responsibilities

Major contact points

Communication protocols Negotiation procedures of major parties

Recording of discussion results

Meetings Meeting type, purpose, frequency

Meeting participants, chairman

Record of meeting results

Concession agreement Purpose and overview

Major provisions regarding operation

Changes in detailed provisions, reason for change

Major schedule Meetings

Performance confirmation and review

continued on next page
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Contents Details

Structure of government  
 performance-based payment system

Concession agreement

Detailed method for deduction

Review of performance Conditions for satisfaction of performance 
implementation

Performance confirmation and review process

Detailed issues

Record of review results

Handling of urgent matters Method for processing

Procedure for processing

Coping mechanisms in case of escalation of 
problem

Risk Risk sharing

Detailed issues

Changes in conditions during the operation period

Appendix Major contact points

Summary of method for maintenance of facilities

Criteria for performance implementation (for user)

Source: Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center.

Table 13-4 continued

Box 13-1 Integrated Management System for Existing  
Build–Transfer–Lease School Facilities

 – The concessionaire should deploy an integrated building management system for 
operation and maintenance and repair of facilities; the system should maximize 
productivity, extend life span of facilities, and maximize improvement in quality of 
facility management, through management of facility information, management of 
operational plans, management of operational information, and management and 
analysis of operational performance. 

 – The integrated building management system should be established so that the 
school’s location can be shown on a digital map; the system should be manageable 
via the web. The school, competent authority, and concessionaire should be able to 
view real-time data, such as information regarding the facilities for each school and 
records on operational execution.

 – The integrated building management system should enable the competent 
authority to manage facility information in an integrated manner. The layout 
for the process of each building project, including construction, engineering, 
electricity, facilities, telecommunications, as well as special information, such as 
floor plan, section drawings, etc., should be managed by floor. 
(By adding the following to the website, the competent authority can announce 
the request for proposal for each structure: “By clicking on the relevant building 
on the screen, one should be able to view the structure for each floor. Plans and 
attributes of each floor, room, facility, and equipment should be viewed and edited 
three-dimensionally.”)

 – Various diagrams included in the integrated building management system should 
be compatible and convertible.

Source: Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center.
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Third, a private–public cooperation system should be established that would enable 
participants to work together and review major operations and relevant issues per 
project. Establishment and operation of a so-called BTL management council should 
be considered for each project.

The membership of the management council should be the competent authority, 
concessionaire, professional operating company, and facility user (school principal, 
local resident representatives, etc.); it would be appropriate for the working-level 
member of the competent authority to take the role of project manager.85 

Performance Measurement, Evaluation, and Dispute Management

Present status and issues. In the case of BTL projects implemented as a lead project, 
as the construction of facilities are expected to be completed soon, and the project to 
enter the operational phase, there lacks a system that could enable pre-inspections 
such as over whether the construction is in adherence to school opening schedules, 
what the construction period is, and whether the quality of construction is accept-
able. Also, when taking into account the fact that the facilities would immediately 
enter the operational phase after completion of construction to provide user conve-
nience, there is a serious lack of an overall management system that would check the 
deployment of a system for pre-inspection of the operation and preparation system, 
which would include the supplementation of necessary human resources, matters 
regarding demand and supply of equipment, and the operation and management of 
the Detailed Engineering and Design Plan for Implementation (DEDPI). 

85 The United Kingdom introduced new policies for improving operational performance and flexibility 
of PFI projects. For example, it established a PFI Operational Taskforce to offer advice and assistance 
to the public sector and codes of conduct for the public and private sectors. (HM Treasury. 2006.  
PFI: Strengthening Long Term Partnerships. London)

Figure 13-1 Roles of the Build–Transfer–Lease  
Management Council (Proposed)

Source: Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center.
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BTL management training Confirm, review performance
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Table 13-5 presents the issues that exist in regard to detailed performance measure-
ment (evaluation) of BTL projects. 

Directions for improvement. First, a mechanism should be developed and a system 
deployed for measurement of the performance of BTL projects. Consequently, a 
performance evaluation in comparison to public projects or performance standards 
contained in the RFP should be measured on a regular basis, and an evaluation 
conducted after usage. 

Second, a checklist should be prepared to review whether the required perfor-
mance standards have been satisfied. In preparation for the transfer of facilities after 
completion of construction, a detailed checklist should be prepared to measure the 
satisfaction of performance standards for each detailed category, covering construc-
tion and operation of facilities. Prior education and training should be conducted for 
working-level personnel. 

Third, procedures must be devised for improvement of areas that fall short of the 
required performance standards, and subsequent principles must be established. 

Fourth, in preparation for the completion of construction and transfer of facilities, 
a full-time management and inspection system should be set up jointly with the 
construction company and responsible supervision company. 

Also, to cope with the transition to the operational phase after completion of 
construction, a prior inspection system should be established covering human 
resources, equipment, manuals, employee education and training, etc. 

Fifth, if and when there is a dispute among the parties, the concessionaire and provin-
cial education office need to have a common awareness of issues and to resolve 
them together, at each major stage—from approval of the DEDPI, to preliminary 
inspection of construction completion, and to inspection of construction completion. 

Table 13-5 Issues in Performance Measurement  
of Build–Transfer–Lease School Projects

Issues Description

Task efficiency  – With the rapid increase in build–transfer–lease facilities 
under the jurisdiction of the regional education offices, 
there are limitations in the in-depth evaluations that can 
be conducted for the entire project on a regular basis. 

Method of evaluation  – Each education office differs substantially in the detailed 
assessment method or methodology it uses.

 – The evaluation procedures or assessment methods for 
detailed items are not clearly defined, leading to a waste 
in human resources and time invested in evaluation.

 – There is a lack of detailed explanations of performance 
measurement in the  concession agreements, and no 
manual regarding operations.

Source: Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center.
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For this, the operating company needs to have sufficient opportunities to voice its 
opinion and communicate during the approval and inspection process. If necessary, 
the government should consider establishing a committee in advance for the resolu-
tion of conflict.

Performance Improvement System for Public–Private Partnership  
Projects at the Operational Phase

Present status and issues. There is no process for verifying the efficacy of the 
currently planned reward and punishment system, such as deducting operational 
costs or providing incentives when the project falls below or exceeds certain stan-
dards. The system should be designed to maximize the operational performance of 
the operating company. 

Directions for improvement. First, the efficacy of the penalty and incentive system 
should be strengthened. In other words, to promote the actual quality of opera-
tion, a review must be made on the necessity of strengthening the punishment 
and reward systems, which would provide the operating company with a motive to 
improve performance. Also, priority should be given to well-performing operating 
companies when other school facility projects need to have their operating company 
replaced. Incentives should also be strengthened, such as providing additional points 
when selecting the operating company for other projects. 86 

Second, a performance database should be developed for each area, including oper-
ation and management, maintenance and repair, and management supervision. 

Third, in order to prepare for unexpected occurrences, such as the operating compa-
ny’s decision to give up the project during the operational stage due to management 
difficulties, an emergency plan should be established. A pool could be established 
consisting of professional operating entities that could speedily replace the existing 
entity.

Fourth, in order to have a fair and objective operational performance evaluation 
system, a manual should be developed for management of operational performance. 
Also, expert performance evaluation personnel should be trained, and education 
and training should be conducted for working-level groups of each city and regional 
education office. 

Lack of Expertise of Operating Companies and Improvement Measures 

Present status and issues. Most operating companies for BTL projects are small 
companies (Table 13-6). According to the system in place, they provide a certain 
portion of the capital investment for the special purpose vehicle and take full charge 
of repair and maintenance for 20 years. From the perspective of the provincial educa-
tion office, most of the risk comes from the operational period and the performance 

86 In the PFI case, effective payment and performance regimes are a key tool for ensuring that the public 
sector achieves long-term VFM. The key features of the PFI payment mechanism are: all the major 
elements of service delivery should be covered by the regime and given a weight linked to their relative 
importance. No payment should be made until the contracted service is available. There should be a 
single, unitary payment charge system that includes both construction and maintenance costs.
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of the operating company. However, most professional operating companies lack 
experience in BTL projects.

Directions for improvement. To expand the participation of professional operating 
companies in BTL projects and to encourage the specialization of BTL facility oper-
ating companies, the government should consider various implementation alterna-
tives. In the case of BTL projects, the competent authority makes the direct payment 
of operational costs each quarter; there is a need for management of risk by the 
authority to ensure stable operational services.

One measure would be to set up a system for training and education of the project 
concessionaire and professional operating company in operating BTL facilities (this 
might require revision of the PPP Act and/or PPP Basic Plan). This would help with the 
specialization of BTL facility operating companies in the long run. 

A second measure would be to change the current minimum price evaluation system 
to an optimum price evaluation system for the evaluation phase. Based on the current 
minimum price evaluation standard, it is difficult for financially sound and profes-
sional operating companies to participate in BTL projects. If a system is established 
that provides a rational policy that favors optimum price, the business conditions 
of professional operating companies would be improved, and upper-middle-tier 
companies could be expected to participate in the market. 

When a construction association is established, in which exclusive operational enti-
ties participate, the BTL operating company could become a member. A system could 
be considered under which, when the pertinent operating company suffers bank-
ruptcy, another operating company can assume the project through an appropriate 
process. 

Table 13-6 Operating Companies of School Build–Transfer–Lease 
Projects (in operation)

Project
Operating 
Company

Total Assets  
(W billion)

Revenue  
(W billion) Description

Elementary  
 school 

Geonjong 
Construction 1.3 1.3

Small/nonprofessional 
operating company

Elementary  
 school  

Baeksang
24.2 33.7

Professional operating 
company

Elementary  
 school 

Jang Poong
4.3 19

Small/professional 
operating company

High school  Dong Woo E&C 
Construction 23 32.5

Nonprofessional operating 
company

High school HDS new 
establishment

new 
establishment

Established July 2006

Elementary  
 school  

CSM 
Engineering 1.4 1.4

Small/nonprofessional 
operating company

Source: Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center.
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Adjustment of Payment Period of Operational Costs and Other Matters

Present status and issues. In the BTL projects, government payments include lease 
fees and operational costs. Allocation of lease fees is executed after redemption of 
borrowings (principal and interest) and other expenditures. Therefore, operational 
costs paid by the government are paid to the operating company by the project 
concessionaire. Government payments to BTL projects are made on the last day of 
the payment period. Therefore, due to this system, the private sector must make 
advance payments for other expenses and operational costs, which the government 
covers through subsequent payments. As a result, when the construction company 
or operating company is a small or medium-sized company, it could experience 
financial difficulties in the operating process. 

Directions for improvement. In the current PPP Basic Plan, government payments 
are made on a semi-annual or quarterly basis. The competent authority can choose 
either method. The Basic Plan should be revised, so that performance evaluation for 
the facilities is implemented on a semi-annual or quarterly basis as before, but the 
government would be able to make payments on a monthly basis. However, this 
would only be possible when the authority’s budget plan enables monthly payments. 
If lease fee payments on a monthly basis are deemed difficult, a monthly payment 
schedule for at least the operational costs should be considered. 
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Performance Analysis  
of Build–Transfer–Lease  
Projects for School Facilities

Performance Evaluation Methodology

T his chapter presents the results of overall performance evaluations on 14 build–
transfer–lease (BTL) school projects that have been carried out since 2005. This 
chapter also explains the results of user satisfaction surveys for these facilities. 

The evaluation started out with a determination of performance indicators, and 
based on them, a quantitative analysis was conducted to measure the performance 
and efficiency of BLT projects for school facilities. In measuring the performances of 
these initial projects, comparison was made between the results of a value for money 
(VFM) analysis when the facilities project basic plan was formulated, and the results 
of a follow-up VFM analysis that reflected results of the concession agreement. Based 
on the comparison, a thorough analysis was made to find out if the BLT projects, 
which were actually implemented, succeeded in achieving VFM and reducing budget 
and construction risk. 

Evaluation and Analysis of Efficiency

Value for Money

In this chapter, more accurate project cost and government payment information for 
a follow up VFM test was considered based on the signed contracts. As a result of 
analyzing the increase in VFM using the follow-up VFM study, this paper found that 
the follow-up VFM for school facilities is decreasing, as shown in Table 14-1.

Table 14-1 Summary of Post-Construction Value for Money  
Analysis for Build–Transfer–Lease School Projects  

(W hundred million, %)

Category PSC
PFIa

(pre)
PFIb

(post)

VFM(pre)a VFM(post)b VFM change

Amount Ratio Amount Ratio Amount Ratio

School facilities 
projects of 
education 
offices 4,989 4,837 4,967 151 3.0% 22 0.0% (130) –3.0%

( ) = negative, PFI = private finance initiative, PSC = public sector comparator, VFM = value for money.
a Virtual private finance initiative (PFI) calculated by VFM study.
b Actual private finance initiative (PFI) calculated by VFM test based on signed contract.
Source: Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center.
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Actual Private Detailed Engineering and Design Plan for  
Implementation Based on Government Payments Fixed  
by Concession Agreement

For the BTL school facilities projects of regional education offices, there were no 
follow-up budget-saving effects, which are often found in VFM. A further analysis 
was made by dividing costs into a project cost and an operating cost. The result: 
despite reduction in the cost of a project whose agreement had been signed, the 
VFM for total project cost was found to decrease as a concession agreement showed 
a higher increase than a PSC in terms of operating cost. Based on this analysis, this 
paper found that the operating cost was underestimated by the PSC in the VFM 
study; this paper looked at the government’s VFM again by reestimating the oper-
ating cost of the PSC, which met performance standards during the operating period. 
As shown in Table 14-2, there was an increase in the VFM of the government based 
on the reestimated operating cost.

Table 14-2 Post-Value for Money Analysis after Operating  
Cost Reestimation of Build–Transfer–Lease School Projects 

(W hundred million, %) 

Unit Projects for 
School Facilities 
of Education 
Offices

Prea Postb Comparison

PSC PFI
VFM

Amount
VFM
Ratio PSC PFI

VFM
Amount

VFM
Ratio

VFM
Amount

VFM
Ratio

Elementary School 471 454 17 3.6% 448 355 93 20.8% 76 447.9%

___ Elementary 
School 534 514 20 3.8% 580 529 52 8.9% 31 152.7%

___Elementary 
School 461 436 25 5.4% 488 471 17 3.5% (8) –31.1%

Middle School 293 287 6 2.0% 329 312 17 5.3% 11 191.5%

Middle  School 580 548 32 5.5% 587 552 35 6.0% 3 10.6%

High School 358 351 7 1.9% 402 406 –4 –1.0% (11) –161.1%

___Elementary 
School 450 442 8 1.7% 507 492 15 3.0% 7 98.1%

___High School 288 285 3 1.0% 316 289 27 8.6% 24 800.1%

___Elementary 
School 261 259 2 0.8% 288 260 28 9.8% 26 1304.2%

___Elementary 
School 508 498 10 2.0% 568 508 61 10.7% 51 508.3%

___Elementary 
School 275 274 1 0.4% 326 330 –4 –1.4% (6) –485.3%

___Elementary 
School 510 490 20 3.9% 510 464 46 8.9% 26 127.8%

Total 4,989 4,837 151 3.0% 5,350 4,967 383 7.2% 232 153.3%

PFI = private finance initiative, PSC = public sector comparator, VFM = value for money.
a PSC and PFI calculated by VFM study.
b  PSC with reestimated operating cost based on performance requirement in concession agreement and actual 

PFI calculated by government payments fixed in concession agreement.

Source: Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center.
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Due to difficulties in securing basic materials and analysis data for VFM studies at 
the initial phase of the BTL projects, calculation of PSCs for school facilities of educa-
tion offices was not easy. But after adjustments were made, the VFM showed an 
increase.87

Cost Overrun

This paper analyzed cost overruns by comparing an estimated project cost or a total 
project cost in the concession agreement based on the estimated project cost (the 
total project cost plus price fluctuations) or the total project cost in the request for 
proposal (RFP) of the facilities project: 

EPCinA : Estimated project cost in agreement

AEPC         : Announced estimated project cost

TPC    : Total project cost

As indicated in Table 14-4, the cost overrun analysis of the projects in question 
shows that the concession agreements of all the projects were concluded with 
cost amounts that did not exceed the estimated project cost or the total project 
cost announced in RFPs. The cost amounts for completing BTL school facilities proj-
ects of education offices that are now in operation also did not go beyond the 
announced limits. 

An analysis of increasing costs for construction projects among the financial projects 
in the Republic of Korea shows that an average cost overrun from the initial phase 
of a project to completion was 17.46%, while that from RFP phase to completion 
stood at 19.99%.88 On the assumption that the cost overrun of the BTL projects was 
analyzed from RFP to completion phase, the overall cost overrun was –10.18% (cost 
savings), indicating a drop from the RFP phase.

87 The eligibility analysis that compares PSC reestimated on the basis of output specifications in a 
concession agreement with PFI shows that VFM in some projects registered a negative value. Such 
an outcome comes from analyzing only parts of items in the operating cost. It is assumed that if the 
cost for repair and maintenance that reflects output specifications could be determined, VFM could  
be secured.

88 S-D. Shim et al. 2006. A Study on Risk Reflection in Eligibility Evaluation in PPI Projects. Seoul: PIMAC. 

( )
( ) ( )Cost Overrun
AEPC or TPC

EPCinA or TPC AEPC or TPC= −

Table 14-3  Build–Transfer–Lease School Projects for Cost Overrun 
Analysis

Item Number of Projects

School facilities projects of education offices 14

Source: Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center.
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The drop seems to derive from the fact that at a phase where eligibility is evaluated 
prior to the announcement of an RFP, the specifics of the BTL project are thoroughly 
analyzed, and then, competition among the bidders gets keener, together contrib-
uting to the trimming of the project cost. On top of this, construction risk is trans-
ferred to the concessionaire after the signing of the agreement, and demand for an 
increase in the construction cost is lessened. 

Time Overrun

This paper analyzed the reduction of construction risks in completed projects by 
comparing the estimated construction periods in RFPs announced in 2005 with 
actual construction periods. Among the unit projects for school facilities, it examined 
only 10 projects. The paper did not count two projects where only parts of the school 
facilities were completed, and two where construction commencement was delayed 
due to changes in land purchases and plans for urban development in the vicinities 
of the sites. As indicated in Table 14-5, the construction periods of all the projects 
analyzed were shorter than the estimated construction periods announced in RFPs.

The result of the construction risk analysis shows that construction of the BTL school 
infrastructure projects was completed within the periods announced in the RFPs; this 
has resulted in the provision of facilities to users in a timely manner. 

Table 14-4 Summary of Cost Overrun Analysis of Build–Transfer–Lease 
School Projects (W hundred million, %)

Item
No. of 
Cases

Amount 
Announced

Amount 
Agreed

Cost Overrun

Amount Ratio

BTL school facilities 
projects of education 
offices 14 5,358 5,017 –258 –4.81%

BTL = build–transfer–lease.

Note: Minus sign means cost savings.

Source: Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center.

Table 14-5 Summary of Construction Risk Analysis

Item

Days of 
Construction
(Announced)

Days of 
Construction

(Actual) Days Delayed
Construction 
Risks (Ratio)

School facilities 
projects of 
education 
offices 3,716 3,402 –314 –8.45%

Note: Minus sign means cost savings.

Source: Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center.
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Table 14-6 Participants in Satisfaction Survey  
on Build–Transfer–Lease School Projects

Item Remarks

Period Preparations for survey: Revision of 
questionnaires, web-editing, etc.

9–10 August 2007

Conducting survey 10–22 August 2007

Compilation of data and analysis 22–27 August 2007

Respondents Students • 233 students from eight schools 
(30–35 students from each class)
 – 4 schools built using BTL 

projects: 117 students 
 – 4 schools built using fiscal 

projects: 116 students

Principals and chiefs of 
administration

• 107 from 61 schools (one 
principal or one assistant  
principal and one chief of 
administration from each  
school) 
 – 69 from 38 BTL schools

• Opened in 2007a

 – 38 from 23 fiscal project 
schools

• Opened: 2 before 2005; 4 in  
2005; 20 in 2005; and 12b in 
2006 

Competent authorities • 33 project managers at  
Gyeonggi Provincial Office 
of Education, Yongin Office 
of Education, Ansan Office 
of Education, Ulsan Office of 
Education, Jeollanam-do Office  
of Education, Chungcheongbuk-do 
Office of Education,  
Cheongju Office of Education, 
Busan Metropolitan City Office  
of Education, Gyeongsangnam-do  
Office of Education, and 
Gyeongsangnam-do Masan  
Office of Education

Private investors 28 private companies

BTL= build–transfer–lease.
a  Seongdong Elementary School in Ulsan was originally open in 1938, but its opening  here is considered to 
be in 2007 because it was remodeled as a BTL project in that year.

b  Including a principal and two chiefs of administration at Guji Elementary School in Gimhae, which opened 
in 2002.

Source: Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center.
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Figure 14-1 Student Satisfaction with Design and Construction of 
Build–Transfer–Lease Schools (%)
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Figure 14-2 Satisfaction of Principals and Administration  
Chiefs with Design and Construction of Build–Transfer–Lease  

Schools (%)
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Evaluation and Analysis of Satisfaction with Build–Transfer–Lease 
School Projects 

Survey Overview

A survey was conducted of stakeholder satisfaction with the BTL-built school facilities 
that were in operation in 2007. 

Interviewers visited each school to distribute questionnaires to the students and 
collect them. Questionnaires were sent out online to principals, chiefs of administra-
tion, competent authorities, and private investors. Follow-up phone calls were made 
to encourage them to fill out the survey, and the questionnaires were collected via fax. 

Build–Transfer–Lease School Project User Survey (Students and Teachers)

Satisfaction with design and construction. As shown in Figures 14-1 and 14-2, 
most of students, principals, and chiefs of administration who responded were 
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satisfied regarding convenience of using and variety of facilities. Particularly note-
worthy, the students had no complaints about the exterior of their school.

Satisfaction with maintenance and management. As described in Figures 14-3 
and 14-4, both students and school managers show a higher level of satisfaction 
with BTL school maintenance and management. Overall, school managers are a little 
more satisfied with maintenance and management items than students.

Comparison of the level of satisfaction between build–transfer–lease schools 
and government-financed schools (t-test). The result of the student t-test shows 
that in operating the facilities, satisfaction with BTL schools was higher than with 
government-financed schools at the level of statistical significance, while the 
difference between items on maintenance of an optimum interior temperature 
and measures against noise is minimal. Meanwhile, the result of the principal and 
administration chief t-test shows a lower level of satisfaction than students with BTL 
schools. What draws our attention is that, in restroom sanitation, the result of the 
principal and administration chief t-test reveals a higher satisfaction level. The reason 

Figure 14-4 Satisfaction of Principals and Administration  
Chiefs with Maintenance and Management  

of Build–Transfer–Lease Schools (%)
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Figure 14-3 Student Satisfaction with Maintenance and 
Management of Build–Transfer–Lease Schools (%)
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appears to lie in the fact that in BTL schools, full-time cleaners from outside are used 
to clean the restrooms in place of the students.89

In-depth analysis of satisfaction levels of principals and administration chiefs 
with build–transfer–lease schools. The result of the t-test with fiscal project schools 

89 Students in the Republic of Korea are required to clean schools because schools do not have sufficient 
funds to hire sufficient maintenance personnel.  

Table 14-7 Comparison of the Level of Satisfaction with  
Maintenance and Management between Students and Principal/
Administration Chiefs for Build–Transfer–Lease and Government-

Financed Schools (on a 5-point scale)

No. Questionnaire

Students
Principal and/or 

Administrative Chief

BTL Fiscal

Gap
(BTL-

Fiscal) BTL Fiscal

Gap
(BTL-

Fiscal)

Operation 1 Interior conditions 
(temperature, 
noise, lighting, 
and ventilation) 3.2586 3.0172 0.24138 3.9420 4.0000 –0.05797

1-1 Maintenance of 
optimum interior 
temperature 3.1624 3.0431 0.11929 3.9412 4.0270 –0.08585

1-2 Measures against 
noise 3.2393 3.1304 0.10888 3.6618 3.8333 –0.17157

1-3 Lighting 
management 3.8205 3.6609 0.15964 4.2059 4.3514 –0.14547

1-4 Interior ventilation 3.2308 2.9138 0.31698 3.9706 3.7838 0.18680

Operation 2 Cleaning and 
sanitation 3.7094 2.8103 0.89906 4.2754 3.5789 0.69641

2-1 Interior cleanliness 3.7778 2.9655 0.81226 4.2687 3.7368 0.53181

2-2 External cleanliness 3.8376 3.5690 0.26864 4.0299 4.0000 0.02985

2-3 Sanitation in 
restroom 3.6838 2.3276 1.35617 4.3582 3.4865 0.87172

Operation 3 Safety and security 
management 3.5556 3.2759 0.27969 3.8696 3.9737 –0.10412

3-1 Safety accident 
management 3.6325 3.3276 0.30489 3.5882 3.7297 –0.14149

3-2 Complaint handling 3.1880 2.8860 0.30207 3.3676 3.5676 –0.19992

3-3 Patrol and security 3.6752 3.3478 0.32739 3.8235 3.9730 –0.14944

3-4 Steps against power 
outage and water 
supply cutoff 3.7607 3.2389 0.52175 3.8382 3.7297 0.10851

BTL = build–transfer–lease.

Source: Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center.
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shows that except for a few items, respondents were not as satisfied with the govern-
ment-financed schools as with BTL schools. Principals and chiefs of administration 
showed more satisfaction than the students with the government-financed schools. 
In some items regarding variety of facilities and functions of interior facilities, the 
results showed a lower level of satisfaction with BTL schools than with government-
financed schools, even if the difference was not statistically significant. 

Oddly, in the same survey where each item of a questionnaire was directly compared, 
the principals and chiefs of administration responded by saying that BTL projects 
give them more satisfaction than government-financed ones. 

To interpret these results, the survey-taking groups need to be reconsidered. As for 
the results of the t-test (Table 14-8), a survey on satisfaction with BTL schools was 
conducted by the people who used the facilities, and a survey on satisfaction with 
government-financed schools was carried out by the management of the school. 
Since the purpose of the surveys was to compare the performances of the two types 
of projects, those who worked at the fiscal project schools were motivated to express 
their satisfaction with the projects. Given the structure of BTL projects, the people 

Table 14-8 Comparison of Satisfaction Level of Principals 
and Administration Chiefs between Build–Transfer–Lease  

Schools and Government-Financed Schools (on a 5-point scale)

No. Questionnaire BTL
Fiscal 

project
Gap

(BTL-Fiscal) Remarks

Structure 1 Building exterior 4.1304 4.0526 0.7780 –

Structure  2 Convenience of 
using facilities 3.7971 3.6053 0.19184 –

Structure  3 Variety of 
necessary facilities 3.4493 3.6486 –0.19937 –

Structure  4 Interior facilities  
(each classroom,  
library, etc.) 3.4928 3.5526 –0.05988 –

4-1 Ordinary 
classrooms 3.6957 3.8158 –0.12014 –

4-2 Special classrooms 
(for computers, 
science, music,  
art, etc.) 3.4412 3.7632 –0.32198 **

4-3 Food service 
facilities 3.6812 3.8158 –0.13463 –

4-4 Libraries 3.3043 3.3421 –0.03776 –

4-5 Restrooms 4.1159 3.7632 0.35278 **

4-6 Gym 3.9565 3.0625 0.89402 ***

4-7 Playground 3.0870 2.9211 0.16590 -

*10% significant, **5% significant, *** 1% significant.

Source: Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center.
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concerned with BTL schools were likely to be lukewarm about evaluating project 
performance. 

In a BTL school, the discretionary authority that the principal had to establish, main-
tain, and manage facilities was partly transferred over to a special purpose company 
(SPC). At times, a dispute over liabilities can arise between the school administra-
tors and the SPC. For BTL projects, the authority and the budget of the principal are 
reduced and some of the principal’s authority is transferred; this might infringe on 
the inherent right of the principal to run the school. These issues could affect the 
principal’s evaluation of BTL schools. 

Survey of Competent Authorities and Project Participants

Performance Evaluation of Build–Transfer–Lease Projects

An overall survey of competent authority and project participants on the perfor-
mance of BTL projects shows that 31.1 of the total respondents were fairly satisfied 
with the performance of BTL projects in general (Table 14-6). 

Perception Gap among Officials involved in Build–Transfer–Lease Projects

The survey of competent authorities and private participants aimed not only at evalu-
ating the performance of BTL projects, but also at identifying the relationship between 
competent authorities and private participants who play a key role in carrying out the 
projects, including their perception gap. To implement a public–private partnership 
(PPP) project successfully, the partnership between the two parties plays a crucial 
role. Therefore, questions were asked on items that could make the two parties feel 
differences, their motives in responding to these items were reviewed, and then a 
t-test on the averages was conducted.

Figure 14-5 Satisfaction Level of Principals and Administration Chiefs 
with Build–Transfer–Lease Projects (%)

Source: Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center.
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The results of the survey using a 5-point scale showing level of agreement were that 
private participants revealed a low level of agreement with regard to the rationality 
of risk distribution between competent authority and private participant, efficiency 
of the government payment system, and the need for a penalty scheme. Given the 
properties of BTL projects, the results were not surprising because sharing of risks 
and liabilities have a direct impact on a concessionaire’s performance evaluation; 
reduction in government payments based on such an evaluation exert an adverse 
effect on profits. As for clarity of agreement and opportunities to exercise private 
ingenuity and efficiency, private participants showed a low level of agreement, but 
the difference with the competent authorities was not statistically significant. 

Asked if private sector originality and efficiency were sufficiently exercised in the 
process of the BTL project, more private participants agreed than competent authori-
ties, with the difference being statistically significant. Private participants thought 
they demonstrated originality and efficiency, whereas the competent authorities did 
not. 

As illustrated in the survey results, there is a significant gap in positions between the 
private sector participants and the competent authorities. Despite such perception 
gaps, however, they maintain good relationships, implying that the intent of PPP 
projects is fairly well regarded.

Figure 14-6 Survey of Competent Authorities and Project 
Participants on Performance of Build–Transfer–Lease Projects (%)

Source: Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center.
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Table 14-9 Survey of Perception Gap concerning  
Build–Transfer–Lease Projects between Competent Authorities  

and Private Sector Participants (on a 5-point scale)

No. Questionnaire
Competent 
Authorities

Private 
Participants

Gap 
(Competent 
authority –  

Private 
participants) Remarks

1 Do you think the risks 
and liabilities of the 
project have fairly been 
shared between the 
competent authority 
and project participant? 3.0909 2.5000 0.59091 ***

2 Have private sector 
originality and 
efficiency been 
sufficiently exercised 
in carrying out the 
project? 2.7273 3.3929 –0.66558 ***

3 Are the roles and 
liabilities of the 
competent authority 
and the concessionaire 
specified in the 
agreement? 3.6061 3.5000 0.10606 -

4 Do you believe 
that private 
sector originality 
and efficiency 
have sufficiently 
been reflected in 
negotiations? 2.8788 2.6429 0.23593 -

5 Do you think the 
method of offering 
government payments 
for the project 
enhances operational 
efficiency? 3.0000 2.5714 0.42857 **

6 Of the methods to 
provide government 
payments, do you think 
a penalty system and 
an incentive system 
affect performance 
improvement? 3.9394 3.1429 0.79654 ***

*10% significance, ** 5% significance,*** 1% significance.

Source: Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center.
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Table 14-10 Survey of Competent Authorities and Private Sector 
Participants on Priorities in Build–Transfer–Lease Projects

Question Choices in Questionnaire

Priority

Competent 
Authorities

Private 
Participants

Key elements 
in considering 
revised 
agreement

• Profitability 
improvement

• Enhancement of user 
satisfaction

• Relationship with the 
private sector 

• Introduction of new 
services

• Others

Enhancement of 
user satisfaction

Profitability 
improvement

Major 
considerations 
in designing BTL 
policies

• Complement of 
insufficient SOC 
investment funds

• Exercising of private 
originality and efficiency

• Advancement of 
financial market, 
including development 
of new financing skills

• Balanced fostering of 
small and medium-sized 
enterprises and local 
businesses

• Guarantee of 
profitability for 
participating companies

• Others

Exercising of 
private sector 
originality and 
efficiency

Guarantee of 
profitability for 
participating 
companies

Factors to be 
improved by 
competent 
authorities 
for efficient 
implementation 
of BTL projects

• Enhancement of 
understanding of 
concessionaires and 
partnerships

• Understanding of 
systems and laws

• Effective negotiation 
skills

• Ability to analyze 
financial statements

• Expediting business 
processes

• Acquisition of 
monitoring skills 

• Enhancement of 
transparency

• Deregulation
• Others

Effective 
negotiation skills

Enhancement of 
understanding of 
concessionaires 
and partnerships

BTL = build–transfer–lease, SOC = social overhead capital.

Source: Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center.
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Conclusion

Despite their short history, build–transfer–lease (BTL) school projects, among 
a number of types of BTL projects, have aggressively attracted investments, 
with an accumulated total investment of W5 trillion since 2006. In terms of 

location, BTL school projects have been promoted not only in the metropolitan areas 
of Seoul and Gyeonggi-do, but also across the nation in regions such as Chungcheong 
and Jeonnam. This trend is likely to continue for a long time, and the scale of annual 
government subsidies for BTL school facilities is estimated to increase to W1.5 trillion 
per year after 2017. 

The strengths of BTL school projects can be summed up as follows: the BTL proj-
ects have shown higher efficiency than publicly financed projects as they were able 
to provide timely school services to the public; and major stakeholders, including 
students, parents, teachers, and officials in charge, generally showed a higher level 
of satisfaction with BTL projects than with publicly financed projects. 

Given the reality that most of the BTL projects are at initial stages and have long 
operational periods, more effort should be made to support the operation of these 
facilities and develop a system of performance management; preemptive measures 
should be available to manage potential risks. 

The ongoing BTL school projects are primarily focused on building or remodeling 
essential school facilities for elementary, middle, and high schools, and college 
dormitories. The coverage of BTL school projects needs to be diversified in the future 
to serve the expectations of users. To help cultivate potential BTL project qualities 
and meet manifold cultural and welfare demands of the community, extra atten-
tion should be paid to building multipurpose complexes, such as cultural, athletic, 
and welfare facilities, computer and electronic game centers, academic improve-
ment centers for students of low-income families, and outdoor training facilities. 
Through development of multipurpose community complexes using the BTL method, 
the diverse needs of the residents in all age groups can be satisfied and their quality 
of life improved. 
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Appendix 1-A

Investment Systems for Port 
Development in Major Countries

n Overview90 

• Comparison by categorizing port management and operation, port 
developer, investment method, and financing  

 − Japan, Malaysia, the Netherlands, Singapore, Thailand, the United 
Kingdom, the United States, etc. 

• An institutional framework for port management and operation in countries 
of the world was established through port authorities in the 20th century. In 
recent years, privatization has gradually gained steam. 

 − Failure of government and dissemination of market economy, and 
introduction of private creativity and efficiency 

 − In the aftermath of the recent global financial crisis, the failure of 
the market economy has emerged again. It is feared that private 
investment in port projects might be cut back, but since ports are weak 
public goods, an economic turnaround is expected to rekindle private 
investments. 

• Privatization of ports began at the request of port users. 
 − Technological innovation in the transport industries and demand for 

adequate port facilities and equipment for large carriers 

 − Consequently, businesses have been requesting the right to exclusive 
use of port facilities and equipment; the government has agreed to 
develop exclusive ports. The reason is that there is a limit to diverting 
port facilities and equipment for other purposes.  

• Recently, the government has been transferring major port management 
business to the private sector and encouraging private companies to manage 
and operate ports to serve public interests, while controlling and adjusting 
it in the back seat. 

• As a result of privatization of ports in foreign countries, semi-public agencies 
and private corporations have assumed managing and operating roles. 

90 Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs. 2003. Feasibility Study of Private Investment Project 
for Incheon North Port & A Feasibility Study of Basic Design Services. Seoul; Korea Maritime Institute. 
2006. A Feasibility Study of Investment & Development of Logistics Hub in Van Phong & Vung Tau, 
Vietnam. Seoul.
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Table 1-A-1 Port Management, Operation,  
and Features around the World

Port

Port Manager Wharf 
Operating Type FeatureBefore 1990s After 1990s

Sydney State 
government

Public 
corporation
(1995)

Lease and 
operation

Public 
ownership 
and private 
operation

Melbourne State 
government

Public 
corporation
(1996)

Lease and 
operation

Public 
ownership 
and private 
operation

Oakland
(New Zealand)

Regional 
government

Public 
corporation
(1988)

Direct operation Public 
ownership 
and operation

Mexican ports Central 
government

Government–
private joint 
corporation
(1990)

Lease and 
operation

Public 
ownership 
and private 
operation

Port Kelang
(Malaysia)

Central 
government

Corporation
(1991)

Lease and 
operation 
by private 
company

Public 
ownership 
and private 
operation

Penang
(Malaysia)

Central 
government

Corporation
(1994)

Direct operation Public 
ownership 
and private 
operation

Johor 
(Malaysia)

Central 
government

Corporation
(1995)

Direct operation Public 
ownership and 
operation

Southampton
(the United 
Kingdom [UK])

Central 
government

Private 
company
(1983)

Partly direct 
operation/
Partly lease 
and operation

Private 
ownership 
and operation

Tilbury
(the UK)

London Port 
Authority
(Borough 
authority)

Private 
company
(1992)

Partly direct 
operation/
Partly lease and 
operation

Private 
ownership 
and operation

Tees (the UK) Teesport 
Authority
(Borough 
authority)

Private 
company
(1992)

Direct operation Private 
ownership 
and operation

Genoa
(Italy)

Central 
government

Central 
government
(1994)

Partly direct 
operation/
Partly lease 
and operation

National 
ownership 
and private 
operation

continued on next page
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Port

Port Manager Wharf 
Operating Type FeatureBefore 1990s After 1990s

Singapore Port 
of Singapore 
Authority 
(National 
industrial 
complex)

Maritime and 
Port Authority 
of Singapore 
(1998)

Direct operation National 
ownership 
and private 
operation

Barcelona
(Spain)

Local 
government

National 
corporation
(1993)

Partly direct 
operation/
Partly lease and 
operation

National 
ownership 
and private 
operation/
National 
ownership 
and public 
operation

Lisbon
(Portugal)

Central 
government

Central 
government

Partly direct 
operation/
Partly lease and 
operation

National 
ownership 
and private 
operation/
National 
ownership 
and public 
operation

Paris Gudang 
Biutulu, Penang 
(Malaysia)

Corporation To be privatized  Before 2000

Kuantan and 
Kemaman 
(Malaysia)

Corporation To be privatized  1998

Table 1-A-1 continued
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Appendix 1-B

Build–Transfer–Lease Projects 
for School Facilities (Case analysis 
of Anhwa High School in Hwaseong, 
Gyeonggi-do)

Project Overview

Located in Hwaseong, Gyeonggi-do, Anhwa High School was constructed and is 
being operated as a build–transfer–lease (BTL) project. Cultural facilities at Anhwa 
include a multipurpose auditorium, an outdoor deck, and an indoor exhibition 
space. The total project cost was W9,550 million. It was selected by the Ministry of 
Education, Science and Technology as “the school of 2007” for its state-of-the-art 
school facilities. In December of the same year, Anhwa was recognized by the super-
intendent of the ministry for its excellent environmental education. Table 1-B-1 gives 
a design snapshot of Anhwa High School: 

Table 1-B-1 Design Snapshot Anhwa High School Project

Item Contents

Project title Anhwa High School 

Project method Build–transfer–lease

Project type New construction 

Site location 825, Byeongjeomri, Taeaneup, Hwaseong, Gyeonggi-do 

Region and/or district General residential district 

Scale 5 stories above ground 

Structure Reinforced concrete and steel frame (roof of 
multipurpose auditorium) 

Number of classes 30 

Number of students 1,050 

Site area 13,284.035 square meters

Building area 3,212.20 square meters

Gross floor area 10,563.23 square meters

Building coverage ratio 24.21%

Total floor area ratio 79.63%

Landscape area 2,986.35 square meters

Parking capacity 60 vehicles, including 2 for the disabled

continued on next page
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Item Contents

Exterior materials 0.5B clay-bricklaying/aluminum composite panel 

Heating and cooling EHP heating and cooling

Elevator Elevator for the disabled with loading capacity  
of 17 persons 

EHP = Electric Heating Pump.

Source: Educational Facilities Research and Management Center.

Table 1-B-2 Summary of Construction Costs  
for Anhwa High School Project

Category
Amount  

(W million)

Project cost Designa 0

Construction 8,275

Supervision 310

Operation and equipment 432

Others 533

Total 9,550
a Funding for the design provided by local government.

Source: Educational Facilities Research and Management Center.

Table 1-B-1 continued

Table 1-B-3 Areas and Purposes by Floor of Anhwa High School Project

Item Area Purpose

5th floor above  
 ground

774.37 square 
meters

Music room, science lab, faculty lounge, outdoor deck

4th floor above  
 ground

2,189.89 
square meters

Classroom, variable curriculum classroom, faculty 
study, art room, science lab

3rd floor above  
 ground

2,189.89 
square meters

Classroom, variable curriculum classroom, faculty 
study, language lab, home economics room, industrial 
arts room 

2nd floor above  
 ground

2,791.64 
square meters

Classroom, variable curriculum classroom, faculty 
study, computer lab, multipurpose auditorium

1st floor above  
 ground

2,617.44 
square meters

Machine room, electricity control room, audiovisual 
lab, library, administrative office, principal’s office, 
repair room, faculty office, broadcasting room, 
cafeteria, kitchen

Total area 10,563.23 
square meters

Source: Educational Facilities Research and Management Center.
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Result of Value for Money Test

The value for money (VFM) analysis for the Anhwa High School project shows that 
the private finance initiative (PFI) provides services at lower costs during the life cycle 
of the school facilities compared to the public sector comparator (PSC). Table 1-B-4 
compares estimates of the life cycle costs at Anhwa High School. 

Table 1-B-4 Estimates of Public Sector Comparator and Private  
Finance Initiative Life Cycle Costs at Anhwa High School 

(W million)

Item PSC PFI

Facility 
investments

Project 
cost

Construction cost (1) Study 

(2) Design

(3) Construction 8,746 8,222

Compensation 
expenditures

(4)  Compensation for 
site and storage

Incidentals (5) Feasibility study 3

(6)  Traffic impact 
assessment

(7)  Environmental 
impact assessment

(8) Supervision 316 299

(9) Insurance premiums

(10) Operational equipment cost 431 431

(11)  Management, supervision and 
operating reserves 33

Subtotal 9,493 8,967

(12) Financial cost 2,207 566

Subtotal 11,700 9,553

Operational cost Operation and 
management 4,567 4,469

Repair and maintenance 1,608 1,514

Subtotal 6,175 5,983

Total 17,876 15,536

PFI = private finance initiative, PSC = public sector comparator.

Source: Educational Facilities Research and Management Center.
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Features of Design and Operating System

Basic Design

The design concept for the Anhwa High School was established to maintain harmony 
between the school and the existing buildings: first, by considering the surrounding 
apartment structures, and then, by positioning the school buildings based on this 
consideration. An environment-friendly architectural planning technique was chosen 
to make the school function as a small urban ecological hub. Table 1-B-5 summarizes 
the architectural points.

Table 1-B-5 Environment-Friendly Architectural Techniques for Anhwa 
High School Buildings

Technique Technical Factors Adoption

Land use and  
 layout

Climate-conscious layout Arrangement of wards to face 
south

Utilization of topology and terrain Plan for pilot parking zone 
using lot level 

Separation of traffic lane from 
sidewalk

Separation of flow of vehicles 
from that of pedestrians

Maximization of open space Composition of exterior space 
through open space

Creation of  
 environment- 
 friendly exterior  
 space 

Ecological planting Use of special pavers  or clay 
bricks

Induction of rainwater permeation Planting native plants and roof 
replanting

Creation of waterfront Creation of waterfront in 
exterior space

Determination  
 of morphology  
 and details of  
 buildings 

Induction of day lighting and 
ventilation

Induction of day lighting and 
ventilation via corridor on wall 
side 

Minimization of gross floor area  
and/or building envelope 

Enhancement of energy 
efficiency with minimum 
building envelope

Use of natural solar energy Security of maximum building 
pitches

Creation of  
 comfortable  
 interior

Ventilation induction system Induction of natural ventilation 
system

Soundproof and sound insulation 
technique

Utilization of buffer green 
space and location of noise 
source on playground

Use of safe interior materials Use of wood fiber board and 
natural paints

Source: Educational Facilities Research and Management Center.
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In the construction of Anhwa High School, use of special pavers maintained ecological 
functions of soil and lessened the occurrence of heat islands—isolated heated areas. 
A roof lounge was built to reduce radiant heat that travels into the interior of the 
building in summer. Special joints called Ssamji,i.e. Ecology Events were reserved as 
eco-parks for learning about nature, which helps the community residents, students, 
and parents socialize with each other. Moreover, the school was designed to secure 
safety of students, including an escape flow in case of accidents or disasters by 
observing safety guidelines provided by a school design safety manual. 

Operating System

Risk Hedge Strategy Using Value Chain

Anhwa High School is managing risks by introducing a risk hedge strategy using 
value chain. Figure 1-B-1 presents types of participant-specific risk diversification.

The concessionaire is in charge of performance monitoring and functions as a service 
center, and the competent authority is responsible for securing land and supplying 
government payments. The designer is in charge of making the design based on 
safety, convenience, future-orientation, and economy; the construction shareholder 
is liable for defects and securing financial resources in reserve to complete construc-
tion within the date agreed upon. The financial shareholder is expected to meet 
financial requirements on time and set a standby credit ceiling. External participants, 
such as a project management firm, an accounting firm, and an insurance company, 
are supposed to develop a reliable project model and compensate for loss. The 

Figure 1-B-1 Anhwa High School Risk Hedge 
Strategy Using Value Chain

Risk Management Mechanism

Designer (PM firm, accounting firm
and insurance company)

External participants

Concesionaire :
Performance
monitoring

service center

Construction
shareholder

Competent
authority

Financial
shareholder

Operating
shareholder

• Timely financing
• Setting of standby
   credit ceiling
• Securing of project
   transparency
• Securing of reserve
   financial resources

• Integrated building
   management system
• Performance monitoring
• Contract for confirmed
   entrusted operations
• Service center
• Securing of reserve
   financial resources

• Safety
• Convenience
• Future orientation
• Economy

• Completion within
   deadlines
• Contract for
   construction work
• Liability for defects
• Securing of received
   financial resources

• Securing of lots
• Reliable supply of
   government payments
• Price fluctuations
  during operation period

• Develop reliable project
   model
• Compensate for loss for
   concessionaire
• Sufficient compensation
   for damages

PM = performance monitoring.

Source: Educational Facilities Research and Management Center.
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operating shareholder is in charge of an integrated management system for build-
ings and performance monitoring, a contract for confirmed entrusted operations, a 
service center, and reserve financial resources.

Figure 1-B-2 Integrated Facility Management for the 
Anhwa High School Project

Source: Educational Facilities Research and Management Center.
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Anhwa High School

Source: Educational Facilities Research and Management Center.
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Relevance of Integrated Facility Management

Real-time supervisory data and operational data collected on-the-job and data for 
operational analysis processed by an integrated management system are provided to 
and managed by the competent authority, the school, and the concessionaire. 

Monitoring of Operations

There are two modalities of monitoring at Anhwa High School: a regular moni-
toring conducted every month by a task force from the main office, and occasional 
monitoring conducted during visits by an evaluation committee. Members of the 
committee check out and inspect facility conditions. Results of the performance eval-
uation are reported to the competent authority. Figure 1-B-3 describes the process 
of monitoring. 

Flow of Repair and Maintenance 

Any maintenance problem is reported to the managing office for repair and main-
tenance. Figure 1-B-4 shows a flow of repair and maintenance at the Anhwa High 
School facilities. 

Figure 1-B-4 Flow of Repair and Maintenance  
at Anhwa High School

Source: Educational Facilities Research and Management Center.
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Main Facilities (Example) 

The following photographs depict main facilities at Anhwa High School.

Figure 1-B-6 Exhibition Foyer

Source: KDI PIMAC.

Figure 1-B-5 Audio-Visual Laboratory

Source: KDI PIMAC.
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Figure 1-B-8 Sky Garden

Source: KDI PIMAC.

Figure 1-B-7 Multipurpose Auditorium

Source: KDI PIMAC.
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